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Camp Agudah
5774-2014
This Yearbook Belongs to:_____________________________
My Bunkmates in Bunk_________were:
_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

My Counselor Was:______________________________

My Junior Counselor was:________________________
My Division Head was:__________________________
My Highlights of this summer were _________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

From the Desk of the Editor. . .
To My Fellow Staff Members and Campers of Camp Agudah,
As I sit here and write this letter it’s hard to believe that the summer has come to a close. We all
know how hard it is to leave camp after as great of a summer we experienced. To help make it through the
year we have put together this yearbook, and I hope it will provide a little warmth during those long winter
months.
Firstly, I would like to express my Hakoras Hatov to Hashem for his everlasting kindness and allowing me to be part of such an efficiently run organization.
We are extremely grateful to our dear director Meir Frischman for making this summer greater than ever.
Thank You for allowing me to create this yearbook, your advice and encouragement helped make it a reality.
Special Thank you to Yaakov Lax for being my helping hand throughout the publishing of this yearbook; thank
you for rallying up the counselors to give in their articles, and thanks for helping out in designing the cover,
and finishing it in middle of the concert.
Rabbi Karfoil, thank you for all your help and for doing the censorship, it would have been a much different
yearbook without you.
Thank you Rabbis Neiman, Feuer, Nusbaum, Dabba, Freidman, Kaufman, Herbstman, Septimus. Schillit for
making Camp Agudah what it is, and for writing up your articles on such short notice.
Mrs Rand, Thank you for all your help.
Eli Serebrowski, thanks for all the late night and last minute technical assistance.
Rabbi Pearl thank you for allowing me to take off from watching the pool.
Shimon Newmark thank you for everything.
Rabbi Majeski and crew thank you for vacating the office and giving it back to it original owners.
Tzvi Liberman thank you for taking all the Bunk pictures, and taking care of the small stuff that really counts.
Thank you Ari Scheff, Eliezer Frank, Shmuli Richman, Chaim Kaplan, and Yossi Pinter who spent countless
hours volunteering to type as many articles that were available. Special thanks to anyone that helped out
even to type up just one article.
Thank you Yaakov Rimmer for helping out in the computer room.
Thank you Franky-F26 and Yehuda-CS3 for coming to visit me.
Anyone who submitted an article thank you, even if it may have been left out.
A special Thanks to all those counselors who gave in their articles on time for making my job easier.
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in whatever it was that you may
have done.
Signing Off,

Zvi Greenspan
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From the Desk of the Assistant Director . . .

The Greatest camp in the mountains is maintained by the greatest team!!
This summer was a real pleasure, thanks to our dedicated, talented, and responsible maintenance staff.
We’ve had dedication before, we’ve had talent before, we’ve had responsibility before. But the
achdus and camaraderie of this particular team is unprecedented and remarkable. It was an honor and
privilege to work with you guys: Yehuda “Icky” Ickowics, Shlomo “Laz” Lazarus, Baruch Nosson Weinreb,
Chaim Mordechai Hershkowitz, and of course our trusted drivers Moshe Gluck and Yeshua Yissachar
Presworsky. Thank you of course to all those anonymous individuals who help this wonderful tzibbur.
Most of Agudah’s maintenance team will be flying to Eretz Yisrael shortly. May your achdus inspire
us all, and may we join you in the maintenance of the third Bais Hamikdash, bimheirah biyameinu!

Shimon Newmark
Assistant Director

From the Desk of the Head Staff. . .
Dear Campers,
What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were
impressed with your wonderful Middos, and Learning, to the exciting activities where
you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were
Mekadesh Shem Shomayim Berabim. The amount of growth that each of you had in
these short few weeks together is something that should make you proud. The main
outcome of all this is that you have discovered your true essence, and abilities, and
that you could enjoy life in every way while being connected to Hashem. Take all the
Ruach back with you to the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of
Camp Agudah Ruach Country.
Hatzlacha Rabbah, and we hope to see you next year in Yerushalayim.

Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol

From the Desk of the Learning Directors . . .
Dear campers,
It’s hard to believe the summer is over and we take leave of Camp Agudah Ruach Country!
But as we always say Ruach Country remains with us forever and ever so we can once again smile.
Over the summer we absorbed so much ruach in so many areas,
From cocoa club Thanks to the greatest chef R’ Avromi Flam. Through night Kollel we all shteiged and
grew in ruchnius. Our middos were sharpened as we learnt about great people and there sterling
character traits (in Rabbi Shimon Finkleman inimitable way!)
We gained so much in developing a taste of learning Halacha through our new "dirshu" program with
Rabbi Yehuda Schwebal Shlita! Rabbi Brustowski continues to "shep nachas" as every shiur finished
meseches megilla in our mishna yomis program...
The zemiros ahhh the beautiful zemiros with Rabbi Yitzy Bald are still reverberating in our neshomos
Of course the Grand Bechina is always the highlight of our summer as we show ourselves what we can
accomplish in such a short time. Hundreds of boys toiling in Torah, learning halachos is simply a
nachas.
I'm watching the busses pull out of camp with a tefilla that we all be Zoche to a ksiva vachasima Tova,
A gut yor !

Rabbi Feuer

Rabbi Nusbaum
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From the Desk of Your Division Head. . .

Dearest staff and campers,
It's always very very difficult to write this article. How can I put a whole summer on one sheet?
I just want to say thanks to all those who made this summer a reality. Rabbi Meir Frischman , Rabbi
Neiman Rabbi Karfiol and Avi Shillit To my fellow division heads thanks for the friendship and advise you
are truly great people. To my counselors and jcs it was a pleasure working with you really know how to
give kids a great time. I think back to all the fun we had from activities (rabbi wolf) to trips to Cold War
what a great summer it was. Thanks to Rabbi Fueur Rabbi Nussbaum for the ruchanius. Also all the
saltiest shabbosim we had - Rabbi Feifer Thanks for all the delicious meals– Rabbi Flam Rabbi Schwebel
and to the greatest family waiters.
The only thing that will keep me happy is knowing that there will be beezras Hashem Camp Agudah in 2015
in yerushalaim.
I will miss you all and wish you a gmar chasima tova.

Rabbi Dabbah

Tuesday July 1st first day of camp 9th grade bowling,Chef
Flaum

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Tzvi Neiman

Yaakov Lev

Junior Counselor

Junior Counselor

Dovid Chait

Simcha Kalman

If___________would be headcounselor then . . .
C Neiman Tzvi
JC Lev Yaakov
JC Chait Dovid
JC Simha Kalman
Bald Michoel
Basch Levi
Fine Yitzy
Frankl Moshe Dovid
Goodman Yehuda
Jurkowitz Avraham L.
Majeski Yaakov
Orlander Mayer
Ozeirey Shlomo
Reich Aryeh Malkiel
Reich Chaim
Schwebel Zevy
Tendler Yaakov
Zoberman Yirmi

would have arts and crafts every day
would teach everyone how to skip rocks
would become JC for aleph minus two weeks earlier
would go boating with Yitzy Fine every day
would have frog catching as an activity every day
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
would have boating everyday
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
would stay with his father in the Masmidim Bais Medresh
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
would always be on Yaakov Tendler’s dodgeball team
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
would be on Chaim Reich’s team for colorwar
would learn how to skip rocks
would be on Aryeh Reich’s team for colorwar
would learn how to skip rocks
would play dodgeball every day
would make cupcakes by Mrs. Flam

Wednesday July 2nd 8th grade bowling

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Menachem Kramer

Shmuli Richman

Co-Counselor
Ari Shindler

When Bunk Aleph Plus loses a game against regular
day camp, then . . .

CC Menachem Kramer
CC Ari Shindler
CC Shmuli Richman
Avraham Dabba
Moshie Hershel
Yitzchok Flam
Shmuel Chaim Friedman
Yisroel Frischman
Yehuda Glustein
Yoel Goldstein
Chaim Tzvi Neiman
Shmuel Newmark
Dovid Seidenfeld
Yossi Botknecht
Zevi Diamond
Meir Frank:

Will still be known as yehuda Kramers brother/will still be a true Smid at heart
Will actually answer his phone/be a Smid full summer
Will still make the best bbq lol/will still be a Ruach Country Boy
Will still be rocking out all the trips/”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still be the most amazing swimmer/”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still wear his awesome swag cap/”Can I use ur phone.”
will still catch crazy deep football passes /”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still hang upside down from the monkey bars/”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still be trying to tackle his counselors /”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still never miss a catch in dodge ball/”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still be hitting crazy shots/”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still have the most awesome smile/”Can I use ur phone.”
Will still be zooming fast/”Can I use ur phone.”
Ashanda/Bahaima/life guard rocks/”no doubles”/grandpa.
Will get owl glasses lol/and give a pruba/pinnochio.
Will lose ”another” 28 pounds lol/ be a Giants fan/hugging R’Wolf. Leiby Friedman: Will get expansive biking gloves/lukshin/shep nachas from bro.
Yanky Rimmer:
Will come to y.t.v/will have a clean computer room/have a room that can seat
30 ppl.
Ssssshhhhmmmuuuuullllliiiii (bieninstock): Hi
Kit: Menachem Kramer-1718-853-6855.
Ari Shindler-1718-744-5401

Thursday July 3rd Rain Rain Go Away
“gymzebo” unveiling

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Akiva Besser

Yehuda Lowenthal

Bunk AA didn't get Ruach Country Hats because……..
CC Akiva Besser

Was too busy winning football games

CC Yehuda Lowenthal

Had too many caps

Naftoli Zev Newmark

Went to watch his ducklings

Yisroel Nusbaum

Went to Far Rockaway

David Ozeirey

Went to the GDR for supper

Yitzy Richman

Was too busy putting songs on his mp3

Meir Richman

Was trying to sit next to his counselors by the basketball
game

Yisroel Seidenfeld

Was just joking to much

Tzvi Baruch

Went to Yedidim

Yisroel Frischman

Will always be a Ruach Country Boy

Chaim Tzvi Neiman

Will always be a Ruach Country Boy

Shumel Chaim Friedman

Was putting on a Mickey Mouse show

Friday July 4th nadvorna rebbe Shabbos gadol

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yitzchok Nusbaum

Shloimy Schron

Walk with counselor became an activity because . . .
Yosef Dabbah

needed to visit his family #lachmajean

Ari Freidman

had to find his punchball #Monseyrocks

Moshe Yehuda Neiman

so he would know every thing before the rest of camp
#sleepawaycamper

Yitzy Pearl

needed to check if his kokosh came yet #pearlpoolownige

Shua Pomerantz

smiled all the way back and forth #awesome:)

Yehuda Pomerantz

Will always be a Ruach Country Boy #xbox1

Eliezer Presser

so he could fill his tradition soup before the meal #ballons

Akiva Rosenblum

had to go get his cereal #krafty

Shloimy Shapiro

hockey was way to intense for him #shirayim

Shlomo Dov Yarsalowitz

wanted to visit the masmidim #drumer

Dovid Zlotnick

needed a excuse to visit his brothers #guitar

Motzai Shabbos July 5th junior melava malka, Breakout
With Rabbi Yitzy Bald and Eli Gerstner

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Ushi Friedman

Moshe Levenson

When Bunk Beis would pick activities . . .
Friedman Ushy
Levenson Moshe
Laniado David
Max Avromi
Merenstein Simcha
Moskowitz Simcha
Schoenbrun Dovi
Shuster Yehoshua Heschel
Sonnenschein Shaul Aryeh
Yurowitz Tzviki
Zidell Yitzchok
Shmez

will still get his afternoon nap
will still be chillin
will still be watching his big brothers playing ball
will still go to every league game
will still try to get the activity started
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will still be bunk comedian
will still be learning mishnayos
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will still be a Mets and Knicks fan while matching his brother
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
Oiy – Oiy

Sunday July 6th neighborhood day!!
Winner is...Flatbush!!!!!!

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eliezer Frank

Kalman Weinstock

What was _____ doing on Old McDonald’s farm at 2 am, sticking a fork in Chuni’s beard?

C Eliezer Frank

searching for Meyah Eizig to ask him about the “new website”, or possibly the twitta, & to find out if the reason
he’s been MIA this entire summer is because he’s been dancing around Old McDonald’s farm singing “Ee-I-O” to
every tune known to man. Also wanted to ask Old McDonald which version of the song he likes best.
JC Kalman Weinstock
wanted to play 2 am angry birds with real birds, who were most likely angry for being woken up at 2 am. But then
he saw Chuni, and said “forget it. I’d rather just stick forks in this guy’s beard.
Chaim Yehoshua Basch
apparently still didn’t get his slush. (Sorry!) Do they offer slush on Old McDonald’s farm? Not sure. Definitely not a
2 am. Guess I have nowhere to go with this.
Dovi Belsky
no, we are not going to write anything classic here, such as something about basketball, #overused. Besides, why
would McDonald have a b-ball court on his farm anyway? #SheepDontPlayBasketball
Moshe Belsky
McDonald has epic snacks on his farm, especially 2 am snax, and those snacks he served to those PiJS’s, & for all
you know Chuni might have some in his beard.
Yechezkel Ginsburg
well, as we all know, sheep are best known for their athletic ability, so he was probably trying to convince them to
play his league game for him, and who knows? Maybe they’ll even tell me whether my team won at the end…
Avromie Goldblatt
well, what else would I be doing at 2 am? I mean that’s just an utterly ridiculous question!
Yosef Dov Goldstein
well, McDonald is too old & fat & clumsy to chase me out, so why not? Even if he tried, he’d probably trip over
Chuni or one of the forks in his beard or something. And besides, at his age he’s probably sleeping at 9 anyway, no
way he’s up at 2.
Menachem Goodman
wasn’t there because he was busy trying to get a thousand high fives in one day so he doesn’t need to give another
one for the rest of the summer. And besides, farms are boring. & I hate beards.
Meir Klugman
was hoping to go swimming in the deep water without taking the test, something everyone knows is allowed on
McDonald’s farm after 2 am. But along came Chuni and tried to stop him, so he stuck a fork in his beard.
Mordy Levitansky
wanted me to write that he succeeded in conquering the world, that there would absolutely no reason for him to
be on a farm in that situation.
Dovid Mitnik
apparently loves Shlumpy, or at least that’s what he just said. Why that means he was on McDonald’s farm I don’t
know. Whether he remembers saying that he loves Shlumpy is highly unlikely, & who Shlumpy is, is completely
beyond me. Not sure where I’m going with this. Moving on…
Yosef Schwebel
the only true iniquitous delinquent in the bunk, & we all know what delinquents are doing at 2 in the morning…
well…I thought that was pretty obvious, isn’t it? They hang around Old McDonald’s farm sticking forks in Chuni’s
Beard, of course.
Elchonon Teitz
apparently 4got the code for shutting down people in hockey, thereby losing a one on one (!) 10-6 & almost missing the skits because of it. So he went to Old McDonald’s farm, knowing that McDonald knows the answer to everything, & would surely know the code. But alas, when he arrived it was 2 am, and McDonald was long sleeping.
(He apparently doesn’t conform to my schedule- clock just hit 2 am now.) And so with nothing to do, the best option is usually to begin sticking forks into Chuni’s beard. And lo, I have just used the same theme for the same person two months in a row.
To Yosef Dabbah, Moshe Yehuda Neiman, & Shlomo Dov Yaroslawitz:
no I am not going to give you a shout out again this half.
Chief Rotator Perlman
rotator mentality has overtaken him, and he now spends his time hanging around McDonald’s farm. Not sure if he
does the fork thing though. Enjoy ToMo, have a great year, and make sure you come back to camp next year.
Ushy Friedman
is definitely not doing the fork thing, and doesn’t like the song anyway. Still an epic co-captain. Probably the most
involved league captain in camp. I’m sure you’re exhilarated/devastated that we won/lost in the end.
Aron Lowenthal
may have wanted to ask McDonald if he wants to be in the Grand Bechina. What ended up happening with Chuni,
we don’t know. Oh right, I promised in my last article to mention all my thank you’s now, so thanx for everything.
You know what I’m talking about.
Eli Neuberger
no I gave your co-counselor a line, I’m not gonna think of one for you too.
Meir Frank
was photobombing a selfie that Chuni was in the process of taking with Ditchy and farmer McDonald. When the
picture was posted we all said “Hey! Look! It’s Meir Frank!” #Classic
Rabbi Karfiol
was NOT on Old McDonald’s
farm at 2 am sticking a fork in
Chuni’s beard. He was up then,
though.
Just to let you guys know, Kalman Weinstock did not do any
shout outs to get you all back for not putting him in any of
your articles last half. #TakeThat
To anyone I left out, I’m sorry, but as you can probably tell,
I’m out of space, time, & patience, & I’m way too tired to
think of anything anymore. You guys are seriously amazing
though. Love every one of you, & I hope you’ll 4give me. If
you really can’t handle it though, insert a line for yourself
right here: ___________________. (I know, by my standards
that’s way too short)
And now, a song: “Ms. Mary Mac Mac Mac, all dressed in
black black black…” (HAAAAA, got you…)
Guys thanks for being the most amazing bunk ever for 2
months in a row!! It was amazing having you guys twice!!
(sorry Kalman) you seriously made this by far the greatest
summer of our lives!! Please keep in touch!
Eliezer Frank: 917-588-7059
Kalman Weinstock: 718-431-5456
…& that concludes the most epic bunk article ever. Have a
great year everyone, & peace out.
...Can’t wait till summer ’15!!!!

Monday july 7th roast for supper!!!! Rabbi Septimus real
birthday

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Chaim Leib Mandel

Shmuel Isaak

If _________was in charge of activities than bunk Gimmel . . .
C Mandel Chaim Leib
JC Isaak Shmuel
Brecher Bentzi
Feder Chaim
Goodman Dovid Tzvi
Gross Moshe
Herzka Pinny
Katz Elimelech
Moller Raphael
Newmark Yaakov
Pomerantz Refael Simcha
Rosenblatt Yaakov
Septimus Motty
Sonnenschein Chaim
Waldman Yitzy
Wasserlauf Mordechai Aryeh
Zoberman Avrohom Yitzchok
Zyskind Yossi
Big Bird
Jack
Fred

will have dance class with YBC 5 times a week.
will have swimming all 4 activities.
wouldn’t have any activities on Friday.
would have water hiking every day.
would have balloon dancing twice a day.
would have longer learning groups.
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
would never have kickball cause were not in kindergarten.
will have Arts & Crafts 2½ times a week.
will play machanayim.
would have football every day.
will play steal the salami.
would have a matching game.
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
will play hockey.
will have face painting.
will never play dodgeball.
will have Jump rope as an activity.
would go fishing in the lake.
will go star gazing at 2AM

Tuesday july 8th First Basketball Game of the Summer vs.
Rayim 66-48! AGUDAH!

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Aron Lownthal

Eli Neuberger

If ____________ would sleep talk he would say . . .
C.C. Aron Lowenthal
C.C. Eli Neuberger
Menachem Abbott
Aharon Shaul Feigenbaum
Moishe Goldstien
Mordechai Heisler
Ari Levinger
Moshe Lichtenstein
Leiby Mutterpearl
Moishy Ostrovitsky
Binyomin Yehuda Raider
Binyomin Schwartz
Chiam Yehuda Schwartz
Yehuda Wrotzlovsky

Its only $225 to sign up for the Flatbush Basketball league!!
To be continued… (the story).
Do you want a birthday cup?
Could you please put on the cute song again???
I got the bunk the most davening cards!!
Why do you always stop by the best part of the story? 2 more minutes!
Could I say mishnayos out loud for the bunk?
I am becoming a maintence member as soon as I can, and a bbq manager.
I am the kickball king!
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
I am going to remember all color war songs like my grandfather did!!
Could you please get me hot water for my tradition soup!?!?!
I could strike out David Ortiz!!!
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
Thanks guys for a great summer!!!
Aron Lowenthal- (917) 930-4255
Eli Neuberger- (347) 602-3505
K.I.T.

Wednesday July 9th Trip Day!!! SportsTime USA and Overlook Golf And Recreation!! Thank you Avi!!!

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Hillel Greisman

Eli Schlosser

WHEN BUNK HEY EATS ICE CREAM WITH BUNK VOV . . .
CC Hillel Greisman
CC Eli Schlosser
Braunstein, Simcha
Bertram, Matisyahu
Bokow, Aron
Braun, Ezzy
Ely, Mordechai
Freedman, Binyamin
Friedman, Motty –
Friedman, Zvi Boaz
Ginsberg, Yehuda Leib
Kaufman, Mordechai
Kleinman, Menachem Dovid
Mendelovit,z Boruch
Minkoff, Mordechai
Orlander , Ozer Chaim
Schoor, Yosef –
Schwatz, Meir –
Volkowitz, Dovid Yosef
Warman, Yehuda
Marder, Yisroel

Discovered Jerry, Chofetz Chaim Miami, love’s Eli’s bungalow, 6:30 am shower party, smoky the barbeque, three shirt summer, sleeping in the shul what?!
Always has to shtell, Brain Damage, don’t play with staplers, turkey, DC, loves Darchei, stewart, stop
eating, bungalow chill
will buy his counselors’ a slush, is simcha’s cousin, will come on a camp trip, will be a sleepaway camper
Needs more snack bags, used up all his soap and shampoo, found Shabbos shirt, Matisyahu/Max
Loves Dr. Middos, goes to the infirmary ASAP, Bozi’s cousin, shtells ChapaNosh
Thinks all Canadians are good at hockey, the name’s BROWN, shluff kappel, not on Lax’s team again
Shabbos flashlight, just got fried, doesn’t take germs, your crazy
Fake Israeli, loves baseball, met a skunk, Jack’s cousin, taps people on the other shoulder
Owns a virtual candy store, thinks he’s the president, is Ushy’s brother, can’t wear sneakers to mincha
says hello after lights out, doesn’t like the name Zvi Boaz, Bozo/Bugoff/Happyman
Was on blue, French fries, Ginzy
Our sponsor from the canteen, is really a seventh grader, is the only day camper by curfew, responds to
Mudcha
Sandy struck his bed, MD, Midnight snacks, I’m starving, goes to cocoa club, loves shnooki Shapiro , 1 2 3
ehhhhh
Shalom doesn’t live in farrockaway, is getting dressed, is called mendy, what are we playing?
will always be a Ruach Country boy
will always be a Ruach Country boy
take your chair home in one peace, aryeh’s brother, gabbai of bentchers for one day
hes the man, good try good try, oh my gosh, owns a punch ball, lollipop from barber, visiting day sushi
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Erev Shabbos challah panic, breaking it down in the bunkhouse, I promise you abaya said, old spice, big
toe
Owes me a steak, take care of Eli

Thursday July 10th First play of the summer “with his eye
on the goal’

From the Desk of Your Division Head . . .
To my Dear 6th grade campers:
WOW! What a fantastic, unbelievable, rocking summer we had! Every day was jam packed with action, excitement, and major Ruach! ‘Cause: “We’re from Ruach (clap-clap) Country.”
If you’re sitting at home one night, thinking about camp and all the wonderful times we had – Remember…
Ruach country hats, chanting in the dining room, Mosey’s chakira moments, Neighborhood day, lazy
man volleyball, Fun Time USA, Eli Gerstner, Eitan Katz, Agudolphin, intercamp basketball games, Chinese
magic show, 10 questions video (Hey Fred!), Elvis, OAR, Avi Biton, Yitzy Erps, Topsey Turvy Day, Pay Day,
T & S day, Shabbos zemiros, new gymzebo, H2O water park, Sonny’s Place, Six Flags, Dancing at 4:30am,
davening cards with their prize machine, BBQs, Bonfire, Six Flags Day, Carnival Day, Sports switch night
activity, Baruch Levine & Simcha Leiner, Color War, Old McDonald, Grand Sing, Every 6th grade bunk got
pizza for davening!!, the back of my sweatshirt (6th GRADE ROCKS!), and much, much more.
Our days were so filled with Ruach and Geshmak that I’m sure the memories will keep you warm
throughout the winter.
I’m sure you’re already counting down the days to Camp Agudah 2015 – I know I am!
‘Till then –shteig away in Yeshiva- and remember:
“There’s nothing like a Camp Agudah Boy!”
Can’t wait to spend next summer together in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim.

RABBI SHMAYA FRIEDMAN
6TH GRADE ROCKS!!

Friday july 11th hachnosas Sefer Torah .
R’ shlomo Braunstein Shabbos gadol

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Zalmy Krasnow

Dovid Davidowitz

We Are Straight Shooters With “Energy And Experience” But
Owned 6th Grade Because…
C Zalman “Z-Man” KrasnowC Dovid “Ditchee” DavidowitzJC Zevy “The Big U” UngarShimmy BrodtYecheskel DavidChananya EgertElazar EisensteinGavriel GangerEzzy GoldbergEli GoldshmidtEliyahu GoldsteinBinyomin GottliebBoruch GrossbergerYisrolie JanklowiczMoshe Aharon LaxLeibi LebowitzYosef LevEli MasarLeib SchafferYair SchorrYitzchok Shipper-

Was left out of the Pre Bizzaro chill but wouldn’t have won anyways
Did not care that theyre were 150 chassidim on visiting day, maybe that’s why he felt
confident in the Pre Bizzaro chill
Won the Pre Bizzaro chill by a long shot, Zevy you were amazing in the back of the
lodge, you really brought you’re A-Game
Is family friends and..duh..of course he goes for the Giants
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Surprisingly has been to more restaurants than Ditchee
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Knows a burger when he sees one
His brother is marrying a Herby!!!
Will stop laughing when Ditchee tries to rip on him
Takes braces to a WHOLE NOTHA LEVEL!
Will need knee and elbow pads for his dance
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Got a ride with the cheff
NETS STINK!!
Is the bunk chantor
Is a better basketball player then the man on hids cap
Did NOT beat Zalman in an arm wrestle
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Lets get into pajamas in the morning so we don’t have to change when we go to sleep

Motzai Shabbos July 12th Melave Malkah Kumzits with
Eitan Katz

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yechiel Greenwald

Yehuda Vashovsky

If Bunk Zayin lived in Flatbush then . . .
CC Greenwald Yechiel
CC Vashovsky Yehuda Aryeh Leib
Altman Yisroel Shalom
Englard Rephael
Frohlich Shlomo
Goldberg Avi
Himy Moshe Mordechai
Kornbluth Mordechai
Kranz Moshe
Lehman Bezalel
Malik Menachem Meir
Neiman Yosef
Oldak Naftali

would move back to Monsey and stop calling everyone “child”
would go to Yeshiva in Flatbush and sleep by first activty
would not wake Greenwald up for cocoa club
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
would stop being awesomely involved in Zemiros
would hate the Ravens
would stop being called triple “M”
would get less packages and mail then half of camp
would have over 35 points in a basketball game (that’s not on the small courts)

Raider Eliezer
Schuck Moishy
Stefansky Yehuda Leib (Monsey)
Stefansky Yehuda Leib (Lakewood)
Taub Moshe

Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
would rather Agudah’s chullent over mealmart
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy

Sunday July 13th Visiting Day and Head Staff vs. Staff
Volleyball

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yehudah Aryeh

Shmuli Kriger

Brecher

If bunk Ches got more beeaaags & less pets then . . .
CC Brecher Yehuda Aryeh
JC Kriger Shmuli
Abramov Yossi
Benedek Shimmy
Braunstein Yehuda
Rachamim Dabbah
Elbaz Aharon
Epstein Meir Simcha
Fink Dovid
Frischman Elozor
Frischman Mordechai
Gertz Eli
Herskowitz Dani
Kerstein Elisha
Kroizer Yoni
Lasker Bentzion
Mandel Yehuda
Pearl Moshe
Pluchenik Shmuel Yosef
Zidell Yosef
“Billy the fish”
Mojo
Puzzle “Beeaaags” Herskowitz
Ari Chef

Would look less like Krieger and not walk on his off day
Would look less like Brecher and would share his cookies
Would get a real sling for his arm
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Would still be trying to fool Brecher
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Would look less like Pearl and fold his on tallit
Would have put his glasses in a beeaaaag before “the great jump”
will always be a Ruach Country Boy
Would look less like Mordy and would not need S.K.P
Would look less like Elozor &stop folding Elbaz’s tallis
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Would still be wearing his cone hat at? leagues?
Would still be “cousin” Elisha &would become a Mets fan
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Would stop asking Brecher to take him fishing
Would ask Kreiger what Beeaaags are …..&where are pets went
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Would have stayed for more beeaaags…we miss you
The “sleepasaurus” Rex would be more active
“Ad Billy die”
Would come back to his rightful owner
Would look less like Dani
Would look like Brecher

Monday July 14th ‘Place Your Bets’ Night Activity

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shmuli Bienenstock

Yaakov Fogel

The reason there are skunks under Bunk Tes . . .
C Shmuel Mordechai Bienenstock
JC Yaakov Zev Fogel
Yehuda Bash
Yosef Braunstein
Mordy Ellenbogen
Shmuel Elazar Fasten
Chaim Dovid Kelman
Moti Kornbluth
Yaakov Mann
Yossi Neuhaus
Eliezer Obermeister
Sruli Perl
Ezriel Rokeach
Yechezkel Rosenfeld
Nachmi Schlosser
Avraham Silber
Motty Steinmetz
Kalman Weber
Levy Yitzchok Zafir
Monsey Shabbos
Brecher
Bunk Yud CC
Chuni
7th grade 12th graders

is Muuuli and got them friends in six flags
was learning Mesilas Yesharim in Heller
screaming too loud
rides his skateboard to his famous brother
promised them something from the Hat Box™
scared them by cutting trees
volunteered to take care of them
was playing with Kalman on the porch
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
a Canadian hockey player that lives in Flatbush
has a Basketball
has smiling contests
because his brother sent them from Rayim
was looking at them through his binoculars
has a comfortable rug for them to sleep on
to heal his knee P.S. hope it’s fine next summer
scared them away with his guitar from another bunk
was playing with Moti on the porch
doesn’t like dogs, especially while playing football
offered them brownies from orchard hill off quince and plum
got the whole world to scream muuuli
had to deal with the whole matzav in our bunkhouse
teaches them Mishnayos
didn’t get to be JC’s

Tuesday July 15th Shiva Asar B’tamuz , Night Leagues

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Efrayim Rupp

Shea Leshkowitz

EFRAYIM AND SHEA NIXED EVERY YEARBOOK TITLE THAT THE
OTHER ONE CAME UP WITH BECAUSE . . .
C Efrayim Rupp
JC Shea Leshkowitz
Effy Fireworker
Avrumi Friedman
Yehuda Gartenhaus
Zevi Glucksman
Eliezer Moshe Gottlieb
Chezky Green
David Harel
Efrayim Hertzka
Nachum Himy
Yehuda Himy
Shloime Hirsch
Refaeli Landau
Meyer Lehrer
Dovid Yakov Michaeli
Dani Mintz
Shmuli Septimus
David Brown
Choony
Yechiel Shimon Ahranoff
Fischel Goldberger
Yossi Rosenberg
Simcha Stender
Yisroel Levin

was busy trying to work out league trades, threw a steak BBQ for the bunk for davening out loud, and can usually
be found on junior hill having an ultimate game of frisbee with the oilam
is a VERETZKY guy, NOT STAM!!, rocks it up on his keyboard in between coffee breaks and veretzky visiting
hours... looks a shtikel like his “bro”, c'mon ur not MASKIM?? WTVR its complicated...
was being a geshmakster at two in the morning, rocking up 6th grade and the entire camp
spent his rest periods practicing for his BM parsha, PS hatzlooocheh rabbeh
will always be a Ruach country boy
already puts on tefillin like a pro, is a member of catskills hatzolah, and can be relied upon to sweep the bunkhouse
floor spotless
was constantly using Efrayim's hammer and nails to hang up every last one of his belongings
is shmuli's cousin, says his tehillim before he goes to sleep
put on a miami concert with cameras spotlights and all for the bunk
is leafing through his collection of zmans and BTW that chuck meat thing was just NOT STAM intense!!!
went on every scary ride in six flags NE... even the teacups
always gets the most involved in every night activity
got the most davening cards for the bunk, POUNDS mesechtos mishnayos left and right,and is ALWAYS smiling
feels bad for the babies, tops his JC in keyboard (oh right he also plays drums...), and is just NOT STAM geshmak
willalways be a Ruach Country boy
is going to chazer hakoines yet another time and then move on to finishing the entire mesechta
will make it to cocoa club every day and finish the entire shisha sidrei mishna numerous times in the near future
is WOW – SUCH A MASMID! Made his own card game, and sometimes sneaks out to his bungalow for a night or
two to wish Tatty a happy Bday
is not just a js, but a day camp counselor shortstop person and a HAAYSEH orioles fan. YEAH LAKE
WOOD!!!
is on duty 24/7 chillin and giving out davening cards – does he do anything else?? hmm... not sure. GO BRESLOV!!!
(BTDUBS fear the beard)
doesn't come by before 3 AM so my campers have no idea who you are
always swings by to keep up with the hock and to check up on his “bro”... even looks a shtikel like him, no? WTVR,
its complicated...
was really supposed to be a counselor again this year, but he's yoitza with hanging out on our porch, also a shtikel
complicated...
stam a hocker, other than that no one's really sure who he is
Hi Rupp!

Wednesday July 16th Basketball game Against Camp Munk

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Reuven Karman

Yehudah Silberberg

IN 10 Years . . .
CC Reuven Karman
CC Yehudah Silberberg
Mordechai Basch
Dovid Birnbaum
Avigdor Cohen
Rachmim Dabbah
Meir Fishelis
Avi Galinsky
Yehoshua Gutman
Ezra Klepfish
Avraham Yeshaya Koenigsberg
Aaron Lasker
Aryeh Lesser
Hirshy Schiffenbauer
Yehuda Schlissel
Chaim Shmaya Schneider
Shalom Schwarzman
Azriel Silber
Yosef Dov Tress
Binyomin Wexler
Ephraim Slomovitz
Ari Chef
Jack Stef

Will still be camper Karman and and have a cubicle for himself
Will not have to bother Hirshy about activities
Will hopefully be a sleep away camper
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will be on camps punch ball team
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will be the camps biggest chiller
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will still be drying off from his shower
Will still be finding everything out from Rabbi Avi Schillit Shlita
Will still be in the adult choir by the cantata
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will still be on hellers basketball team
Will still be good friends with Klepfish
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will be color war general
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will still have have beef with his 7th grade friends
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will still be in agudah as an 8th grade division head and wont have to go
on the Niagara trip
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will still be hooking my bunk up with food first from station 2

Thursday July 17th Trip Day!!! Niagara/Fun Spot/Flight
Trampoline Park/Six Flags. Thank You Avi!!!!!!!

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Meyer Glicher

Izzy Krasnow

If Camp Agudah Would Get Their Own Poppers and Would Not Ask Meyer Glicher What
Happened To His Arm Then . . .
C Meyer Glicher-

JC Izzy Krasnow-

Moshe BlumsteinEliyahu BraunsteinAsher BooksEliyahu ChaifetzBinyamin ChetritAvrohom EisenChaim HalbertalShimmy HartmanPinny HoffmanAryeh JurkowitzEfraim KantorYosef KesslerAvi MosesonElazer Menachem SchwebelEzzy ShainLeivy SilberAri StoberChanoch-

would build his grill and would stay a 6th grade counselor forever and would not lie about
tearing that ligament AND WOULD NOT BE ASKED ABOUT THAT ARM!!
#jobscantcomplain#P.T#shaloshseudos#ownseatsonthecoachbus!!(eisen)
#hasbeennamedTHEGLACIER#visitingdaycards(usethemwell)#greatshave!! #oica
would do all the lights out would make all the burgers in camp and would be with 6 th grade
forever and would not have to be the counselor of Chanoch’s bunks for four halves in a row
AND WOULD NOT HAVE TO GIVE OUT POPPERS TO THE WHOLE CAMP!!!!!#ohyeah
[ruccovoice]
#onlyatitlechange#shouldbemorebaseballgamesthanbasketballgames#8thgradefirsthalfchano
ch1#8thgrade2ndhalfChanoch2#9thgrade1sthalfChanoch3#9thgrade2ndhalfChanoch4#Chano
chmeantsomuchtome #oica
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
would know the waterbury sign and would not think the yankees have a good ` future
#oica
would put on his own bandaids and would not go to sleep early #oica
would give “grilled” pastrami to the whole bunk #oica
Will always be a Ruach Country boy#oica
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
would play more volleyball and would not lose to meyer everytime in volleyball #oica
would show up every day and would not hit every corner 3 he takes #oica
would play more chess #oica
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
would come for every shabbos and would not swing early #oica
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
would come to his birthday party and would not go to sleep so late #oica
would act as innocent as he looks and would not fight with halbertal #oica
would come to an activity, would further extend those driveways, would not forget rikci on visiting days, and WOULD NOT daven at day camp/ Breslov #myfavoritecounselorever!! #oica

Friday July 18th Rabbi Veiner Shabbos Gadol

From the Desk of Your Division Head . . .
To My Dear Family
Its 2:00 AM and I simply can’t sleep. Just 20 minutes ago I arrived back at my bunkhouse wearing a sweatdrenched shirt…tonight was “Grand sing night” in Ruach Country. I know I’m just a young seventh grader but what I felt
tonight is something different than I ever felt. It was about seven and a half weeks ago when you took me to the bus and
waved goodbye wishing me a super summer. I had heard so much about camp and the great seventh grade division but I was
still nervous how things would turn out. I can honestly say now after experiencing such emotions tonight that when you put
me on that bus you weren’t sending me to camp – you were sending me to a “Home Away From Home”. It was here that I got
more than just a “Super Summer” I had hoped for…I got a summer of a lifetime. As seventh graders we were told we
should get pumped and “Alive” because there will be non-stop days of action and fun. Let me tell you I was barely able to
catch my breath! – From morning to late at night things were just happening. We played great ball games including our competitive leagues all on the State-of-the-art courts and fields of CA. Aside from the ball games we enjoyed so many other
activities such as water hiking, “7th grade leather”, computers etc. the exiting night activities like sitting on the floor playing
volleyball, concert, basketball games and watching “Fred” share his story were just the “cherry on the top” of a great day.
The above was all on a “typical day”, but things got even more pumping on the non-typical days. We had a topsy-turvy day
that was simply wacked, a “T&S day” that had us munching on nosh and ice cream just for wearing a tie, a “trip day” that
took us to Niagara Falls and Great Escape – Lake George, a “mini trip day” that took us to H20, Fun Time USA, Payday,
Carnival day and the list goes on. A highlight that sticks out in my mind is most definitely “Seventh Grade Olympics 2014”. It
was the day that we had camp all to ourselves and we literally had a blast! The grand finale of Olympics with skits, grammen
and banners was amazing. The dancing and cheering for each other when the scores were announced is something that can
only happen in Camp Agudah. Shabbos was a day when we only became more alive and we rocked those Zemiros. I know you
sent me to Camp with intentions that I have fun, fun, fun but that is in no such way a contradiction to achieving personal
growth in ruchniyos. I learnt from every play, story and “Shabbos Skit” so many lessons to take for life. When I was ready
for bed R’ Elya taught us how to go to sleep like a ben torah as he trained and showed us how its sooo simple and easy to
grab in one Mishnah. Even when I was on the court and field I realized how important it is to play like a Yid wearing my
Tzitzis and watching that my mouth only releases compliments and nothing less. So many of us even signed up to add more
protection for our pure neshamos… nothing short of a massive Seventh Grade kiddush hashem it’s not a surprise to me that
I didn’t get a chance to write o you until now because as R’ Elya told us the first night – 7th grade is Red - Hot Non – Stop
Action! It’s so hard to believe that in just a few days I’ll be getting on the bus again… and waving good-bye to my newly
discovered Home and Family….Ruach Country. As I turn around on the bus for one last glance I’ll thank Hashem for giving
me the opportunity to spend summer 2014 in the greatest camp…..and in the greatest division – 7th Grade
Looking forward to seeing you,
Chaim

(A.K.A. R’ Elya!)

Motzai Shabbos July 19th Ice Cream Decoration!!

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Moshe Koff

Tzvi Perlstein

Bunk Yud Gimmel wouldn’t be a DISAAAAAAASTER if...._____________ would get everyone to switch to
WATERBURY . . .
C Koff Moshe

JC Perlstein Tzvi

Diamond Eliyahu
Feifer Chaim Mordechai
Glick Eliezer
Gottesman Pinchus
Hana Yosef
Hersko Yaakov Nechemia
Kanner Moshe
Klein Avrumy
Krasner Shua
Leshkowitz Naftuli
Liberman Moshe Avraham
Lowenthal Yaakov
Weinstein Eliezer
Weiss Dovid
Weiss Sholom
Moshe Eisen
Shmuel Aryeh
Nati
Reb Elya
Gelf

would learn with Rufus every night (HAH). Would bring a functional sweater to camp, would get high with me
every night…ONLY ONE A WEEK, would bring more than one polo shirt, would stop buying Rufus everything, would
get a coffee from Rufus every morning, would go to Heller next year, would be in camp when R’ Kalish comes,
would show up at yeshiva when he’s actually accepted to it, Mosh Kalf. Mosh, I had a great half with you, you realy
made my summer, hope we keep in touch #YourABeast
would go to Waterbury, would stop hating on Moish’s sweater, would help his brother be general, would take tips,
would have to make coffee in the GDR like everyone else, and would teach moish how to dress. Rufus, I couldn’t
have asked for a better JC. You are an amazing guy and a great friend. Keep doing what you’re doing, keep
growing, and keep in touch. #Darchei#Keurig#19Week
would never lose a staring contest, or have the biggest beard in camp #Don’tBlink
would sleep in the bunk instead of in the infirmary, and do the salt program #Chucky
would go to sleep without doing surgery on his toes, and have his own table for Shabbos #OuchMyFoot
would go to sleep without playing tag first #CoolGlasses
would be the last to sleep
give high fives and fist bumps, and would always whisper #Fakeout
would draw pictures for The New York Times, buy a fan and stop saying thank you #Artist
would rock zemiros on Shabbos, and stop hanging out with Moshe Kramer #CanIUseYourPhone
would wear shorts and a t-shirt with his sneakers, would be bunk DJ, and stop hanging out with the Richmonds
#YBC#JustSneakers
would be Color war songwriter, wouldn’t know all the camp hock, and sing songs in English #Hock
would always be on time, would have his bed clean, and stop getting hocked up by his brothers #Lanyard
would stop playing hockey, would love the music in the bunk, and become a Giants fan #NoAKAPella
would be best in bunk, borrow Rufus’s phone to call master Yoshi #Mafia
would stop learning, stop having laughing attacks, and show up to sports activities #Philly#Shas
would be up with Glick also doing surgery on his toes, would beat Lowi in sports trivia and become a Jets fan
#Twinkletoes
wasn’t moish’s shlist #Cottonpants
wasn’t learning moshiach sforim #GogUMaGog
Didn’t see me more in Israel than in camp #SeniorHillShtultz
was a rebbi in Waterbury #PinkTie
would be in the adult choir #ShloimyDachsSong10

Sunday July 20th Basketball Game Against Camp Mogen Av

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shloime Zlotnick

Chaim Gellis

If Shloime had a cubicle and Chaim would actually sleep in the bunk then . . .
C Zlotnick Shloime

would not be busy having to answer every camper how it feels not to have a cubicle, would
not have to work so hard
JC Gellis Chaim
would go out of his mind, would actually have to do wake up, cleanup, andwould have a seat
by davening
Barkany Aron
would not get the most teffilah dollars and won’t be ticklish
Friedman Shloimy
Would of won Olympics ,would be able to serve one handed w/o YY’s help and would not be
one of the star soloist in the choir
Ganger Yosef Yaakov
would show up to an activity, and wouldn’t find out all the hock from Avi Schillit before camp
Gertz Yitzchok
Would not start yeshivah the day after camp, and would get dougies every night for supper
Goldberg Nesanel Simcha
Would be able to play hockey for leagues , would actually get the package that he asked for
before shabbas(season), and would stop cracking his counselors back
Goodman Moshe
Would not steal Nussbaum’s bed for shabbos , and will be maskim to play zone during basket
ball
Kleiman Simcha
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Lebowicz Shiah
Would not be the most dominate in sports and would learn even more than 800 mishnayos
Ludmir Yaakov
Would also have his own cubicle , would not have every color of the Ruach Country hats
#stompyourfeet
Nusbaum Yehuda
Would not sit on Shlomie’s bed, would get the extra mattress , and
Would have his own loaf bread for each Shabbos meal #
Ruzohorsky Mayer Simcha
would have his own personal score keeper and would go biking in his
crocs
Schaefer Yisroel
would not play baseball with a broom and a punch ball, and would
Actually unpack his suitcase
Zoberman Aharon Tzvi
would become a sleep away camper and would be able to pitch by all
baseball games
Guys, thanks so much for an awesome summer! We had a blast together.
Wishing you much hatzlacha in the coming year. Please keep in touch
Shloime:646-634-8876. For elul zman I will be in eretz yisroel, my American # in Israel (free of charge) is 516-231-0635
Chaim:917-547-0924

Monday July 21st Topsy Turvy Day/Karate Show/OAR
BREAKOUT!!!!!!!!!

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shlomo Levenson

Aaron Hertzberg

IF TOTTY AND SHMEZ FELL ASLEEP FOR A FULL DAY OF CAMP . . .
Levenson Sholom Ezra “SHMEZ” wouldn’t stop saying oy even in his sleep and wouldn’t b Irish
Herzberg Aaron “TOTTY”
would steal all of shmez shirts and would talk to his brother
Antebi Ezra
would be making nun chucks and sweeping before dawn
Bass Yitzchok
would wear his cool Shabbos shoes the whole day and make sure the fan is on the
floor #
Berkowitz Yisrael Issar
He’d finally put on his Baltimore accent and still have the coolest first name in the
bunk
Cameo Yehuda
would be talking about his mothers sambusek and teaching us Arabic words #
Churba Yosef
would be acting “majnun” and “I’M NEVER TIRED”
Friedman Elozar
would be general instead of Modo and spend all day his hair #YIK
Hamburger Yanky
would still have the BEST COUNSELOR and J.C. IN CAMP!!!! And would refuse to put
his money in the canteen
Holi Yoni
would be scaring everyone with his monster sweater and making every one jealous
with his abundance of sefardi food
Klein Shia
wouldn’t stop lending out his hammer and would get dougies in the end
Mansour Avraham
would be teaching the bunk all the sefardi halachos and going to rabbi ozeri
Newhouse Avrohom Tzvi
would be juggling knives on fire while riding a unicycle in bed
Nulman Aharon
would still b most pumping kid in the bunk and dance all day
Nussbaum Ari WOS,
would still b poking shmez really hard and hanging sheets around his bed
Seruya Yehuda
Would be sitting in His hammock for once and staying in his feivish bed
Sprei Ari
would still be awesome at sports and would be brothers with Moshe Sprei

Tuesday July 22nd Oar Skits

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Binyomin Karfoil

Binyamin Blinder

Bunk Tes Zayin talks randomly, sleeptalks randomly, has random things all over the
floor, and is random in every other way so: “Odds and Ends and as random as it
gets!!!!!...........
C Karfiol, Benjy
got the best bunk in camp, loves his campers with all his heart, is falling asleep as he’s typing this! is always bouncy wacky
and crazy, gives out 1,000 candies, is from the most awesome yeshiva…minskees are fest! And doesn’t know how to quiet the bunk 3 hours after
curfew, thanks guys I’ll really miss you!!
JC Blinder, Binny
best jc in camp, real shaar hatorah guy! Falls asleep most random times, had to leave camp for his tooth! and will
be in novominsk within a year! Binny, in the name of the whole bunk thanks for being an amazing caring jc that was always there for us even
when it wasn’t easy. Kit and hatzlacha’dike zman!
Beckerman, Yossi-only one with a new mattress-how do you fall asleep with all that noise! Yossi, you’re a true role model for us all the way you
act 24-7 and always with a smile. Thanks and kit!!!
Brustowski, Tzvi
Yaakov-is aka “infirmiry!!”, has such a funny personality, chucks and hits 3’s, hates running. Yakov, we already
spent hours last year basketballing till midnight but thanks for joining my bunk it added tons-kit!!!
Gellis Naftoli
is a beastly pointguard, how many times did I mistakenly call you Chaim!?, is too smart-knows that all camp threats are nothing and they’ll never actually get you in trouble!! Naftoli, I’m so impressed how you can have a good conversation with anybody! We’ll kit cause
you live nearby!
Ginsberg Sruli
lost three cases of water, loves Oreos, has a whole landaus under control, thinks the Shabbos meals are way too long,
“Binyomin can I leave for 15 minutes. Sruli year one in agudah huge success u added so much geshmack to the bunk, thanks KIT!!
Gray, Dovid
legendary Agudah family!, loves my cubicle, pounds learning, camp famous mini-fridge. keep it up, and can’t wait to dance
by your Bar mitzvah! Kit!
Hammond, Akiva-loves basketball, has the easiest cover to pull off in the morning!, makes the funniest faces, pounds sour taffies!, Akiva you
added sooo much to the bunk have a great year and please kit!!!
Kraus, Chaim
heimishe boooro par’r’ker!! Almost my neighbor!, brizdovitz!, smiles when I wake him up!!, herring..!!, oh! I cant not mention sweatshirts!!!. Chaim, your personality and Simchas Hachayim makes you so special and loved…keep it up and kit in b.p.!!!
Levin Ephraim-handsdown best actor in the grade!!, is from voooretsky!!, funniest lines, loves his skeleton! Ephraim, 1 st time camper was a true
success you added so much to us!! Hatzlacha and please kit!!!
Liff Gershy
never got his powerade drops, because my counselor is “A Bully!!!”, ok!, “I’m getting alma mater solo!”, hockey beast,
Gershy, in a good way you”re the party of the bunk!! Thanks for everything and you better kit even though I’m a bully!
Lundner, Shimon shmoozes and plays b-ball with me till 3am!, loves his league team (I DID rate you high!!) and loves countryside!, handsdown
best 3 in the grade!, and FOUND BINNYS TOOTH IN SWIMMING POOL!!WOW! Shimon, you know how impressed I am with you I really gained
tons from you. (Ben Torah!!)Thanks and please kit!
Pruzansky Avraham Yaakov you and Brust. Only guys not from b.p. or Flatbush!, always behaves!, father best Rebbi in camp (sushi!)!. Avraham
Yaakv, you added so much to the bunk thanks for joining us! Kit!!
Rosenberg, Moshe Dovid- whos that!? OH! MODO! Pounds my candies, epic faces when I wake him in the morning!! Pounds mishnayos! WINNING GENERAL!! Great job! Modo, your positive attitude and joy towards everything added sooo much to us thanks for an amazing summer,
keep it up and kit!!
Solomon Eli-props guy!, hooked up with golfcarts!(remember my picture!?), knows how to hock with everybody, I called you Shua 800 times! Eli,
your zest and handiness helped us through, thanks and kit!!
Scheiner Shua
17 ave.-neighbors, bump into you in roslowitz breadberry and kaminetz, loves the word “chush!” “stop calling me Shu-AH!”
Shua, your geshmak and pump added so muc and thanks for telling me it’s the best bunk you were as right as it gets! See you around!!
Shonbrun Yossi
is really “Yoizel-Whut!?” 1st time I met you was Purim!$!$!$!, very into the Gartel!, daven’s by Reb Leibel, pounds
mishnayos and is always up for cocoa club…and take a haircut already! Just kidding! Yossi, you’re a big part why I was fired up to take
our bunk!! Thanks and Kit in b.p.!!!
Spielberg Sruly
loovves pringles!!, is always where he’s
got to be, is always kind to everybody and is an amazing camper.
Sruly, your middos and softspoken personality is an example for all of
us! Have a great year and kit!!
DEAREST BUNK, you guys know how much I really enjoyed and love
each and every one of you. You all are amazing individually and even
more special as a group. I truly gained from each and every one of
you. From the bottom of my heart I thank you for giving me the opportunity of getting to know you and spend good times with you. All I
can say is all the good times we had and the growth we had over the
past 4 weeks may be over but “THOUGH FOREVER CAN’T EXIST IT
DOES INSIDE…” I really feel a tight bond to every single one of you

Wednesday July 23rd Oar Day #2 and the Winner
Is….ORANGE!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Counselor

Junior Counselor

DJ Michaeli

Avi Gelfand

Unspoken Thoughts . . .
C Michaeli Dovid Yaakov (DJ)
JC Gelfand Avi
Breger Yisroel Moshe
Bressler Menachem
Gelfand Shmuel
Ghoori Shlomo
Glanzman Zevy
Gross Pinchas
Krasner Yechezkel
Levin Chaim Yeshaya
Lichtschein Duvi
Neiman Dovid
Nelkenbaum Yoni
Orgel Nossy
Rothman Ezzy
Schuster Moshe
Stefansky Shmuel
Steif Moshe Dovid
Willig Moshe

Why won’t the bunk wake up? Why must every party have a pooper?
Why won’t the bunk go to sleep? Modeh ah what?-modeh ah ne ne ne
Are my speeches influential? Aren’t crafty’s flowers so beautiful?
Do you think I have enough soda? When do you think I should return all these library books?
Aren’t all Gelfands epic? Isnt the red team a bunch of cheaters? (go blue!)
Wasn’t last year’s food so much better? Its funny how people think I'm sefardi.
Don’t I look exactly like my brother? Why are my cheeks so stretchy?
Why does everyone think im a lakers fan?
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Do you want a cup of fleas? …(I know I do) Did anyone see my fifth pillow?
Am I the prince of my bed or the king of New York? Chuni isn’t scary,
it’s just his beard…right?
Am I allowed to walk daled amos without my Jordan cap? Why do people think Rufus is my
brother?
why is white fish salad sooo good? Why doesn’t DJ wake me up on time?
What are the different opinions of how to cry on tisha b’av? Do you think they will write something mad random about me in the yearbook?
Are they writing about me in the yearbook? Don’t I have a nice voice?
Is that what I do?... is that how I do it? You think there’s enough room on DJ’s shelf for my
mattress?
Do you think rabbi karfiol wants to buy a yarlmukah? What does fish taste like anyways?
IS THIS CONSIDERED WISPERING? Should I let DJ and avi use my phone?
Is there really something on my shirt? Why am I giggling?

Dear Everyone (All of my campers, whatever grade you’re in & any staff member or random floater around camp),
Thank You sooooooo much for making this one of the best summers of my life!!!!! I had a ROCKING time & i hope you did as well!!! Hope you have
much Hatzlacha in Yeshiva and your personal lives as well.
Please keep in touch!! My cell # in Eretz Yisroel & in USA is 401-236-4824.

Thursday July 24th Intercamp against Govoah and Rayim!!!

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Azriel Gleiberman

Aryeh Kamelhar

When Bunk Yud Ches shows up to activities then . . .
CC Gleiberman Azriel
CC Kamelhar Aryeh
Blau Chaim
Cagan Avi
Feinstein Shadow
Feinstein Aaron
Gancz Avi
Goldberg Moshe
Herz Avrumi
Lichtenstadter Yossi
Miles Eliyahu
Pomerantz Ari
Schnitzler Yitzchak Menachim
Teitelbaum Yosef Shlomo
Warman Mordechai
Weis Yehuda
Weissman Meir
Zahav Shloimy
Zucker Shimon

Will not be a minskie , will get the cubicle and stop being an old timer
Has handles thinks Niagara is better than six flags
Will not be called GOLDBERG
Would stop eating and drinking grapefruit soda and will stop reading
Will always be dealing with Ari’s mood
Will always say please and thank youand not only for Yitzi Bald songs
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will not be called Blau
Will do something wrong for once
Nice,Nice will be the best shortstop in camp (with Aryeh mitt)
Nice Nice will make it to the YTV basketball team
Will stop making his counselors say please and thank you
Will actually use his lazer gun instead of keeping it for show
Will not be Goldbergs cousin and would not want water fights
Will stop being chased by Totty all around the hill
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Will be in Kamelhar’s bunk again, will not be catching animals
Will be better than his cousin at frisbee

Friday July 25th R’ Chaim Dovid Zweibel
Shabbos Guest

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Ephraim Slomovics

Yekusiel Jankelovits

If ….. Was The Counselor And Slomo And Kuti Where The Campers Then ……
Ephraim Slomovics- Would Be forced to put on a normal Hollister/ Abercrombie T-shirt and take off his white shirt for once
Yekusiel Jankelovitz- Can’t be a counselor because he’s a camper
Dovid Brodt- Will wake up an hour before coco club to make sure everyone is up
Reuven Elbaum- Will have self-served meals for the entire bunk
Boruch Friedman- Will buy REAL Hatzolah radios for everyone in the bunk and have them programed
Yehuda Friedman- Will race everybody on his own trail around the junior hill 17 times
Moshe Friedman- Would have his own golf cart for just his bunk and have them help maintenance for 2 activities
Shloimie Gitelis- Would give piano lessons to the entire bunk…..
Tzviki Glanzman- Would make up his own schedule, and know EVERYTHING about his campers Slomo and Kuti
Yehuda Itzkowitz- Would Teach his whole bunk how to play the drums
Shlomo Nadav Kerner- Would make sure he has no favorites and bring Y Rikowski back as a co counselor
Avraham Lieber- Would have his own personal shower in the back of his bunkhouse
Menashe Neuman- Will make sure he has Slomo as a camper for 2 Years in a row
Yossi Ostrovitsky- Will send a truckload full of cakes and cookies from daddy’s bakery for every camper
Yaakov Pearl- Will Constantly get night swim for his bunk because his uncle is the head lifeguard in camp
Yehuda Perlstien- Will be the best counselor because he will buy a full Shabbos meal for every camper every week
Yakov Moshe Shurkin- Will Play 20 questions with his campers Slomo and Kuti every day
Menachem Webster- Will Teach his bunk how to play basketball like a man
Moshe Zlotnik- Would have his brother as a Counselor so they can be together

Motzai Shabbos Playoffs July 26th

From the Desk of Your Division Head . . .
To the 8th grade division,
I say this without the slightest doubt in the world. You guys are the greatest division in Camp Agudah
history! Each one of you campers were really amazing. All you guys really came through big time. I truly
think that this was the greatest summer ever!! From Six Flags to Fishkill, bowling to Sonnys Place, the
trips were amazing. The activities in camp especially leagues were really something special this year. Of
course our very minyan in our very own shul was something you guys should really be proud of. You made
it happen!! How could I leave out shabbos in camp. What an uplifting experience. From the shabbos gadol to
the zemiros by the great shalosh seudos and all thats in between, shabbos in camp is really magical. I could
go on and on about how great a summer we had and how great camp is, but the truth is nothing would be
possible without you the GREATEST CAMPERS AND STAFF IN THE WORLD!! I want to thank the staff and
campers of the 8th grade division for giving me such an amazing summer. I hope you came out of summer
2014 with some great memories. I hope you take those memories with you through the long winter and
use it to help you grow into the great person you can be. Remember always think positive, look up and
remember you are a true RUACH COUNTRY BOY!!!
Have an awesome year,

A.Z. Herby

Sunday July 27th Amusement/Packing day and a Play
“Order In The Court”

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Reuven Pearl

Yaakov Pearl

The reason why Bunk Chof got stuck with 2 brothers as counselors and why Bunk Chof had the most
money on Payday and still did not win the overnight with Whiskey was because . . .
C Pearl Reuven
JC Pearl Yaakov Zev
Biegeleisen Aron Gedalia
Fireworker Sheya
Gelbman Dovid Moshe
Hana Mordechai
Himy Pinchos
Holi Yosef
Katz Alty
Klerer Ari
Kohen Rachamim
Kohen Moshe
Milstein Sruli
Rosenthal Yitzy
Samouha Gedalia
Schloss Yitzchok
Septimus Aryeh Leib
Tepper Ezzy
about his father’s Ferrari

Wanted to be with Yaakov Zev, messed up the bidding, took over as ultimate Camp Agudah
mascot, beat Ruach Chaim in Six Flags, midnight parties without permission, went all the way
with his league team(?) and will be color war general next year.
Got off leagues so he could learn all day, took 2 days off in a row and claimed that he could
canoe across the lake(go blue go)THANKS ANYWAYS
“Beegs” forgot to wear a shirt with a statement on it and was too busy screaming at Yitzy to
stop saying “yol dude” while laughing at Shakoori
was too busy convincing Duddy that Simon Shapiro is really true
Was still shivering after Reuven told a Simon Shapiro story and was just being a shpitz Lake
wood guy
Was still setting up Shalosh Seudos, the shul with tablecloths, food by the Melave Malka, and
being the first one to sleep and the first one to wake up
Was rocking away by Zemiros with Reuven and Yaakov Zev while trying to convince Duddy that
Simon Shapiro is real
Was still trying to figure out the schedule of the day and was still screaming at Reuven for not
winning the overnight with Whiskey, and learned Mishnayos with Yaakov Zev every night
Was still recording Yitzy saying “Yol Dude” while laughing his head off at Yitzy, and learned
mishnayos with Yaakov Zev Alter Gershon Chanoch Henoch HaCohen, taking pictures while
snoring at night with his headphones on
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Was the only one in the bunk who got Dougies for going to Night Kollel and was always called
Rachammmimmmm!!
Was being imitating Yitzy saying “Yol Dude” and being nicknamed MoCo
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Was saying “Yol Dude” and being camp chiller (over Ari Scheff) and killing slush and Alty while
learning Mishnayos with Reuven
Sponsored a whole BBQ for the bunk, loved Reuven’s chulent, and was always sweeping the
bunk because no one else knew how to
Had to buy Reuven a slush for losing all the shootouts and was learning with Yaakov Zev and
was nicknamed “slush”, and will always be a Mir boy
Was busy reading- not only in bed, and trying to sleep, and was always looking for someone to
go swimming with
making sure to go to sleep on time, while chilling brag
ging

Monday July 28th Tzaischem Leshalom to all First Trippers!!!!!!!

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yehuda Kramer

Yisroel T. Goldstein

Why Moish Krasnow Wrote The Bunk Article . . .
C Kramer YehudaJC Goldstein Yisroel TzviBarkany Aryeh LeibFeifer Yehuda LeibFink MeirFox Daniel
Gertner OliverGlazer Raphael YehudaHardoon ShlomoHerskowitz AviKalish Yehoshua ShalomKarmely YosefKeilson YehoshuaKrasnow MoisheNathan AkivaPluchenik Yisroel AryehSalzberg TzviSchoenbrun BoruchSchwartz Shmuel NachmanTusk Yisrael-

will always be a ruach country boy
will always be a ruach country boy
sleeps on the first bed in the bunkhouse built a shelf has tons of water first one up
always
Pfeifer is awesome never see him up all night
on my league team never complains has a cool brother darchai
is intelligent related to avi schilit tries way too hard stop working out at 5 am has an
epic whistle gets shut down by kalish enjoy yfr ur awesome
has a bro who…. Bipolar monkey orange bisli popcorners just about every chocolate
there is hair has a $300 lamp had nice loafers 63 head sfkr fnb wedding did not put
money on kramers canteen bill
is large cutie always has the best league team warriors caps awesome siyum loves
camp
league team best d-lineman ever sprained his wrist has 5 times the amount of water
than I do thnx!!! Always listens
A and F shoenbruns cousin…but is he??? Handles best waker upper ever
epic baseball player appropriate card tricks shuts fox down
epic fridge no hat loves to scream actually got a hat maybe give me $20 in singles
wakes me up bullies me is smart r’ wolf best bbq eater ever
bro won color war besties with schoenbrun…. Or is he?? Coughs a lot loves aris bball
pants and dance movers
best one time babka ever mommy like Yaakov mo wayyy better that’s not awkward
word Waterbury loves folding laundry obviously
got a new pair of pants not Brooklyn nets needs to see help due to a serious Snapple
addiction quick to forgive and forget #4yrold
worst iswirl hookup ever wore a hat by mincha on shabbos hides in his blanket hates
his fan
where to begin had a bro in camp best friends with akiva not moish doesn’t fall for
anything never talking to you again has shaichos chesed broke machine #zalman loves
ditchy best in bunk #bh
way too strong to be allowed no more karate kramers personal bodyguard has a 2nd
bed in the infirmary
tradition soups talks many Qs loves macys wine

TUESDAY JULY 29TH FIRST DAY OF SECOND HALF

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aharon Greenberg

Mike Rabinowitz

Bunk Chof Beis Talks In Their Sleep Because _____Always Is . . .
C Greenberg Aharon

JC Rabinowitz Michoel

Botknecht Feivie
Chkouri Shlomo

Dayan Ezra
Friedman Avraham
Kaufman Shaul Chaim
Levitin Pinchas
Salama Moshe
Scheiner Moshe
Schuck Raphael
Taibi Shelomo
Tepfer Nesanel
Turkel Chaim Tzvi

Drinking cream soda,hawaiin shirt,blackberry,ipod classic,stealing croutons,dougies,waking e/
o up with a watergun,winning the champ,basketball team??And ditching curfew,& pieing Shlomo Chkourie
Cleaning his cubicle,47 flat caps,30 pairs of glasses,beer mug,his own fridge,non-white button
down shirt,darchei,playing guitar,helping daycamp!!,likes cream soda also,finally won a game
of shesh besh,”Is that legal”
Botstien,handicap hammer,nightlight,”not weird but gifted”
Yelling squeegee,quacking,’get your paws off”,borie pri haetz,eavesdrop thruogh his window,allways Daayaan,”what does Mike say”,fire Greenberg,”bot_knecht”(sing)”,cha-keyra,hanging out his window,fluff all over his face
Locking his fridge,”always Dayan”,davening in the shul,deoderant,”its wet & steeeecky, playing shesh besh(backgammon)
Getting cocoa,helping Avi Schilit-vasikin,I’m a staff kid,Washington cap,acvtivity maker,in
charge of grilling the deli motzei shabbos
not sleeping in the bunk,thee only center,forged payday $,hooked up in the canteen
Got a minion (can’t draw), folding his bro’s laundry!!,having 2 fans,Pinny or PINCHY,
mopping the floor,RAU NAHAM,shelcha ,lachmajin,cocoa club,
Being a boozer, WHAT a scam,oh snap,you’re my hero
Going to sleep early,Ralph,losing rubic cube wars to Mike,getting cake for shabbos,cocoa clubbing,playing only hockey,worried about his ratings,rolling around on his new hot ride
bing the tallest,reading Rav Gifter books,being allowed in Mike’s cubicle,shelcha,singing,
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Juggling,unicycling,cocoa clubbing,17 bros,spinning lights at night in the bunk,using his
watergun

WEDNESDAY JULY 30TH NUMBERS RACE,TRESURE
HUNT,BLIND VOLLEYBALL ,FOOTBALL COMBINE

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Meir Cohen

Eli Axelrod

The most important thing ______ learned after the summer . . .
C Cohen Meir
JC Axelrod Eli
Cohen Yacob
Fonfeder Yehoshua
Green Yehoshua
Hoffman Shaya
Koplowitz Shloimie
Schnitzler Ephraim
Shalam Shaul
Shindler Lipy
Tepfer Dov
Weiss Berish
Zafir Sruli

There are no politics in Camp Agudah
Eli is only in 11th grade
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
Shachris is 10 to 8:00
In the summer, New York is as cold as Milwaukee
No shoes > shoes
Agudah bunk beds are extremely fragile
Night activity in Camp Agudah : asterix
Bunk Chof gimmel is the best bunk in Camp Agudah
is still unsure if double stuff oreos are OUD
Guys miss free throws when Dov is in the crowd.
Never to handle hot water, just ask.
Laser tag isn’t just for kids

THURSDAY JULY 31ST T&S DAY- ICE CREAM, NOSH TRUCK
AROUND CAMP

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Moishe Wiederman

Yossi Abramcyk

Bunk Chof Daled will wake up for shacharis when…
C Moishe Wiedermann
JC Yossi Abramczyk
Yoseph Asher Blatter
Avramie Freedman
Daniel Gerdts
Binyomin Gutman
Aharon Laniado
Yehuda Zvi Oppenheim
Yehuda Perlstein
Meshulam Richter
Meir Simcha Rubinfeld
Yosef Baruch Saftlas
Moshe Ahron Shapiro
Yitzi Weinberger
Moshe Weitzner
Yehuda Kramer
Yakov Lax
Zvi Greenspan

shaves his beard and stops advertising for BAIS!!!
is in the FJJ
finally gets hockey as an activity
“”זה לא בעיה שלי
will get a solo for קול ברמה
finishes all Asterix & Obelix comics in camp
is as good as David or Meir at Baseball
polly gets a cracker
hits 5000 משניות
beats Yossi at paddleball
already there J
they play “Aibishter” for reville
when he shtells like Shloime
is woken up at 7
gets his leg-scooter back
is white
writes the best skits
is awesome!! Thank you!!

Friday August 1– Rabbi Avraham Chaim Levin
Shabbos Gadol

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shuey Krasnow

Shmuel Levitin

Rabbi Karfiol was conveniently placed on bunk Chof Hay’s bus to New England because . . .
CC Krasnow Shuey
JC Levitin Shmuel
Gottesman Chaim
Grunhut Avrumi
Halberstam Kalman
Joselit Tzvi Yehuda
Obermeister Shragi
Rakoszynski Michoel
Rapps Menachem
Sternbuch Eliyahu
Zucker-Ochs
Izzy
Ari Krasnow
Chaim Fogel

Yehuda Kramer

Moe

threated to jog to New England , never leaves camp , got a ruckus bunk, has more food Friday night this
half, pounds orange soda ,thinks he is on a diet ,loves water hiking, #YFR
Didn’t go to Ohr Shraga, never talks about another camp, didn’t need to watch a video on the bus
#GoneShopping #OffDay ,complains all day, has verbal diarrhea #StopTalkingSoICanGoToSleep, has a
massive chupp and will always be a RuachCountry
is held to a higher standard because he can do better, left Y.K.M. and apparently is a close family friend
to Meir Cohen #VisitingDayConversation
is still under 80 lbs yet has three nephews, squeaks, and is the life of the party
#BigThingsComeInSmallPackages
doesn’t get enough sleep #ShabbosNachamu, random orange shlufkapel, and always works out with a
shirt #ShueyMadeAFunny
is always accompanied by a head staff member, showers in his bungalow
it was past 8:30, “yes dear”, he had an ingrown toenail, is OBERly FEISTY, very moody (that stage of
life), and is a choir leader #FridayNightHamalach
wears matching blue pajamas, whines, is gonna learn with Mike next year, has a fan that is his own
worst enemy #wakeup, is better known as “Misha ben Natasha”, can’t hit a foul shot, DID jump off the
cliff and gets special visitors on Tisha Bav day #ImNotLooking
Manny is (censored)…. Yah, also feeds the bunk on shabbos, has a special purple polo davening shirt,
means well and tries hard
is obsessed with everything baseball, was greeted by his grandfather on visiting day, had a special
chaperone to the podiatrist and forgot something on the bus
Will always be a Ruach Country boy
only had his title changed not his job, now eats salad, is a bandwagon Rangers fan, had good view on
Bizzaro, has the weirdest sweatshirt and works best with Rabbi Friedman #discipline
had his own bus with the unattached Camp Agudah farm, you are only in this article because
#FamilyFirst, is jealous of the Plucheniks, was general (thanx for the advance notice)
was back with the same bunk again, represented #YFR with the white shirt #WhoNeedsVisitingDay, will
miss Simchas Torah in Far Rockaway #OHrChodosh, won’t have a phone in Eretz Yisroel #ICallBluff, and
will introduce the Agudah boys to AEU across the
street
made trips for me to Shoprite (thanx), won the
Tusk Sweepstakes, and finally got a new neighbor in the Pearls #MissedYou, KIT and enjoy Eretz
Yisroel
bonds with me on trip days #WaterParkWalk,
hates on everything, best Baltimore face, 2AM
hashtags (black man), loves Yeshivish people, sat
next to Jack on the bus (hello there), and finally
became a ben aliyah

Shabbos August 2-Shabbos Chazon

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Jack Rosenberg

Mo Berger

Were better than “Your” bunk because . . .
C Rosenberg Jack

JC Berger Mo
Abramson Moshe
Braun Binyamin
Feigenbaum Boruch
Fogel Chesky
Friedman Avrumi
Haber Menachem
Kriger Naftali Meir
Neuhoff Reuven
Rabinowitz Ahron
Roth Yehoshua
Schneider Mordechai Aryeh
Schron Yosef Chaim
Smulowitz Zevi
Willig Yaakov
Worcman Nechemia
Zazulia Boruch

Yaakov Chaim!!! Well you introduced your Jc as “Moishe”, so I gotcha Back!! Goes from the
Jack voice to Asian quicker than Y.W. Waiting a minute... Best Griller up in here!! “Guess what
I just pulled off”,... Casually takes off on a Friday, will never move off “THE HILL”, For real, Best
counselor ever for a Jc.
?!? No! Not close at all to , I would wait more than a minute for you as long as you know your
flag colors. Jc isn’t the word for you being that you’ve got everyone’s back! And the whole
NIZYKIN is double “with our bunk” - and RIGHT you were!
was a Jc in camp Nurdy, loves to swim and say that last line again.
is on Youth Corp, will always be there eventually and will play basketball in bed.
is giving THE Stare, will always sing Zemiros with Kriger and where did all that voice come
from.
always keeping score, is up to next Mishna, running to the front gate for what? Where did
Mrs. Dash go?
hes going to switch
,was balling, crying for a good yearbook line, was on JR hill, was in bunk Chof Vov? And we end
off with JUS A LIL BIT!
was playing QB, will always sing Zemiros with Feigenbaum and his laundry will be ready at the
gate
will always be singing, Bava Basra is way to hard, will try out grilling and is in Mo's bunkhouse
again.
and is so proud of it, is on Youth Corp, is related to Mike. Loves his Counselor and Mo is his
burger.
What?!?!?
is on Youth Corp, currently rocking the Yarmulkes, middle of learning Eruvin, am getting my
fridge and wheres the rest of my stuff
am not sure where to have my bed, my name is Yoosi not Yossi or Yosef Chaim and do you
know what BJX is?
has his game face on, loves his Jc, my bunk is awesome and I know the hock
was schmoozing with Aron Schillit, loves the swinging ride, can't stop talking about the flag
colors, was seeing if we knew and was waiting that MINUTE!
was rocking the 5th grade, was being the politician, what?!? and will have the kosher phone.
is on Youth Corp, check out my Yarmulke/Sweatshirt, is still learning his Mishnayos and will sit
next to Mo.

Sunday August 3-Cantata

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aaron Schilit

Sruli Smith

Everyone knows Bunk Chof Zayin has OCD because . . .
ckstein Yossi
Eder Sruly
Eisenbach Yaakov
Freedman Simcha
Gartenhaus Yechiel
Greenwald Dovi
Gutman Shragie
Heller Binyomin
Jacobowitz Chaim
Kaufman Meir
Marcus Yehuda Aryeh
Rapps Gedalia
Rosenfeld Yisrael
Schiff Yitzchok
Schultz Elchonon
Sharf Akiva
Stefansky Yehoshua
Weinberger Yossi

is so quiet…..finally used his guitar…..part of the fried’s cult
personal assistant #1....gives sick massages….yo why’s your shirt on my bed…. Seriously sruly
thanks for all your help
left camp early so that he could learn a whole day
doesn’t go anywhere without his cap….needed his own cubicle…..eats soup for breakfast....adhd in right field…hatzlacha in kamenitz enjoy
yo what should I write house of garten, Lakewood rebel, philly bochur, yes I’m really going to
Philly, or just Yechiel? What was I rated?? Now stop hogging the mirror…..
is a goon….knows all the hock about………….….went on the goliath and we all know how that
ended………..……………….……;)
still thinks Aaron is general….I need your phone…you’re sooo mean…
always loses to Sruli in basketball games…gets hyper in his after hours mood…shloimy daskal…
simchas hachaim 2.....that dimple ;)
is always by meals.…underated hocker……epic offensive lineman
is going to philly….wishes he was funny…think he’s hooked up
Mawkis!!!!!….out of bed…..you’re a sick dancer…. Asks so many good questions…...yisgadeil
v’yiskadeish….chaim aryeh….davens maariv with chazzanus
cried the whole grand sing...…yo are you manny’s cuz?
is chief griller….New York Boys Choir star…..stop playing with those matches!..….thanks for
always being there you’re awesome
finished reading the whole series of…………….yitz you’re such a chiller hatzlacha in yeshiva enjoy
shtultz….dont eat my tomatos….has a rabbit named marcus?!?!?!?!?!
had more shelves than anyone else in camp….breakdances to the machine gun song…..enjoy
kamenitz don’t get too shtultzy
puts his head on the shelf….beats…..rallied up the whole bunk for payday….should have gotten
the solo
intense picture in the main building…like a boss…shteig away yoss gonna miss ya

Monday August 4—Erev tisha Bav

Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aryeh Wielgus

Simcha Braunstein

At 3 in the morning 2 masked gunmen walk into town chof ches and saw . . .
Noach BeinstockAri FinkelsteinPinchos Tzvi Finkelstein-

Chesky FrankelSruli FeigelsteinNaftoli FreundYehuda GoldschmidtMoshe HaddadAvrohom Meir OkolicaChaim PerlowDovi RosenbergAaron RothmanYaacov RosenMoishe Tzvi TressChesky WeissFalek (avrohom) Zonneshayn-

combing his hair, bullying Ari, sleeptalking about St. Louis stealing Ari’s food, making up nicknames for his counselor and JC, etc. etc. etc.
doing his stuff getting out of bed to learn (KEEP IT UP), still awake from the bunk making noise,
giving all his food to Kramer, bullying Noach, etc. etc. etc.
still in bed from the previous night, drinking soda, drinking soda, drinking soda, drinking soda,
breaking soda cans, drinking soda, drinking soda, taking out money for soda, giving a mishnayos chaburah, drinking soda.
davening shachris, fixing the tape on his finger, checking his tzitzis, calling his brother in South
Africa etc. etc. etc.
playing basketball in the bunk, going to all activities, drinking tradition soup during rest period,
etc. etc. etc.
hugging his blankie, throwing Frisbees (on the roof), being saucemaster, sweeping, etc.etc.etc
listening to the Yankees, reading about the Yankees, playing first base, etc.etc.etc.
being the real JC, listening to Albina Levine, flossing his teeth, telling Simcha to “KEEP SMILING” during davening, etc.etc.etc.
listening to Aryeh, trying to figure out what Aryeh is up to, convincing Aryeh to buy him duggies, etc. etc. etc.
playing basketball, drinking diet mountain dew (or is it diet cherry pepsi?), learning with Simcha, etc.etc.etc.
laughing, smiling, being jolly, hurting Simcha,
getting doubles of whatever he wants, grilling steaks, in China, reading history books,
etc.etc.etc.
“me gustaria un poco de vino por favor”, using masks during davening, sfardi?, etc.etc.etc.
stealing Rosen’s stuff, being too cool for bunk games, being awesome/
davening, learning, shteigin , et
smiling, FALEK!!!!! TOMO!!!!

Tuesday August 5—Tisha Bav

From the Desk of Your Division Head. . .
So it’s almost the end. Everyone is running around doing “end things”. People are writing articles and songs. Others are drawing pictures. Some people are heavily involved in a war of sorts. But most people are just kinda walking around
thinking about the fact that “it’s almost over”. The summer that seemed like it was going to last forever is threatening to
simply end.
Now, for most of us this comes as a kind of a shock. How is it possible that this can be happening?! Everything is so perfect
here in Ruach Country. We have revile, we have davening, learning, activities, trips, shows, plays, mud, skunks, shower houses, great food, concerts- I mean, how could all of this just end? Where do we go from here?
So it’s a shocker for us to realize that time moves on. We better to grab the last few hours of Ruach Country and take them
with us as we go back to the city… Which brings us to the birthday fiasco.
You see, like I mentioned briefly at the Grand Sing, I didn’t always have birthdays every day. I used to be a regular guy like
you (and me). You know, birthdays usually fell out on the day I was born and they usually happened only once a year. It wasn’t all that unique, but then again, who was trying to be unique?
Until Aryeh (yeh, the General- who is a very deep individual hailing from Yeshivas Tomo) came along. He had this idea that I
would be having a birthday every day. And he was kinda vocal about it too. He would just get on the mic and start his happy
birthday thing– and so I started to think.
What’s with this birthday thing? I mean, the first few times I thought that he thought it was funny. But as day after day
went by I saw that Aryeh (who is a very deep individual hailing from Yeshivas Tomo) was very serious about it. He wasn’t
smiling when he made the announcement. There was a certain sense of urgency to his tone.
And then I realized. Aryeh (who is a very deep individual hailing from Yeshivas Tomo) was doing it because he felt that he
had to do it. He was trying to teach something to the camp. There was some hidden meaning here that I was not “chopping”.
But I knew that there was a message there. And for a while I could not figure out what that was.
And then it hit me.
The birthday is the secret ingredient. It’s what we need to keep in mind as we leave camp. You see, a birthday is a day between two years. It’s the point between the last year and the following year. A birthday is a time to gather all that we’ve
acquired the past year and then move forward into the next year.
And so when Aryeh (who is a very deep individual hailing from Yeshivas Tomo) gets up and starts talking birthday he’s telling
us, “Make every day a new beginning. Take yesterday’s accomplishments and move forward. Build on them! Grow from
them.”
And that’s my (Aryeh’s) final message of the summer. You guys were the most “epic” ninth grade in Ruach Country history.
You all have tremendous kochos and you have merged into one amazing group of guys! And so I say: “HAPPY BIRTHDAY”!
Don’t leave the summer behind, but take it with you as you go home. If you “hopped on train” for a few weeks- don’t get off!
If you’ve made new friends- don’t forget them. If you have new understandings about yourself and about life- build upon
them! Because “Happy Birthday”!
Have a wonderful year!

Rabbi Gerson Septimus

Wednesday August 6— Mini Trip day, H2O,
8th Grade Fishkill

Counselor
Reuven Goldbaum
I’m pretty sure the reason is ___that’s why !!!
CC Goldbaum Reuven

got cups for the bunk has a batman cape and not only did he get straws…but they were curly. But mostly
cuz he’s 7-1 #bestcounselorever #missedoutthelast5years
Blau Shalom
says boomshakalaka and has the most epic r’karfiol moments. Also has the coolest random shtickels to
keep everyone on their toes #futureofcamp
Eisenstein Moshe Tzvi
tells reuven he stinks at sports but then dominates all over. Also cuz of his weird foul shot but mostly
because of his awesome smile. Also Yeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhh?????????u
hooooooollllllldddddd????????? #puffs
Fishman Eliezer
is a sick dmc’er. Has the best attitude ever and is in love with his bunkJ also has an awesome chup!
#wehavtashmooze
Gruen Ezzi
because he’s wearing crutches and still is a better ballplayer then his counselor. Loved having u ezz I
hope im better than rayimJ #bestattitudeever
Hartman Menachem Dovid
moves tables and benches and davens with the smids on Shabbos. And is the only camper I’m legit
scared of #upbeforecounselor
Katlowitz Nissim Avrohom
is always pumped and sits on my bench by meals also is a defensive machine. But mostly because he’s
chabad and I love chabad! #laundryisbythegate
Kaufman Yisroel Aharon
is the best outfielder ever and hasn’t missed a minyan in 55 years even tho he’s only 15 #coldhands
Kohn Yossi
waves like a nutjob. And cuz he’s not fat at all and lives in Cleveland and likes Lebron for some reason.
But mostly cuz telz starts elul zman in tammuz #reuvenchant
Krieser Moshe Chaim
has the coolest hair in the world and is always on time for shacharis. And loves all his teams and destroyed reuven in a 1 on 1. But mostly for admitting reuven rocks!!! #moshenotmoishe
Lang Eliezer
makes the best tie knot in camp and is my go to zmiros guy. Also he wears a blue lacoste yarmulke
#sleepscurledup #courage
Lax Yehoshua
takes my cape and is in charge of soda and zmiros. Also cuz he davens the best pesukei d’zimra ever!!!
Mostly tho cuz he’s laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx!!! #batlax
#firstrounddraft
Nussbaum Yitzi
does everything random with permission of course and writes the best messages on the board. Also cuz
he went to torah temimah and can recite everything that happened there for the last 10 years
#theguywithtowelsonhisbed
Schuster Yehuda Aryeh
had Rabbi Karfiol this year and is still owed a game of pingpong. Says whats up a lot and always gets the
extra food/plates/bowls/challah on Shabbos #gimme3fives #ytv
Steinberg Binyomin
hates reuvens music and is first guy up every dayJ hates reuven’s music and took everyone down at the
lake #rabbischorrsshulalltheway
Teitelbaum Elazar
is a ridiculously strong 9th grader and is sick at hockey. Also can see in cubicle and is almost a smid
#almostlatetoshacharisbutjustbeatshoidu
Weiss Fischel
loves bothering moish alongside his counselor. And coulda gone to masmidim and is meirs cousin and
drove all the way up on vd. Also is a shtickel jc #thegreatestgrilleralive
Loved having each and every one of u guys its been an awesome summer. Great to be back after 5 years. Thanks to all for
being mature and being true awesome 9th graders!!!! From activity to activity and chill to chill its been sick times. THANKS!!!!!

Thursday August 7– Geuss who video game, 9th Grade
Fishkill

Counselor
Yaakov Lax

Bunk Lamed Fell Off The Train Because . . .
C Yaakov Lax-

Had 0 points in Fishkill, was scared of roller-coasters, brought family politics to A.F.F.L., made ice
coffee…. FOR HIMSELF :) J, went broke off Zahav #1stGrader, was sleeping in his own bungalow , Hillel
always took his ice #cowcostume
Eliyahu CohenHas “beef” with Laniado, was scared to go to sleep, found sometin’ on his bed, rocked his Sephardic
accent, took an upside-down layup #rookieswag
Tuvi Eichorn
Was still unsure which class he’ll be in, in Darchai, would spend $50 in Six Flags and walk out with…. A
teddy bear, was busy drinking Nesquik thinking he could grow , #2048
Nosson HalbertalThinks he started the yarmulke trend, wishes he could hit it over the fence, found the big dipper
#MeirCohen
Kivi Hoffmanwould sneak on the Mechina bus, tends to go hiking @ 4AM, cant see Niagara Falls from his house
#NoDuh
Rephael Jaroslawiczwas reading @ 2AM, went to Darchai camp 1st hafl, has an underrated food stash, is a genius
#AlephShiur #RubiksCube
Eliezer KamenetzkyIs switching to Clifton, still didn’t get an MRI #Advil, couldn’t play without Mitnick, is second cousins
with JA, got courage from Herby, is fed up with A.F.F.L. refs #legitleague
Meir Laniadoplays every sport like a shortstop, is addicted to baseball, is going to Morris, wishes he could leave
Ateret, is megatron of A.F.F.L. #dive #Mr.Laniado…Mr.MeirLaniado #ReuvenG
Hillel Levinger“myyyyy n…..” was learning too much with Zack, was using his Oxy pads #swagknows #yomaskim
Eliyahu “Elmer” Merenstienhe was never on the train #RabbiRabbiSeptimus, has a cool brother, acted in the play, ripped
up the Q&A session #bannedbyKrasnow #RabbiWolf #Rhhheeeaaar
Yitzchok Millerwent to mechina first half, is a star TE, misses his ohel buddys#lazy
Yaakov MitnickHas got your back… and the other one, got struck out by Zucker, was doing SportsScience on Jungries/
Foster #YeshivishBasketball, thinks he knows all the hock #OwnLanguage
Avrohom Naftaliwas combing his hair,was laughing to hard ,took 3 showers a day,went home for tisha b’av #sephardic
aliyah
Yossi pinterhas his first basemens mitt,goes to broeyers,has the best chair in camp#nicebelt#jppjersey
Shimon shusteris going to shaar hatorah,rocks the yarmulka,has an identical brother,is tevel’s BFF#shtultz
Moshe spreigot his radio….,was JC,,is the best griller ever , is future maintenance #yoaaranoffmakeitlower#disco
Yudi wexlerhas a beard, yesodei basketball team, has perfect hair,Yaakovs other JC #slick #spin
#cool # sleep

Friday August 8—Rabbi Shmuel Kamanetzky
Shabbos Gadol

Counselor
Chaim Fogal
There Are No COOL Guys In Bunk Lamed Aleph, Only CAMP Guys Because....

Avrohom Bloom
Finally was lucky enough to beat me in a 1 on 1 while actually wearing sneakers that he wore for the 1st and last time this summer and
shooting the laziest 3 point shot I've ever seen. There are so many incidents I can just write all bout in this article about u just random outbursts, salty steaks, meal
ditching, #ShachrisSpazzing etc etc I think Rosenberg is still complaint do that steak which is weird because that was so 2 months ago. Avrohom you're amazing
and every year it just got better you're one of those 3 year guys I've had thanx for everything! Hatzlacha in Darchei! #bloomy
Shalom Ely
Is the clown
that never stops OMG Shalom you're out of control:)! I'm actually very fired up you were in my bunk you bring my immature side out while dancing strangely in
that #EpicDalmationCostume and Football Kicking:) (HAHAHAHAHAHA!!). A 1st Round draft pick out of Lakewood obviously you were the anchor of that offensive
line to bring home the Schilit Trophy by the AFFL. Also somehow became the self proclaimed DJ of the bunk FLY AWAY, Stars Will Shine, Small Piece of Heaven etc
etc. Shalom you were awesome you're the best Hatzlacha in Adelphia! #neveropenedtheenvelope Yitzchok Frischman
Boycotted the AFFL so he can 'chill'
with everyone else after going to sleep at 1130 at night. 'I don't know how to smile in pictures' oh please stop complaining already you'll always look good especially if Zakutinsky comes over and gives all the Frischmans haircuts on a special house call. If anyone has a question on the AFFL rules ask Yitzchok because he
actually had the time and #WasThatGuy who read every single one of those papers by my cubicle all 15 pages. But Yitzchok you're still awesome especially after
Bubby hooked us up by REfrosting our frozen meats:):) Yitz Hatzlacha in #baseballvoice
Tzvi Gold
HO HO HO Where do I start? Better question
when can I end? Made sure I woke him up a half hour before shachris so that he can laugh at the world and know that he has defied the regular with an extra half
hour of sleep. And this is after he finished #Telegramming all his Chofetz Chaim cronies in Romimu. Not so funny, NOT FUNNY AT ALL! Let's get a Chest Bump, Hug,
Boom Boom and Bang Bang Oy Oy Oy Tzvi why in the world do I know all these things but hey I DONT SEE WHY NOT! Always HEISTing my phone. Tzvi you made
my summer awesome from selfies to screaming at night to meals (an automatic vision of u pointing to everyone and waiting for responses comes to my head for
some odd reason) to the big decision to burying and eulogizing our dear COOKIE and to a lesser degree, CHICKEN, to everything else you're the life of the party
thanx for everything! Happy Birthday Tzvi! Keep George intact! Hatzlacha in CC! Make sure Avromy learns! #fivetaken Zevi Goldschmidt Is the real CAMP guy in
this grade even though the surprising announcement was made that the big WR out of Torah Temimah was bringing his talents to the porch of the bunkhouse. I
would like to thank Zevi for knocking a homerun against me in the World Series, beating me in the World Series, the white pants (OH CMON!), the blue
#elementaryschooldays shirt, the #offcialgamefaceofthe9thgrade (Sorry had to throw that in again) and your constant amazingness all around. The big decision I
hope you're happy with. After all is said and done 3 years, 5 halves, 1 league team, I think you have the right to be sick of me remember that awkward Shoprite
situation 3 years back? The Thing Is…..YES! I love you Z Hatzlacha in TT! #randomdancing
Kovi Greisman
Is my 2nd cousin but I can venture (Hi Tzvi) to say that no one here knows that. Got his bed moved around with out him knowing and
was so scary his bunk mate completely booked to the other side of camp. Kovi I was fired up when I saw you on the bunk list because that meant I actually had
someone mature in the bunk to normal this joint out. And because I didn't hold onto it you forgot that one trip night to have it I thought you were responsible:)
Kovi it was awesome getting to know you Hatzlacha in Mir! #familyhock
Pinchos Jurkowitz.
Pinchos?!? Who in the world is Pinchos?!? It's Pin to the
Ny to the Jurk to the O to the Witz (pretty weird if you ask me). But of course we can't go by without mentioning your phenomenal reffing by the 10th grade game
(applause!). You're always invited back again. Pinny thanx for going around with me the whole time by #SixFlagsNewEngland but it was with it after getting forced
on the Bizarro and Batman. Knocking down my lamp at 3 in the morning oh sure no problem I don't mind. Pinny seriously you were my go to guy, in fact you're
THAT GUY. Pinny I think R' Karfiol wants you for having that awkward #78 moment you had with R' Septimus. Seriously Pinny I love you you're amazing. Hatzlacha
in Shar Hatorah! Make sure Shimon doesn't Shtultz you out. #RefPinny
Tzvi Magid
Switched into my bunk and couldn't find out about it until the
last day possible while I knew about it already a week before:) I'll be honest Tzvi I was so happy you were in my bunk 2nd half you know what I told Yaakov when
he got his list in the beginning of the summer. How about let's give some credit here to The 2014 AFFL Super Bowl MVP. A random white shirt day oh it's a farher
for Mir! Great mini golf game in #SonnysPlace you're lucky you won me and I was off my game. When are the new glasses coming out even though I loved these
#homemadetaped ones. Tzvi thanx for switching in to our bunk you're amazing Hatzlacha in yeshiva! #youknowyouremyhero
Dovid Neiman
Still
wears that shirt he was wearing back in his 1st year here in camp. Dovid you keep that back table by davening #ChatziCivilized what would I do without you man?
You're #thatguy who reminds me of all the memories from the last 3 years in camp remember "Lashon Hora Dude"? Good Times. Always pounding my keyboard
whenever I'm not there teaching people how to play Hashem Melech. Dovid get up already! Dovid I love your positive attitude to everything thanx for 3 excellent
summers Hatzlacha in TT! #whenslittleneimancoming Ashi Sharf
Oh wow I can go on and on and on and on. Good thing you came 2nd half because
Tzvi would've been homesick if you didn't. You always reminded me what the role of a counselor is what he could and can't do. Doing your #meditating workout
with your hands every night and dancing at #ClubLamedAleph the Rosy/Clifton dance after the #DiagonalDance. Imagine if Avromy Schron had stayed 2nd half.
Ashi, Tzvi, Avromy, Zevi? That would be called for any counselor the 'Fearsome Four'. How about that 1st day when Ashi Sharf was going to be Mr Mature for the
summer? That lasted around 24 hours. Always letting me know when there was a party taking place in my cubicle for no reason whatsoever (followed by a huge
RRRRRAAAAARRRR outburst as both hands go groping in the air in a cat like formation, whatever I don't even bother asking anymore). Ashi thanx for calming me
down after that 1st league game and letting me know it's just a game. You're the best seriously Hatzlacha in Kaminetz! Classicashialwaysmessingupintheclutchmoments
Pinny Smith
Is SSSSOOOOO Shtark! Came to camp just to rip on me the entire time is this all part of the #KaminetzShtultz?:)
always the 1st one by davening of course after helping R' Elya with Payday like he promised he would. Sits on the other side of the table away from civilization. I
wish we could've had time to learn the 2nd Perek. How about over the phone?:):) a 1st round draft choice for the AFFL I didn't think I would see the day where you
would be speechless and have nothing to say on the mike. Those #BasPharoh arms grow bigger every single year it's getting a little out of control already. Pinny
always make everything so much fun thanx for everything Hatzlacha in Kaminetz! #hamapil
Kalman Sussman
Sleeps all the way on the
other side of the bunkhouse where there is no civilization down there. Puts up a strange curtain to block the light which of course ultimately end up falling down
and not helping anyways. Went to Camp Darchei 1st half. Always there for a clutch #LeviAliyah when there's no one available for it. Football catches the middle of
the night yes it's weird but hey I'm down for it. You get taller every year youre like 6 foot 15 by now. Hatzlacha in Darchei! #campdarchei
Avrohom Yitzchock Teitelbaum Told me not to write anything about _________ :) my own personal bodyguard if I would want those muscles bulging all over
the place how did you get that ripped it's crazy! Growing a goatee ultimately having it ripped apart by R' Septimus after you were HEISTing his chance to get past
you. You're also #ChutzLamachane you sleep all the way on the other side of the bunk cmon man move over! Love how you made the switch over to the good side
this half you should've thought of this along time ago:) Hatzlacha in Mir! #hare
Dovi Tepfer
Is in my bunk for a 3rd year and time it just gets more fun. Honey Bunches of Oats with Strawberries it's got to b e the weirdest cereal I've
ever seen anyone have. I feel like I'm I deliveryman for you:) Cleaners, ShopRite, water etc etc. I can write so much about you but then you know if this article will
never ever end. He's the guy that always gets traded it's mamish not fair he always gets traded. I heard that next year they're having a job opening here for you to
do archery do you want to do it? But at the end of Dovi between me and you who would you rather have as a counselor: me or R' Moish?:) Hatzlacha in Darchei!
#notrades
Yosef Toledano
Is taking Farhers secretly under everyone's noses:) nothing to be nervous about he's a very nice guy. Getting announced by every play for being the #PropsMaster of camp with colorful bobby pins all over his Yarmulke. And yes you finally won your first World Series/Super
Bowl you were waiting for that for how many years already? The lone #sefardi in the bunk you don't even look it the Tallis is what gives it away. Yosef this whole
summer was awesome with you here thanks for everything! Hatzlacha in Yeshiva! #Clifton
Zevi Vogel
Last but most certainly not least, my main
man Zevi. I believe you were one of the only guys I actually requested to be in the bunk 2nd half. I'm sorry for making you crazy
over the summer embarrassing you in public and making sure you
became red in the face. Being that grill master always doing it
when I needed it. But of course any pictures taken of you has to be
completely screened by you before they're allowed to be saved on
my phone. Thank you for missing the bunk picture and #Fishkill we
had to take it over because you were THAT GUY that was missing:)
hey Zevi you're amazing Hatzlacha in Darchei!! #SimonShapiro
Hey guys it was a legit phenomenal summer I had a great time with
you guys and I'm gonna miss you all. It was definitely my best summer in 13 years in camp you guys are amazing the ones that made
it thanks so much from Friday afternoon grills to ClubLamedAleph
to Shachris attendance #ElyMVP etc etc I can honestly say I've
never enjoyed a summer in camp more than this summer. I won't
have my phone in Eretz Yisroel you can email me
chaimfogel131@gmail.com and I'll try emailing you whenever I get
a chance sometime during the Zman. Hatzlacha in all your yeshivas! Be in touch!

Chaim

Motzei Shabbos August 9 - Older grade Melava malka,
R Moshe Meir Weiss, Sruli Williger

Counselor

Counselor

Aaron Stern

Meir Rabinowitz

Junior-Counselor

Head-Counselor

Junior-Counselor

Danny Menachemov

Yehuda Schwebel

Yakov Gottesman

If_______had his way . . .
HC Yehuda Schwebel
CC Aaron stern

CC Meir Rabinowitz:

JC Danny Menachemov

JC Yakov Gottesman
D'niel Cohen
Eli Compton
Yehuda Davidowitz
Yosef Zevi Finestone
Eliyahu/JA
Shimmy Katz
Yisroel Meir Mendolwitz
Duvidel Phillip
Chaim Rosenbaum

would rename the camp Yismach Yisrael, everyone would be Jewish lishma NOT for dougies,
no iPhones, and funded by Dirshu #nochilling
would be in camp the whole summer #summerzmanbombshelter
have a car in camp #bust will space in and actually pay attention for real when we learn #ADD
Not get so fat #busting
Not be "over the hill" Be as geeeshmak as he was as an eighth grade counselor, Not steal my
job second seder #owemehalf Censored
Would Be Giveing Leaening Groups 2nd sader , would make anything other then v neck t-shirts
outlawed, finally realize that I WAS SPACING IN!!, finally have a better wallpaper then me,
convinced himself that Schwebel thinks Centers is a good place, be as popular as his other
brothers in camp, would learn how to throw a football #GoodForShidduchim #DailySelfie
#VeteranLeadership ....... #IsraelBaby
(wait there's a fourth counselor??) Danny's brother would be the Posek Hador he would inspire the whole world and have the best bunk in the universe his grade would be amazing and
"im not gonna lie" but it's epic!
Yakov gottesman would wear any yarmulka he wants, would install a selfie camera on his
phone and be older, #10thGrader would actually get a steak for getting an Aliyah and not being off the "d" and actually get an iPod touch
would wear any yarmulka he wants, would install a selfie camera on his phone and be older,
#10thGrader would actually get a steak for getting an Aliyah and not being off the "d" and actually get an iPod touch #loaded7floorhouse
he would never leave camp, go on all the rides and own "Moishes"
eat all the hamburgers and eggs in camp, take a million pictures and go on trips every day
would dance all day, get packages and go play basketball against camp hasc
would go swimming all day, always have all his stuff perfectly neat and still be skinny
would watch berel the bus driver, eat chocolate and "why are you saying that for"
would fix his tie, get emails and go swimming
would go to daycamp with Dovidel Phillip and be a rebbe and be a big
busted/bongo
would play gameboy all day, go to daycamp with Yisroel Meir and be busted!
would sing all day, dance in the pool and "I believe that we will win

Sunday August 10– Visiting Day Staff vs. Head Staff

Counselor
Nati Gurwitz
Bunk Lamed Gimel is awesome because . . .
Avrohom Bodner

ROWR!! :) And is more hyper then Dovy?!

Menachem Fontek

Classic Fontek!! (I had to) and has the best schedual in camp

Pesach Greenwald-

Will always be a Ruach Country boy

Shmueli Grossberger

is scared I won't write a good line for him and knows I own him #truth Uri Grovemangot scared awake by nati and got back his KD's from the janitor

Menachem Grunfeld

makes hilarious jokes in the morning (I had to :) and gave nati his cleaners #madrandom

Shimon Isaak

hides under nati's bed and thinks he knows the hock before nati #rookie

Moshe Moseson

is underratedly the best goalie in camp and let Beinhorn sleep in his bed

Yechezkal Okolica

finally got chicken from nati and always wears tzitzis

Avrumi Rosenberg

was wrong about the 2nd half bunk and has awesome plum road hock #gitler

Dovi Salzberg

only gets up if nati wakes him up and learned to ask before taking :)

Moishe Schwartz

blocks nati with his shtender and has the best excuses #notfeelingwell?!

Shmuli Schwartzman

is a very good football player #affl and 3,2,1, classic Schwartzman!!

Chaim Sendrovitz-

is very different than his brother and can't figure out what "type" nati is

Yekusiel Shipper

reads his book instead of learning groups and gives himself great haircuts

Elchonon Shoob

does a sick R' Karfiol imitation and is very serious by volleyball games

Shmuel Silberberg

has the most cubbies in the bunk and didn't ditch nati in six flags #minderasor

Monday August 11– Basketball vs. Romimu Agudah won
51-48 Payday Day 1

Counselor
Chaim Herbstman
Ani Maamin in the morning=courage
C Chaim Herbstman
Yossi AkermanYitzchok Brandeis

Shimon Bronner
Chaim Z. Feigenbaum (J.C.)
Dovi Feigenbaum
Nisan Fetman
YY Friedman
Shlomo Herzberg
Tevel Herbstman
Moshe (Tzvi;)) Katz
Tzvi (Moshe;)) Katz
Shloimie Laskin
Ozzie Moskowitz,
Zevi Nordlicht
Avi Pruzansky
Gershy Salzberg
Yitzchok Teicher

ani maamin piamenta a very very healthy heaping dose of some really serious courage neatest cubicle in camp herby kirby yellow
aeropostale shirt all day 9th grade counselor of a 9TH GRADE bunk and btw don't forget ANI MAAMIN IN COURAGE
sodas up the hill then down the hill then in the freezer, mishpacha hook ups in the kitchen and beating his counselor in basketball
getting up 1 minute and 47 seconds before shachris and still being on time #respect
contemplating how exactly the theory of relativity coincides with our day-to-day lives constantly conducting himself in a proper
manner not consisting of leitzanus, forget not to always keep all of us staff on our toes with a seemingly endless barrage of
thought provoking geshmake questions and yes this bunk article is not meant to be grammatically correct , regards from Rabbi
Yehuda Schwebel #rabbirabbischwebel
cheshbonos by shachris showers BEFORE mincha Chaim Berlin and figuring out all the payday prizes not letting his counselor pour
water on him in the AM,"CHILL OUT MAN!" color war QB, job next year ASAP thanks for saving nisan!
canteen transactions, bbq all day every day with chicken and burgers not from his counselor ;) helping Rabbi Schillit till 4:30 AM
and still getting up for shachris #seriouscourage
New York Blueshirts no arm injury point guard for Rabbi Wolf's night kollel shiur, flat caps and going to sleep on time (right) with
little feigenbaum joining our bunk :)
no jobs from you know who, NYBC kids of courage adult choir davening for the amud by Shabbos mincha cubbies in the back
being a nerd and going to sleep before 1:30 AM can't keep up with the glasses some serious #courage oh
attendance by tefillos, showers in the bungalow sweeping the bunk again and again and again cuz no one else knows how, being
on his counselors awesome league team swings in six flags
morris future totty, morris , no cleanup morris, constructive criticism morris, chush counselor only one green thing, morris, oh and
#morris
might actually get cubbies before the end of the summer and stays on his cousins league team a whole summer,
showers at night before lights out Beats By Tevel "Chaim stop!" COURAGE with the good tone of voice
wears glasses as not to get mixed up with tzvi reading books on his porch during cleanup getting a sneak peak of the cubicle from
his bed cold dougies all day and night
doesn't wear glasses as not to get mixed up with Moshe and will be right next to moshe reading a
book on the porch clifton library we will try to ship our snapple caps to you throughout the year :)
will be an alte Mirrer shlugging up Reb Yitzchok B.'s shiurim on the theory of relativity making sure his counselor doesn't sing his
way through life sits by mizrach vant at meals getting the inside scoop and making a rebbishe kiddush on friday night #choshuv
what time do you get up in the morning??
Mr. Moskwitz late night horse games chaim berlin and morris M.V.P. of the A.F.F.L.
brother in mas
midim iyh by you oh sorry morris ;(
rolling his eyes, reading a book while jumping off the top bed cuz it has no ladder and hiking a mile and a half to the back of the
bunk to fetch a pair of socks from his cubbies :)
adult choir, selected in the first round in the affl draft jersey collection the size of New Jersey nice guys finish first as shown by avi :)
oy oy oy maariv!!!
pencil beard then a goatee chilling hard core with his fedora, cargo shorts, and flip flops reading a book next to moshe and tzvi
dancing in the morning with his counselor :)
has an internal clock manufactured by quartz and has a hard drive of random stats and facts hidden somewhere in his pocket and
he might get a teddy bear of his own from a basketball 3-point shootout always has something good to say to cheer us up
"cucumber" with the Jared Allen sack impersonation :)

Tuesday August 12– TRIP Day Skate Estates, Sonny’s Place,
Six Flags Great Adventures

From the Desk of Rabbi Majeski. . .
I thought it was a joke when I was asked to write this letter. No way, is it over? Just yesterday we were coming off the
busses singing songs about Rabbi Elias and cheap gas, skipping during Davening, Shloimeles cookies, Chazan Chaim and of course
giving Maaser. I remember our first overnight in Sportstime USA , Legoland and great escape. Zooming go garts in holiday mountain,
splashing in Cacades indoor waterpark. The amazing six flags New England and of course Skate Estate. All the games we played and
the amazing shows we saw ( I STILL don't know how he swallowed a sword). Every day was another excitement. Pizza parties, ice
cream, let's make a deal, concert, color war, shabbos in camp, freeze pops. swimming, payday, leagues, Karate show, ice cream truck
and of course the Dovid Gold concert the fun really never stopped. Aqua day, carnival, cantata, awesome newsletters, new day camp
song, question of the day, rabbi elias skipping during davening, rabbi elias skipping during davening, rabbi elias oh we mentioned that
already. Some questions still remain like why does Rabbi Elias skip during Davening? Why does Rabbi Tendler live in ST Louis? and of
course who is LOOZIE ZALTSVASSER? Stay tuned for clues over the year. Most of all the Middos we learned,all the special Davenings every day. My real highlight of the summer is how every single boy sang "acheinu" with such kavanah during the war. And of
course the most important part of our day all the Torah which was learned.
I must thank a few special people.
First of all Rav Meir once again yasher Koach. You make it all come together and with such a smile and dedication. Rav Shimon, thanx
for the freeze pops oh and reminder for next year I need two more benches. Thanx for always being there. The Rebitzins in the office, I see how hard you work until the wee hours in the morning. Thank you a hundred times over. Rav Neiman and Rav Karfoil and
the entire administration. It's not easy making sure everything works on all ends but you pull it off with ease some how. Yasher Koach
for everything ,what an amazing program. Rabbi Avi Schilit our transportation /everything director. I hope you find the time to read
this. Thanx for all your help and hard work! Rabbi Avraham Moishe Kaufman first of all thanx for getting me this job. I will always be
grateful. A special thank you for looking out for the day campers in the canteen. You always make sure their smiling. Regards to Mr.
Goozie. Rabbi Feur and Rabbi Nussbaum what an amazing learning program you run. I am jealous of you Olam Habah.
Rabbi Elbaz ,Thank you so much for starting a little guys off with such a geshmak every day. Your a true inspiration and you do amazing interviews.
Chef Flam. Thanx for the extra 20 pounds. Your food was amazing.
Rabbi Shwebel. Your patience and Middos are an example for everyone.
Reb Doiv. Baruch Hashem you didn't get that counselor job. You were such a help and I hope you join the "lifer club". I owe you a golf
cart ride :)
Reb Kasriel. You make it hard for me when the whole camp wants to be in your bunk! You are mamesh like their tatty to them. Always
making sure the kinderlach are taken care of and not out to lunch! Please fix my light bulbs next year :)
Rav Shloimleh. What can I say. You were more than a super star. Thank you so much for calling me before the summer. You just took
the job and flew with it. I could not have done with out you. Your a real Mentch and have tremendous Kochos.
Rabbi Tendler. ST.Louis style is right. You know how to make everything fun. Your talents are amazing and you were ALWAYS there
for me. I'm gonna miss you like boing.
Rabbi Elias. Where would I be with out you? I definitely wouldn't have any songs. You were always there late at night thinking of geshmack new ideas,meetings and planning games with me. Mr Maddison would be proud. I mamesh appreciate all the Kochos you put
into camp and I hope to meet you for a shwarma this year.
To all my staff I wish I can go thru every name individually. Everyone of you put in so much effort and time to make this the most
amazing summer for these boys. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
To all the parents. Thank you for giving us your heiligeh kinderlach and for all the overnights and pickups . I know sometimes it's hard
but your children really appreciate it ( I see the smiles 24/7).
To the most amazing heiligeh campers in the world. Every one of you is so special each in his own way. Please take with you all the
lessons we've learned together. I apologize and ask Mechilah if I insulted any of you or didn't give you the proper respect you deserve. You are the best (yes I'm talking to you! )If school ever gets tough just tell your Rebbe or teacher I think your a rock star and
you should get extra recess. I can't wait to see you in Yerushalim.
Acharon Chaviv Thank you Hakososh Baruch Hu for an amzing safe summer and for everything every second of my life.
Please rest up this year we have an action packed summer coming up ahead :).
Please call me and keep in touch 18454283735 or ymajeski@emek.org

Rabbi Yisroel Majeski

From the Desk of Rabbi Tendler. . .

Dear Day Campers,
Well folks, they tell me its yearbook time. It seems like camp is just starting! Well, for me, maybe it is. It
feels like we are just walking on to Camp Agudah grounds to begin an awesome summer. Alas, all good things must
come to an end, otherwise they wouldn't be considered good anymore. All the campers should take a bow for pulling
off such a spectacular summer. Oh, and so should the staff members for not getting in the way.
Since this was my first summer as a staff member at Camp Agudah, there was the fear of the unknown.
After that , there was nothing to fear. What an impressive camp! Starting from the top, I would like to thank Rabbi
Frishman for the beautiful campus, unreal staff members, campers, and atmosphere that permeates the camp. Rabbi
Karfield and Rabbi Neiman for welcoming us to the staff team with open arms and for guiding and leading the camp in
the ways of the Kadosh Baruch Hu. Thank you to my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi
Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss,
Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my
boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, my boss, Rabbi
Majeski, my boss, Rabbi Majeski, (just earning some brownie points and making sure the article is long enough!) for
running a day camp program that is second to none. Not even second to Dougies. Yes, I repeat, OVER RATED! Not
camp- Dougies. Next up, batting clean up, Reb Shloimeleh! Your hard work made my work easy. Really, todah rabah,
bevakashah, meheira, od yishama, not sure where I'm going with this! Thank you to all of our spectacular and hardworking counselors. Guys, my wife cooks better than any restaurant in New York. Its worth the trip to St. Louis!
Keep in touch! To all of the Head Staff and Rabbaim who we met in camp, thank you for being so welcoming. And
finally to all of the super duper shmuper day camp campers, it's been a great and out of this world summer. Each and
every one of you make the day camp what it is. It was really awesome getting to know you guys.
Have a great school year! And to all of my new friends in camp, please keep in touch!
My cell phone # is (314)348-8821. See ya!

Sincerely,

Rabbi Menachem Tendler

From the Desk of Rabbi Fixler. . .

Dear all Heliga Day Campers,
As I stand here ……… well actually I’m sitting , so as I sit here ……… or is it stand I’m not sure go ask
zack. Well I am here on the last day of camp …..that’s also not true it’s the first day of color war but your reading
it on the last day of camp. So whatever time you may be reading this page (why you are I don’t know you must have
read all the bunk articles and got bored of singing all the songs, so by this time it’s around June 2015) you are probably still wondering why I joined the most stupendous fantabulous day camp (#shanarishona #notongrounds) (isn’t
that in itself a good reason….Well whatever) Well as you sit down on your saltwater taffy…… ahhhh salt water
taffy its so chewy and delicious let me go get one now……………Ok wow that was yummy scrumptious. Now
where was I… oh yeah salt water taffy yummmm I want anoth….ok stop get ahold of yourself. Ok so as your sitting
on your saltwater taffy sipping on your LOOZIE SALT WATER (ooooo that’s what it means!!! Sorry I’m from out of
town my Yiddish isn’t so good). Let me tell you a tale of wonder and suspense. You see one fine day 2 Pollock’s were
traveling in a backpack across the desert wondering if it was faster to New York or by train, they didn’t get an answer but they did figure out that ice cream has no bones. I here you asking what does that have to do with me, well I
one time I was in New York and I get a call from rabbi Mejeski and he asked me if Rabbi Elephant was in town. That
got me thinking that if Rabbi Elephant came to camp then Chaim Fogel would probably play the harmonica for him (yes
Chaim plays the harmonica go ask him). Well that being the case I called Rabbi Mejeski back and asked him if Chaim
would be a good shidduch for Rabbi Mejeski 3rd cousin, he thought it was a good idea but asked me if I would try out
for his wooshball team I said sure. After flying to L.A. and meeting our wooshball coach (you guessed it Rabbi Elies
…….. just kidding Rabbi Tendler) I was in. Following our dominating victory in the finals by a score of zop the lifr.
Rabbi Mejeski decided I was so good at wooshball he wanted me to join the day camp (what the connection was I have
no idea, but im not asking questions). So here I am and that’s my tale folks. Well by the time you finished reading
this article your probably in camp Agudah Yerushalyim and you can go bother Chaim about his date with….Im not
going to tell you go ask him
Have a great year,

“Rabbi” Shlomo Fixler

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yossi Kleinbart

Kasriel Zakuntinsky

Bunk Mem Aleph is the mostest bestest bunk in camp because . . .
CC Kleinbart Yossi
CC Zakutinsky Kasriel
Greenfeld Shloimy
Jacobs Baruch
Krause Chesky
Liebermann Ami
Loketch Dovie
Mayerson Rafuel
Mendelsohn Daniel
Shanik Menachem
Stosel Shia
Tajerstein Nachi
Zelmanowitz Avi
Aryeh Shmuel

goes to Darchie(???), goes to Lake Forest(????) And lives in BORO PARK!!!!!!!!!!!!
IS REALLY REALLY ALWAYS THERE!!!(Believe it or not!!!)
always wears the nicest sweatshirts :-)
is always going to visit his awsome older brothers room mate from yeshiva
has the bestest zaidy in camp !!!!
llooovveeesss tackling his counselors!!!
got gum on his shorts and never ever got called cute by anyone in his bunk!!!!!!
is still saying"I know, right??" And will one day find out his counselors name IS
NOT macaroni and cheese :-)
is one day gonna get Buri back in camp Agudah
lives in lakewood AND goes to willow woods and is always smiling and will one
day even say hi to me during camp!!!
is always smiling!!!!
is finally on his way to Lakewood with Kasriel!!
luckily made it into this bunk!!!!!!
always has the funniest most original most geshmack lines ever for everyone
especially Kasriel Zakutinsky!!!!!!

U guy were for reals the bestest bestest bunk
eeevvveeerrrrr!!! Keep in touch!!!!!
Hope u have a great year in yeshiva and hope to see u guys
around!!!!!
Yossi 718-633-3139
Kasriel 845-709-9184

Wednesday August 13– Lazy morning Carnival Day
Payday Ranch

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Zevi Diamond

Meir Frank

If R’ Tendler would actually be in camp, then . . .
Meir Frank
Zevi Diamond
Avigdor Eberstark
Eliezer Ely
Meir Grossman
Mordechai Kahn
Dovid Markovics
Menachem Paneth
Shalom Pearl
Binyamin Rosenblum
Eliezer Frank

would be good at basketball and would be skinny #meirfreak
would switch to philly and would go swimming #pinocchio
would still love his counselors and think they’re the best ever
would be with the bunk and would still be the fastest at coloring ever
would still be cute and hang onto Meir’s neck in the pool
would continue being awesome at sports
would still be a Rangers fan and wear his “Dovid Jeter” shirt
would get hockey as an activity
would go up to the front on meshuga day with better ideas
would get his counselors to give him a dollar
would root for the patriots, hate camp, leave Meir out of his yearbook
article, and decide he loves to eat hot peppers
Ari Shindler
would still pound Chef Flaum’s chicken (what number are you up to?)
Menachem Kramer
would be a decent counselor and actually learn to play the guitar, but will
still be Yehuda Kramer’s brother
Yossi Botknecht
would lose Sara Rivka, stop being a “behaimah”, and do CPR on some
unlucky soul
Shmuel Yechezkel Stern
would take out a shotgun and shoot anyone who cuts the food line (but
would still hook Meir up)
Leiby Friedman
would actually talk to Meir and forgive him for ditching him
#leibishhalakshon
Seriously guys, thanks for the greatest summer ever! We really enjoyed you and can’t wait to see you
next year! KIT!

Thursday August 14– 7th grade NIAGRA!! Shabbos
Party Gamble

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Gershon Altman

Pinchos Neiman

If Pinny will smile all day and Gershon will wear a shirt then . . .
CC Altman Gershon
CC Neiman Pinchos
Bergman Shloimie
Deutsch Sruly
Friedman Ari
Goldburd Baruch
Schnall Eliezer
Schuck Meir
Silberberg Avrumi
Zelmanovitz Avi
Zwick Gavriel

Will help out by skate estate
Wouldn’t be hooked up in the kitchen
Will tell us why he is called goofy
Will give crunchies to the bunk
Will be in a bunk that shows up to sports
Would stop pounding doughnuts
Would work in the canteen for a day and not come to activities
Would never want to go to his brothers activities
Would stop using fake call from Gershons phone
Wouldn’t take him a week to realize mem gimmel is the best bunk
Wouldn’t want to be with uncle herby

Friday August 15– R’ Reuven Fienstien Shabbos Gadol

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yehudah Hamadah

Alti Hoffman

If________would write a book it would be called . . .
Efraim Braun…
Michoel Yitz Davis…
Michoel Shalom Finkelstien
Motty Izsak…
Modechai Katz…
Yehoshua Sternstien…
Yisroel Shalom Turkel…
Meir Turkel…
Yehuda Zev Hamada…
Alti Hoffman…
Rabbi Majesky…
Rabbi Tendler…
Rabbi Fixler…
Rabbi Stern…
Ari Krasnow…

”How to leave the best bunk after 2 weeks”-we missed you!
”How to get called up in lets make a deal with an Angry Bird costume”
”How to win every elimination game”
”5 steps on how to play basketball”
”The feeling of going swimming in your clothing”
”Having the best tie on tie day”
”How a 1st grader behaves on a 2nd grade level”
”Where are we?!”
”How to compose a song in 10 minutes”
”How to get everybody to sing a song with you”
”How to kill time by doing nothing”
”15 rules on playing Whooshball”
”Cookie Monster #2”
”How colored tape helps a thumb injury”
”Old Mc. Donald in 2,000 tunes”

“ I BET THEY WOULD ALL BE BEST SELLERS”

Shabbos August 16– Melava Malke 4-6 grade with
R’ Yoely Ferber

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shlomo Churbah

Shaya Greenspan

Why didn’t the 2nd and 3rd grade day camp go to six flags . . .
CC Churba Shlomo
CC Greenspan Shaya
Aranoff Shlomo
Leshkowitz Alter Sholom
Levitin Zvi Elimelech
Rosenbaum Nosson
Sassoon Yechezkel
Schwarcz Michoel
Simha Moshe
Turkel Yakov
Weinstein Avi

He was still trying to get everyone out in running bases
Was too busy making his tuna salad for Shlomo and
rocking the guitar
Was representing the bunk and was playing tough game
of basketball
Because he lives in villiamsburgh
He was with his 4 brothers in camp
He was looking for us on the senior hill when the busses
pulled out
He had to be with his cousin so …….(Moshe!)
Ask Michoel and try to get an answer from him
He was busy playing in the sand
He was busy eating doughnuts and apple in the canteen
Because ellis senior had too…..so Ellis junior had too

Sunday August 17– Intercamp vs. Chevra
Marching Band-Color War-Chinese Breakout

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Chaim Katz

Shragi Drillick

Chaim missed the trip to Skate Estate because . . .
CC Drillick Shragi
CC Katz Chaim
Biderman Gershie
Blatter Dovid
Friedman Shlomie
Friedman Yonatan
Gelbtuch Sender
Hersko Moshe Yoel
Lefkovitz Chaim Dov
Nelkenbaum Dovi
Nevenansky Avi
Perl Dovi
Schon Tzvi
Tajerstein Yaakov
S. Beanestock
Axe
Binny Blinder
Mordy Rosenthal

wouldn’t leave his whistle in camp
needed to help out with the six flags trip
was asking too many questions; and was in Florida, or not
couldn’t get fries from the canteen in Skate Estate
can’t remember his new sisters’s name
doesn’t know krav maga
played lets make a deal with the whole camp cheering himon, and was
scared to death by Chananya Schorr
Didn’t say hi on visiting day
was too busy working in the canteen
was still planning on switching bunks
looks like Moshe; and works in the canteen
doesn’t eat camp food
can’t win a league game
wouldn’t take off his Raven’s cap
Shmuliiii
got skrewed over, AGAIN!!
was in Novominsk
was in Brooklyn taking a regent

Monday August 18– Skits done in Gymzebo

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

David Brown

Nechemia Schecter

Loading please wait . . .
CC David Brown

Is a crazy Orioles fan, always wears Orioles shirts.
Eat sleep baseball

CC Nechemia Shechter

Is trying to find out what our activity is.

Yaakov Berkowitz

Always has a smile on his face.

Mordechai Friedman

Is having David a 1 on 1.

Aryeh Fink

Is trying to win league games.

Shia Bertram

Is at the fish pond.

Yehuda Hellman

Is chatting with Naftali.

Naftali Leitner

Is chatting with Yehuda.

Eliyahu Levitan

Is at the canteen.

Yisroel Rosenblum

Is always by the baseball field.

Menachem Silberberg

Is playing with his brother.

Yitzchok Menachem Soloman

Is a champion swimmer.

Avrumi Waldner

Doesn’t eat camp food.

Eliezer Weiss

Is by the basketball court.

Tuesday August 19– Color War Plays,
Football Challenge, camp picture

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shua Salamon

Ari Slomovics

If Slomo wouldn’t have a broken his legs then. . .
CC Salamon Yehoshua
CC Slomovics Ari
Bergman Meir
Birnbaum Yehuda
Brand Yitzy
Friedman Yitzchok
Avrumy
Kahn Shimi
Levy Yosef Haim
Minzer Aryeh Tzvi
Pogrow Yosef
Schuck Menachem
Waxman Yitzy
Weiss Asher

Wouldn’t have a crutch to walk on all day
#WouldBAJcSecondHalf
wouldn’t be able to give shua his crutch
#WouldBAJcSecondHalf
Wouldn’t be the awsomest kid in day camp
Will always be a Ruach Country Boy
Would play tennis even in Agudah day camp
Will actually play leagues instead of going to his bus Hoschander
Will still go swimming everyday
Would actually win the $100 in let’s make a deal
Would still be a super star
ATM…… ATM…… ATM…… ATM…… ATM…… ATM…… ATM…… ATM
ATM…… ATM……#RockstarOfDayCamp
would finally be traded off his league team and win a game
Would still be #!DavenerInDayCamp
Will daven shachris in camp
Will come every day beside the first and day camps Shabbos

Thanx 4 a great awsome half!!!!

Wednesday August 20– GRAND SING GREEN WINS!!!

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yechiel Ginsburg

Chananya Schoor

Rabbi Tendler will move from St.Louis because . . .
CC Yechiel Ginsburg
CC Chananya Schorr
Daniel Aryeh
Elazar Blatter
Avraham Grossman
Menachem Kohen
Yitzi Koshanfar
Moshe Ochs
Dovid Peretz
Yehuda Ruzorsky
Moshe Snyder
Feivel Stareshefsky

Chaim Moshe Zucker

finally came on time to davening
came to davening before yechiel (Aleinu)
is one of the most awesome campers in camp
plays with different types of sticks and nails
serves in volleyball for the U.S.A Olympic Team
became a quarterback in NY
finally shouted
forgot about Harry Potter and Percy Jackson
became the best drummer in Camp Agudah
davened on the mike instead of R’ Tendler
threw away all his gadgets he brought on the trip
went on a roller coaster and stopped telling me that his father
is a rebbi
is one of the best all around sports players and actually
davened by davening

Thursday August 21– CONCERT Baruch Levine and
Simcha Leiner

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shmuel Aryeh

Moshe Eisen

If the whole bunk Nun would go swimming, Instead of going to the
canteen then . . .
CC Aryeh Shmuel
Will still be I his bed the whole day.
CC Eisen Moshe
Will still be trying to get a pair of T'cheiles.
Green Yossi
Will still be best in bunk.
Herzberg Moshe
Will actually act different then his Cousin (Moshe Dov).
Hoffman Daniel
Will still be looking down at his shirt when I point at it.
Kress Nachi
Will still be best in davening.
Michaeli Betzalel
Will still be checking if his counselors have 6 Packs.
Rosenbaum Michel
Will still be taking care of his younger brother the whole day.
Schloss Nosson
Will still be watching his brothers games.
Tepfer Yedidya
Will somehow be at the canteen.
Zagelbaum Dovi
His favorite word will still be “SERIOUSLY”?!?!?
Zahav Sruly
Will still only be hanging out with Counselors.
Merzel Yitzy
Will still be pulling off a “Darchei Ditch”.
R' Tendler
Will be in camp everyday.
R' Majesky
Will still be holding Moshe Eisen's hand on the Goliath!!
Zakatinsky Kasriel
Will still think he is a part of the Maintenance.
Kaff Moish
Will still be “cleaning” his ears out #Englewood.

Friday August 21– Rav Hillel David Shabbos Gadol
Playoffs

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yisroel Meir

Mendy Weinberger

Rosenstock
When Bunk Nun Aleph shows up for the day camp Shabbos . . .
CC Yisroel Meir Rosenstock
CC Mendy Weinberger
Chaim Aryeh Fuchs
Eliezer Grossman
Nossi Jakubovic
Menachem Josowitz
Tzviki Lieberman
Aryeh Liebermann
Moshe Markowitz
Shimon Neuman
Yossi Neuman
Chanoch Posey
Shlomo Zalman Rowe
Pinny Schapiro
Shua Tversky
Ari ChefJack
Storch
Levin
Dovi Finkelstien

Will be a Jc 2nd half
Will be staff day camp 2nd half
Will get Mendy to go to his father’s experience#munkey #sixflags #attachedstaff
Will become Reb Chuni Speiges best friend #frogs #manintheyellowhat
Will have his name pronounced right #ccforlife #yossineumanstwin #payday
Will get hockey as an activity and actually win#9 #Leibermann #davening
Won’t be alone for shabbos and will take off the Ruach Country hat #frogs #brothers
#boingerz
Will show up on his atv #munkey #josowitz #BIB #davening #canteen
Will love amusement park and rock up overnights #watsdd #realdavening
Will help his Bestest counselors will win a league game #neon #davening
#wheresmytwin #boingerz
will be in chefs bunk #wheresmytwin #happybirthday #davening
Why am I so good at everything #realdaveing #maps #lovemycounselors
Will be on the bunk list #lovesagudah #traded #server #munkey #payday #costarica
#wonderhowmycounselorfeels
Call me schaps (with a c)#WAT #aim #garbageonmyhead #rockstheshades
Stop reading my shirt #V #10 #canteen #BIB #cheeks
Rabbi Karfiol Loves Me that’s why I got staff daycamp, to geshmak for camp, DD you
don’t know me, extra CHEESE #18 #chaimfogel #6 #aarongreenberg
hows the ice cream
Ve’ailu Hain Kivod Av vaim
I don’t care #fridgerulegrammer
Best unattached head staff member ,enjoy Rabbi Framowitz #CC4life #buzz
#lipstickwaldo #cutiesmb

Shabbos August 22– Shabbos Hatzalah

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yitzi Merzal

Mordechei

Obermeister
When Yitzi leaves Darchai an comes back to Chaim Berlin
to join
Mordechai then . . .
CC Merzel Yitzchok
CC Obermeister Mordechai
Blatt Sruli
Bugayer Asher
Finkelstein Boruch Eliezer
Freilich Mendy
Gibber Menachem
Gobioff Yehuda
Gordon Ari
Hamada Moishe
Hoffman Naftoli
Schwarcz Aryeh
Sternstein Binyomin
Tessler Mordechai
Wilbur Shloime
Yarmark Yaakov
Rabbi Majesky
Moshe Eisen
Shmuel Aryeh
Gershon Altman
Kalman Simha

Would go to Rayim and stop cheering on all the Darchai guys #RayimAlmaMater
#SwimingKeepSmiling #Darchaihock #ServeDarchai
Would wake up in time and make it on to the staff basketball team #OinkOink
#Maintenance
Would continue to make davening geshmak
Would continue to ask
Would continue to bentch with Mordy’s brother
Would continue to own leagues
Will play all other sports besides dodgeball
Would eat lunch for breakfast and supper
Would continue to give taffies to his brother
Would realize he is good at football
Would get another solo in the cantata
Would continue to be a choshuv Chaim Berliner and daven from his own siddur
Would get lake everyday
We would know where you are
Would rename himself Dave the Minion
Would not be Mordy’s cousin
Would miss a 3 #SixFlagsiPad
Would still be pounding our shaft during the year and pound being co.’s with
me for both halves #ED #DD #1On1 #Cubicle #LastDayOfEngelwood2013
#EngelwoodsTeam
We would still end up in cutlers and lose to me in a 2 on 1 and still have the
best night seder with me evar #Yo #Bro #IceCreamCone
We would still pound basketball at 2:30 in the morning m#itsux #Neighbors
#RayimMesivta
Would go back to Romimu figure out who he is speaking to And get to bed for 2
full month #WC #”WhomISpekingTo?” #Crisp

Sunday August 23– World Series Banquet Musical

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Aryeh Berger

Dovid Gold

If Rabbi Majeski will get us back at 12:15 instead of 3:30 from the trip and Rabbi
Tendler wouldn’t have weddings on trip day . . .
CC Berger Aryeh
CC Gold Dovid
Akerman Sruly
Fried Pinchas
Goldfeder Mayer
Gordon Moshe
Koppel Eliyahu
Levitin Yisroel Meir
Markovics Shloime
Rosenfeld Efraim
Singer Yitzy

Will be a jc second half #Rmajesky
#WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will be a jc second half #Rmajesky
#Dosen’tWantADovidGoldConcert
Will not be geshmak by zemiros and davening #10
#Rmajesky #WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will be Singer twin #Rmajesky #WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will be by davening #NetsFan #Rmajesky
#WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will be the cooler twin #10 #Rmajesky
#WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will not jump on his counselors #LetsMakeADeal #Rmajesky
#WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will have his line censored #Rmajesky
#WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will not wear and New York sports team apparel
#Rmajesky #WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will have an epic tie #TieDay#Rmajesky
#WantsADovidGoldConcert
Will not spends so much money in the canteen
#PinchasFriedsTwin #Rmajesky #WantsADovidGoldConcert

If anyone want a TICKET TO A Dovid Gold Concert pls call 845-428-3735

Monday August 24– Goodbye! L’shanah Habaah
b’Agudah Yerushalayim!!!

Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Ari Scheff

Eli Miller

When Rabbi Majesky will stop wasting money on the
three point shootout . . .
CC Miller Eliyahu
CC Scheff Aryeh
Bergman Shea
Edelstein Tzvi
Freilich Yitzi
Goldschmidt Tuli
Gross Chaim
Kohn Moshe
Leshkowitz Mendy
Rosenshein Tzvi
Weinberger Zevi
Zwick Chaim

Will be a jc second half #Rmajesky
Will be a jc second half #Rmajesky
Will stay the full half #Rmajesky
Will show up to our activities #Rmajesky
Will come to Agudah both half’s #Rmajesky
Will hit his corner threes and will keep the family tradition of playing first base #Rmajesky
Will tell us where he brought those awesome sneakers
and will come to Agudah both half’s #Rmajesky
Will come for the full summer #Rmajesky
Will stay in sleep away camp#Rmajesky
Will stay on his team#Rmajesky
Will stop looking like Moshe Kohn#Rmajesky
Will stop talking about herby and win a league game
#Rmajesky
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shmuel

Shmaryahu

Kryzwanowski

Storch

If Rabbi Majesky would dismiss at 5:40 every day then . . .
CC Krzywanowski Shmuel
CC Storch Shmaryahu
Caller Sruli

Eichenstein Daniel
Koshanfar Yehoshua
Slateir Peretz
Slomovics Mordechai
Waldner Yossi(chuck)
Warman Yisroel

Will be a jc second half #Rmajesky
Will be a jc second half #Rmajesky
Will show up to a bunk game that’s not basketball
l#Rmajesky
Will rock up davening with Rabbi Tendler #Rmajesky
Will not have an awesome last name #Rmajesky
Will not have an awesome accent and will wear
lactose shirts #Rmajesky
Will look like his brothers #Rmajesky
Won’t be such a party animal #Rmajesky
Will play a bunk game #Rmajesky
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Meir Gibber

Dovid Brown

Top Reason Why Brown Should Eat You . . .
CC Gibber Meyer
CC Dovid BrownBerkowitz YehudaBiberfeld YehudaEisenberg GedalyahLieberman EliPosy Pesach ZevRubin Avi

so he could take his dougies
that would be difficult
because you’re an awesome camper
because after all those tickets you still didn’t win
self explanatory
because he got traded off the best league team (sorry!)
because he tried to grab davening tickets
because he was still hungry and gibber didn’t want to hold your money
anymore
Sandel Chananya Simcha
so brown won’t have to teach you the wallet trick and so gibber won’t
have to answer the same question over and over (it’s Menachem!!!!!!!!!!)
Taub Elibiggest cheeks in day camp
Turkel Yehoshuano more infirmary and so he could take your awesome breakfasts (mainly
the doughnut)
#PayDayRocked #Dougies #Pool #3KidShabbos #BrownsHungry #StillHungry
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Facts About The Lifeguards
Heads
Rabbi Pearl- Is Top Dog
Zvi Greenspan (CS-5) - Is either in the pool, sleeping, or on a call
Meir Green (C-97) Rules the lake
Senior LG
Sholom Fink- Wants to jump off the lifeguard shack (into the water of course)
Isaac Genuth- Drowns LIT's #NOTRELATEDTOMILKMUNCH #veretzkytraitor
Fischel Goldberger- Always busy with bike for chai
Elazar Kramer- The only guy who watches the pool
Kalman Lax- Grills for the JS's
Yisroel Levin- Only shows up to tan #awsomechain
Yisroel Marder- On probation
Heshy Safirstein- Only watches the deep #greattan
Yaakov Selig- The seniorist lifeguard
Junior LG
Dovid Bakst- Only one to get triples for snacks
Moshe Y Banash- Thinks he's LIT
Yossi Botknecht- Favorite line “A SHONDA” #behaima #twins #MAZELTOV
Michael Cohen- waaay to into cards # mickeymouse
Yeshaya D Heller- Started a water fight with Rosenthal #tanallday
Mordy Rosenthal- Got a bigger gun for the water fight
Dovid Schorr- Walking red flag
Shmuel Y Stern- Is really a waiter #bringfoodtothepool
Michoel Wallerstein- WHO IS HE ????? #maintenance #snacks
Yisroel Yoffe- To AMAZING to write about
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Flatbush Cheer Song
T.T.T.O Ain Shum Yiush
(Shimmy Engel)

Out of Town
Cheer song

New York State
Cheer Song

T.T.T.O “Et Rikod”
(Yakov Schwekey)

T.T.T.O Kol Dodi
(MBD)

(Low 1)
Rain , Rain , Rain , Never A Transparent Day
Dr. Shuey Take It Away,
P.T.A , Ditchy Stuck In The 7th Grade
Rabbi 9th Grade What’s Your Name
(Low 2)
B-Ball Team , More Like An Old Timers Game
Counselors You Have Off Afternoons
Bus Comes Late , We Don’t Care Anyways
Rest Of Camp You’ll All Have To Wait !!!!!

(Low 1)
Campers Crushing Down The Door,
Dead Seniors Undeserving Yitzy Eli Clashing Choirs , (Clap)
Hefkeiros Disco Parties,A Happy Rabbi Schwebel ,
10th Grade Now Has Jobs Serving,Two Way Traffic , Tons Of Food

(Low 2)
Team Ballot Just One Hoop ,
Ditchy And Zaidy Starring,Horses, Et Rikod On Shabbos (Clap)
The Rebbe’s Giving Mashkeh,
(High)
HANDS UP! - FLATBUSH NISHT MI’YA’EISH! “Ask Shimon From Maintenance , Rain Falling On
STUCK UP! - PROUD OF BEING SNOBBISH!!! Wolf’s Plans
BIG CHEF MINI A.T.V!!!!

Run for Cover, Kramer’s Raining 3’s,
OH YA!! 2-3-4 !! לא להתייאש

(Low 3)
Slo-Mo-Witz, Needing Help From Big Boys,
Shuey Touro Still Has The Zman
Hef-Kei-Rus , Flatbush Time , Et Rikod
Kramer YIMLOCH L’OLAM VA’ED!!

(High)
I Believe In N.Y.S. -5 Towns Is The Place To Be
OOT And Flatbush Can’t Compare –
Wild Turkeys In Monsey
Doctor Won’t Heal Slomo ,
Kramer – Vos Iz Neis Boro Park,
NO חקירהN.Y.S ON TOP!!!!
(Low 3)
Kramer’s Interview Cut Short , Lax’s Lead A Bad
Idea,
Always Found On Coney Fressing (Clap)
With Ditchy – Oh Yeah!!!Slomo Stuck On Last Years Win ,
O.D’s Your Greatest Skill,The Doctor Is In The House!!!
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OOT OOT OOT…
(Low 1)

New Names On Bunk , Are We Camp
Munk
Beachzebo Hoop , The Whole Night A
Bust
Stuck In A Line , (Clap) All Day While It
Rains
Ditchy Is In / The 7th Grade
(Mid)

אבל היוםNow Its Our Time To dance
Lets Bump It Up , Raise Those Hands
(High 1)

With Slomo At Our Head,
!כולנו בשמחה
Kramer Kraz , Got No jazz , Where’s
Your Swag
(High 2)

OOT What Did You Say , כולנו
! בשמחה
Here We Go , In The Zone , Own The
Show!
OOT OOT OOT……
(Low 2)

ATV Cook , Food Is Top Rate
Shabbos Silence , 10-9-8
Rabbi S (Clap) The Hill , Very Shtill
The Captain Is / Our New Rabbi K

Guys we did it we finished in first place……from the bottom. I was so shocked when we finished in third place that I literally
jumped from my position in the bleachers. I haven’t had a good night sleep since July 6 th, but now I have begun to see my doctor and he
has put me on some medication in an attempt to ease the pain. Now, I must admit that I really wasn’t shocked that we lost, being that
half of N.Y.S. attend yeshiva on beach 17th street in Far Rockaway. It was just a regular day for those boys, feeling a bit inferior of their
peers who go to yeshiva elsewhere #YFR. I imagine the feeling of coming in third place is similar to watching your cellphone being thrown
into the bottom of a fish tank of water in the Menahel’s office. Anyways, sorry about that rant I just had to get it off my chest. I am
writing this article to give the proper Hakaros Hatov to all those who helped us finish in third place (as if that makes any sense). Without
you guys I can only imagine were we would have finished.
First and foremost I must give Shevach V’hodah to Hashem for bringing me to this point in my life and allowing me to spend ten
amazing summers in Camp Agudah. The head staff of this wonderful camp, starting from R’ Meir Frischman and going all the way down to
Ari Krasnow, must be thanked for giving me a wonderful experience on a year to year basis. Reb Elya (#agudolphin) gets a shout out for
the awesome experience neighborhood day was and for giving me all the advanced notice on being general. Avi Schillit gets thanked because he’s Avi Schillit and additionally for nearly burning his hand making my shirt for neighborhood day. We won’t mention that Thursday
night phone call phone call or that special Friday afternoon car rideJ.
Next, I would like to thank my fellow generals and their respective neighborhoods for making it an enjoyable day. Flatbush and
Yehuda Kramer for being their usual snobby selves and taking first place, you could at least ask permission next time. Yehuda, thanks for
keeping me company on the porch the last summer and a half and for allowing me to look like I’m relatively in shape in the neighborhood
day picture. Out of town and Efraim, thanks for using Et Rikod for your intro and spoiling all the fun of a potential cheer song coin flip.
Obviously thanks for that ride and for solving all problems by fitting into a children’s size polo shirt. Thank you to Monsey-Park for recently
joining N.Y.S. and allowing us to avoid 4th place.
We had a special group of guys helping our cause and now they will get their well-deserved recognition. Daniel Cywiak thank you
for helping watch me organize who coaches the games and for collecting the scores after the games were over. You rock and I hope you
had an awesome time in Eretz Yisroel 2nd half. Thank you to all the coaches that include: Y. Lowenthal, M. Jacob, Kuti, Rufus, Y. Safamanesh, E. Nueberger, Y. Garfinkel, Z. Tepper, Y. Solomon, S. Storch, Y. L. Ely, Krizzy, JC Berger, E. Gurwitz (#YFR) and Jack Rosenberg.
Sorry to all the campers that I lied to and said we won sports, we really were in second place but don’t worry you guys rock. Thank you
to Counselor Izzy for leading a rocking song and getting a free trip to Ferndale Loomis Road. You are a great brother and you have a bright
future in this camp (aww). Thanks to A. Herzberg and A. Gelfand for their input on the songs.
Our volleyball team led by Kaptain Krizzy came just a mere 1 win away from victory. Kudos to S. Storch, E. Gurwitz, Y.C. Ely, Daniel Cywiak, Krizzy, Izzy, JC berger, M. Jacob, Myself (I stuck that in) and Kuti for the fun ride. I had a blast and don’t forget to stick me in
the back corner next year even though I won’t be general.
A round of applause should be given to all the 9th graders who actually finished the race and the one guy who cracked the top 15
and got us something. I personally enjoyed snacks very much during the race. Also, a big shout-out to to the winning 8th grade knockout
team (wow what a weird name) of: Rocko, Botknecht, M. Battino, Y. Rubin, Okolika, Y. Pfeiffer, D. Fox, Y. Tusk, and S.N. Scwartz. In a day
filled with losing you guys were true winners.
Thank you to the psyche team led by A. Herzberg (I refuse to call u that other weird nickname) and joined by A. Gelfand, Leodis,
and T. Boruch. A random thank you to Chaim Fogel for censoring my speech that nobody heard. We all know what happens when you give
a blunt and uncensored Krasnow a microphone with 500 people listening. We will miss you in yeshiva next year, but of course we won’t
talk because you will have no phone.
Avi Gelfand you are the man. You took charge of the skits and you were absolutely hysterical. Although you were overshadowed by
Ditchie's 20 minute play and Lax's unoriginal skit (#KandP), I really enjoyed it. Thank you to the other BIG actor who has had enough
thank yous and a thank you to Rufus. Thank you to the minyan led by Eli Khan and my other minions: Y. Manella, A.Y Abramovitz, and
Motty Weiss.
Bunk Chof-Vov you were great all half long and sorry about that awkward motzei shabbos. Hatzlachah in your respective yeshivos.
Thank you Aryeh Berger for being an awesome JC and for seeing the light in Agudah 2 years ago. Your work would make your mother
proud (#Chiddush).
Last but not least to the awesome campers of N.Y.S. A great thank you for everything. Stay positive and next year my successor
is due for a win. I already convinced R' Elya that next year will be an N.Y.S. Year, and then I will be jumping from the bleachers with joy.
Signing off for now, an N.Y.S. boy born and raised in the greatest city of them all....

Signing off,

General Shuey
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Wow neighborhood day was awesome!! OOT almost had a repeat as we just fell a little short.
That was the most amazing and exciting Neighborhood Day I have ever been part of. You guys
rocked it up and were amazing!! I would like to thank R’ Elya and Nati for helping me out with the
opening speech. To Kramer and S. Krasnow what an experience being the youngest of three generals, it was epic being with you guys. Kaptain Krasnow thank you sooo much for the time and effort
in helping with the songs till 4 am and most of all, helping OOT bring the victory home in the
staff volleyball game. To Zalman Krasnow, WOW what a great job leading. We even beat Chaim in
songs!! You rocked it up to a “hole notha level” and sacrificed your sleep to do it. Thank you to
Nati for all your help on opening stage, activities and for being my big brother general. It was a
zechus to be the one to take OOT general as you did last year, sorry we didn’t get a repeat performance. D. Davidovitz and Mike Rabinowitz the skit you guys made up was amazing!! Too bad Lax
and Mo were together otherwise we would have won, but thank you again for all your hard work. A
big thank you to all the guys who acted and especially to Ditchie for training me in to act for the
first time. We rocked that rock in practice (LOL). A big thank you to the 2-3 guys who psyched up
activities. I would’ve lost everything without you. And to all you guys who took activities, it is so
underrated how much you guys help, getting them on time and coaching us to victory!! Thanks to
Brown, Vashovsky, Turkel, Tuchman, Teitelbaum, Siegtriel, Aryeh Muchnik, Levin, Katzenstein,
Kamelhar, Fisher, Finklestein, Canter, Besser, and Baranker.
A big thanks to the volleyball team. Nati, the volleyball game face is better than the basketball
one. Thanks to all you who helped win: Besser, Finkelstein, Krasnow, Katzenstein, and Teitelbaum.
Thank you to Y. Gartenhouse for setting the tone in the marathon and coming in first. I
hope you enjoyed learning as much as I did. Hatzlachah in… yeshiva!! The start of mesivta is
huge!!
And to all out of towners OOT OOT OOT!! And if I missed anybody I’m sorry but thank you
for helping out and thanks for helping out. Hatzlachah in yeshiva to everybody.
Signing off,

General Efraim
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FLATBUSH, FLATBUSH WILL, FLATBUSH WILL BE, FLATBUSH WILL BE NUMBER ONE!!!!!!!!!!!! FLATBUSH,
FLATBUSH WILL, FLATBUSH WILL BE, FLATBUSH WILL BE NUMBER ONE!!!!!!!!!! AND WE WERE!!!!!!!!!!! WE DID
IT!!!!!!!!!!!!! WE WON!!!!!! Neighborhood day was awesome thank you Reb Elya for not giving me a choice and
making me do it ;) ur awesome without you the hole day would never happen and Mosey…to my fellow
generals Shuey and Slamo I couldn’t think of a better 2 ppl to go up against u guys
rock!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Nati Gurwitz thnx for calming me down and setting up my speech for me ur awesome thnx for always being there whenever I needed you thnx for the
rides and all the swanlake chills without ditchy;) can’t wait for jk 25 Chaim Fogel ur song was epic sahul
was hilarious!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!thnx for all u do without you nothing would’ve happened now for skits
Yaakov and Mo and Yechiel you guys were hilarious best skit I have ever seen I was laughing so hard I
was crying #laxownsskits #k&p AC Perlman thanx sosososo much for doing sports you made it so easy for
me hatzlacha in tomo I better cya around ur awesome Ditchy thnx for being fat and awesome u were a life
saver by my speech people actually thought it wasn’t set up #zucker and thanx for feeding teitelbaum it
was hilarious ur definitely the cutest rebbe ever Moishe Weiderman Meyer Glicher thnx for not being here;)
to my epic volleyball team Yechiel u were a beast at center and offdays were amazing thanx for hosting us
by the greenwald mansion and for the bbqs Aaron Greenberg ur awesome it was a pleasure to share a
bunkhouse with u can’t wait to b with ya in isreal and the rest of u thnx for winning 2 games you guys
were sick!!!!!!! To all those who played dodgeball sorry we lost the coin toss otherwise we would have definitely won thank you to everyone who took activities we dominated sports because of you guys thank you
bunk chof zayin for being awesome u guys rock hatzlacha in darchei (and for the 4 of u who aren’t going
there wherever you’re going) thank you Krizzy for being awesome to my chavrusas Oliver ur awesome thanx
for everything enjoy 9th grade your ganna b fine Ezzy Tepper daaarchei behave cars bball range rover ;)
Im really really reallllllly sorry to all those who I have forgotten, I know there are a lot of you guys. Due to
the fact I am extremely lazy it is grand sing night right now and I honestly don’t remember anything about
neighborhood day except that we won and it was AWESOME!!!!! So thank you so much for all your hard
work you guys are awesome and have an amazing year. HATZLACHA U’BRACHA!!!! Cant wait to see you
next year!!!!!!!!
P.S- Last Year Flatbush Lost
P.P.S.- THE GENERALS NAME RHYMED WITH SHMAKOV SHMAX luv;)
And thnx meir glicher for writing this injoy cliffwood Israel awaits
Thank you Zvi Greenspan for letting me type this a month late and for living in Flatbush.
SIGNING OFF,

GENERAL YEHUDA
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Team Of Red “”קדושה
Cheer Song

Team Of Orange ““שלום
Cheer Song

T.T.T.O Hofachta
)Fried)

T.T.T.O Hecher
(Taussig)
(Low 1)

)Low 1)

Avi Schilit , Gone Hello Topsy Turvy
B-Ball Team In , The Gymzebo , Not Worthy
Oooooooooooo A Breakout , Finally Amusing (Clap Clap)
Amusing

Reb Elya’s New Wakeup , Where Is 7th Grade,
Tzailam Not Kodoish , Elvis dance Away,
Erps Pulls Off Kung Fu With A Necklace Tie,
Reb Abie Katz , Nothing To Watch On Trips

(Low 2)

Munk Intercamp , Day Lost More Than a Ball Game,
Goodbye With Compounce , The Chef Way Too Much Fame,
Ooooooooooo Frog Suits And Dolphins And Elvis
AND ELVIS!!!!!
(High)

HECHER HECHER ORANGE!!!
FLAUM’S BEARD IS ORANGE!!!
IN N.G. 30 I BELIEVE!!

JM HOCK AMUSING!!
R-E-D CONFUSING!!
ORANGIZING NATI’S WINNING DREAM!!
(Low 3)

R’Moshe Aaron , Telling Yaakov To Go
Without His Weeds , Though His Skits Are Now Solo
Oooooooooo Tzuzamim , Oh Orange , למעלה

)Low 2)
Munkies Running Loose , Zeidy Can’t Keep Up,
Eagles Pay Bald Refs , To Fund Their Cadillacs,
Yesh Tikvah Again , Shevuos We Don’t Learn,
Topsy Turvey , DEAD SENIORS TAKE IT AWAY!!!
R-E-D , Come And Scream With Me,
C.A Kosher Hock Will Break The Streak,
Hey Nati Stop OH!! OH!! It’s Red On Top OH!! OH!!
LEAP UP WITH LAX , CAUSE OUR FIRE’S BURNING HOT!!
OOOH…..RED TEAM!! OOOH….RED TEAM!!
(Low 3)

Nati Coming Out With A Brand New Chant,
Fina-lly Made a Siyum , On The Orange Cap,
Lax Our Favorite Baby , Will Take The Orange House,
Wave Your Red Flag , IT’S TIME NOW TO BUFFER IT UP!!
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Team Of Orange “”שלום
March Song

Team Of Red "”קדושה
March Song
T.T.T.O (R’Brazil) Nigun

(Low 1)

Throughout Our History’s Journey,
Same Challenge Time and Again,
Can We Show Peace a man to His Brother,
Do We Show Love Or Condemn,

(Low 1)

In The Streets Of Today , People’s Minds Gone Astray,
Not The World That Was Known Years Ago,
שטןGrasp Very Tight , Difficult To Stand Upright,
Must Resist With קדושהOn Our Mind

(Low 2)

(Low 2)

קיןcontrolled By His Envy,
Causing To Spill His Own Blood,
שלוםPortrayed By יוסףChildren
!!!אפרים – מנשה – ישמך

In A Shul With A Phone , Why The Need To Make It
Known,
For Our King , One Could Dress Properly,
A Special Time Everyday , Where We Have A Chance To
Say,
Hashem You Are The Only One I Need!!

(High)

ARMED FOR BATTLE WHEN WERE ALL TO-GE-THER
Ammunition – Our Unity
בן דודAt The Forefront
!!!אם כל ישראל חברים
(Low 3)

(High)

We Are Special As Sons Of Hashem,
A kedusha That’s Not Found By Them,
If Each Yid Does His Part, WE CAN PROUDLY DECLARE

!!והייה מחנך קדוש

Standing In Line By Supper,
Both Guys , Want The Corner Slice,
“Lets Take Out A Knife”, Without Hesitation
“For , שלוםWe Can Compromise”
(Low 4)
Soldiers in ,ארץ ישראל
How Can We Join From Afar
When שלוםMakes Us Into כלל ישראל
!!!ד' עז לעמו יתן

(Low 3)

Now A War On The Ground , Rockets Launched all Around
The World,
Pure Emunah In Fighting A Mistake,
קולי אל ה' אקרא – בזכות הקדושה
Our קשרWith Hashem Is The True Key
(Low 4)

Written Just Recently , “Aibishter Set Me Free”
Not Just Words , But a Meaning That’s So Deep,
We Can Learn From The Song , To Block Out All That’s
Wrong,
!!בחוקותיהם לא תלכו
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*Disclaimer* Sarcasm is Used Throughout This article

Theres a Saying That Almost Everyone Whos Been in Yeshivah Has Heard at One Point during the Year and i
can almost guarantee youll be hearing it again in a couple of days. "Kol Hascholois Kashos" - "All Beginnings Are Hard”, Having already wrote one In General Already ive come to realize Trying to Write an opener to an In General is Probably One of the
hardest things ive had to do. Even Harder when Its For OAR What do you begin with? Do you start off with a Extra Cheesy
Line like "We are All Winners" or the "We Only Came In Second Place" or the "Im Writing This On the Bus Heading to the
Grand Trip". (Which I Actually Am) or the Shpitz Agudah Line "Its The Achdus that Counts". So Many Choices!! But Anyone
Who Knows me knows I like to Change things up a bit so we'll do something different. Ready? Here goes!!
The Red Team In General: And.....I Still got nothing. Boy this is hard.....lets try one more time.
Going up against a streak is never easy TRUST ME. Im the Guy who Lost 9 Color Wars In A Row (see R'Korfiel For more). So
when I found out I was General of Red in a very Yeshivish way, I was told "Yaakov is Edom", Ill Admit I was a little nervous.
But Then I Was told The Team Name is Kedushah And Then I Knew It was Basheret. Because the name On My Bunk House is
None other Than "Kedusha"!!! (Im Not Kidding Go Check!!) And Boy Were we Holy. Ill Talk More about this later on but Everyone Gave it their all and i was Honored That You elected me to lead the Team of Red. (Thats How It works , no?)
As Im Typing This; The Editor Hachashuv Mr.CS5 himself Tzvi Greenspan is Reading Over my Shoulder and hes telling me that
its already too long but he can go jump in a Pool for all I care because Everyone knows the losing Team gets the longest In
General ; its Reds Time To Shine Now . So its time now to acknowledge all the difference makers and
all those who
thought they made a difference but If I dont put in they'll never talk to me again and they just skip the beginning to try to
find their names in bold ( I Always do That :)
First Things First Thank You To OUR Sponsor Hashem . Just one Tefilah Away, all You gotta do is #AskHashem
Id Like To Thank My Sponsors throughout the Summer and ecspecially for OAR "Al Shloisha Divarim Im Omaid”: Red Bull , Coffee , And Mountain Dew. You guys are miracle workers!!!
Thank You: To the Best Head Staff there is!! and To Our Wonderful Head Counslers. Rabbi Karfoil And Rabbi Neiman: I knew
very well what "Kol Haschalois Kashois" meant my first 3 years as Staff. But then you gave me a chance to show Camp what I
had to offer and im Forever Grateful. But More Importantly Thank You For giving me the Zchus to Lead The Team Of R-E-D!!!
R Elya Kaufman- Thanks For Planting The Seeds And your Help and Guidance throughout was extremely Helpful.
R Septimus- Rebbe I Hope we made your first Summer here worth while!! I Had A Blast Working For You Thanks for Everything!!!
Zaidy Herby- So Many good Memories from The AFFL to the Babysitting Thanx For The Moral Support Throughout OAR and The
Summer And For being a Beast.
General Nati- If I had to Pick someone to lose to Twice I wouldve probably picked Weeds But youre Close Enough. Gotta Admit
I never thought we would be OAR Generals together . It was a pleasure to Go Against You . I Just hope it doesnt get awkward now in #JK25.
Chaim Fogel- Wished they wouldve went back to the B.O.G. Days . Wouldve been awesome to have You Join Our Generalship.
Welcome to #JK
Now To Those Who Made A Difference and Those Who Thought They Did: Shmaryahu "Denions" Storch- we all know sports
counts a great deal. Thank you so much for taking care of it! And to all those who took games. Mr.Ely, Mr.Greisman,
Mr.Gelfand, Mr.Issak, Mr.Jacobs, Mr.Kamelhar, Krasnows,Mr.Kramer, Mr.Kutie,Mr.Nuberger, Mr.Perlman, Mr.Richman, Mr.Schron, Mr
Vashovsky, Mr.Berger, Mr.Churba, Mr.Teitelbaum, Mr.Gelberman, Mr.Gold, Mr.Herzberg, Mr.Katzenstein, Mr.Pinter, Mr.Rosenstock,
Mr.Salamon, Mr.E.Berger, Mr.Bornstein, Mr.Manne, Mr.Merzel, Mr.Mintz, Mr.Aryeh, Mr.Zolty, Mr.Neumann
The Krasnows: Izzy
And Shuey. Short And Sweet Boys . Thanks For All The hardwork and Effort you put into The Songs they were were
incredible!! Looking forward to Your Alma Maters Iy"h . Izzy im sure youll get to do "Aish" one day .
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Aaron Katzenstein And my brother Yochanan: Gotta Admit at first I was nervous putting the play in Your Hands. But after you
guys came up with 5 ideas!!!! And you made a Story Sheet for the play as well , I knew I made the right call. I dont care
what anybody says , the story was great and it brought out the theme of Kedusha . Thank you guys so much for taking some
of the pressure off my back .
Yochanon , im sure its rough being My little brother in Camp but you definitely made a
name for yourself with this play . Camp Will Miss you Second Half. Aaron "Tatty" Herzberg: You are and Were a Beast. From
The Skits To Davening to the Cheer Song to everything else you were great and You are Huge. ( Sorry You couldnt Get
Dougies) Thank You Kloiminus Key and Yehoshua Peele for your help with my skits through the Summer!!
Mo Berger:
After Our Oscar worthy performance On Neighborhood Day you Could imagine how pumped I was to have you . Traded in One
Mo for Another. Thank you so much For Your Help with the skits and play. Looking forward to Your Color War Performance.
Moshe Weeds- Thanks For The Overseas Help with the Skits! Wouldve been Awesome if wed been able to repeat last
years Skit Domination!!
Avi Gelfand- Thank You for the Skits!
Gershy Liff- Your Loud Voice was Greatly Appreciated
Yechiel Ahranoff- Hope
your last OAR in Camp Was a Good One . I Still Cant get Over our win last year in color war. Mazel Tov!!
AC PerlmanThanks For the Props and for letting me use the chicken throughout the Summer!!
Yaakov E. Ely- Thank You For Putting
Together the Theme Speech!
Yitzy Nussbaum- The Way you emphasized every word in the Theme Speech was truly amazing. Thank You So Much!!
Dovid Gold And Yechiel Ginzburg- Thank You Guys for taking Care of The Races!! Really
mean of you guys to make me and Nati Run At The End! Leiby Indig- I Told this to you when you were making the Banner
and ill tell you now again. YOUR INSANELY TALENTED!!! Seriously Why you are you still in camp?? You can be a professional
artist!!! Phenomenal Job!! Yehudah Vashovsky and Shlomo Churba- Probaly THE Highlight of OAR for me was YOU GUYS BEATING THE LOWENTHALS!!!! Ill take that as a Win and it puts you in Elite Company With Jack Rosenberg as the only people to
beat them . We won the Torah Bowl By A Bunch!! You guys were phenomenal and Although we lost this Is YOUR Victory!!!
Leiutenant Shua Lax- Was A Big Relief that you were able to last through OAR without getting Ejected!!
Yossi Beinhorn
- Wouldve loved tobhave you on the Team. Camp Aint The Same Without You. #FlappyForever Yehudah Kramer- Thanks for
your help with those two basketball games . And once again Your Sleep was Much Appreciated and a HUGE Help to the
team!! Oh Almost Forgot!! The Day Camp!! Thank You Counslers and Day Campers for giving your all!!
Thank You Shimmon Issac My Personal Photographer and Of course Thank you Bunk Chof Tes!!!!!!!! M-A-R-T-E-E-EN!!!
Finally Achron Achron Chaviv id like Thank You Guys , the Campers of The Greatest Camp In The World Camp Agudah.
People Ask Me "Why Do you still go back To Camp??!" And I answer very simply "To Go Crazy and Make Everyone Laugh". I
wouldnt be able to do what I do without you guys and im humbled to have been your General!!!
And dont feel down on the loss , if even only one memory was created on OAR then You Should Count That As Win!
Now this is the part where I should say I"YH Next Year Camp Agudah In Yerushalyim!! Well honestly that would be extremely
Clutch since ill be in Eretz Yisroel Next Year anyways for Yeshiva #Mir #JK25 #RMosheAaron
If I left Anyone out Please Be Moichel Me it was NOT DONE ON PURPOSE!!
GUYS PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH!!!
For Any Comments, Inquiries,Suggestions or Shidduch Resumes Feel Free to email Me @Exlax3@gmail.com and Remember to
Follow @Cakosherhock for all Camp Agudah Updates.

Signing Off,
General Yaakov Lax
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I! I BELIEVE!! I BELIEVE THAT!!! I BELIEVE THAT WE!!!!! I BELIEVE THAT WE WILL WIN!!!! I BELIEVE THAT
WE WILL WIN!!!! - and we did it!!!!!! We pulled out the victory!! That was by far the most exciting and awesome
OAR I have ever been apart of!! You guys rocked!! I want to start off by thanking the most amazing headstaff for
giving me the opportunity to be an OAR general in the best camp in the world. A special thank you to R' Karfiol
and R' Neiman for your faith in me from the very beginning and for your guidance throughout the summer. I would
like to thank R' Septimus- having you as a division head this summer was amazing thank you!
Thank you R'
Elya- getting close with you and your family (#YMK) have without a doubt made me who I am today. I can't possibly thank you enough!!!
R' A.Z. Herby- thank you for your advice and help with the 9th grade throughout the
summer it was a huge help #affl. And now for for my opponent Yaakov Lax- I had an awesome time it feels like
yesterday we were campers ourselves thanx for everything can't wait for JK 25!! I want to ask mechila in advance
for anyone I may accidentally forget to thank- it was a mistake and I really appreciate all you put in for Orange.
A.Krasnow- Your AWESOME!! From the generals meetings to songs to skits to the sick play #darknight you were
there for everything I possibly needed. Being in Israel with you was unreal, and it's crazy to think we have been
together in camp for 11 years. I'm gonna miss you like crazy-I hope you find a shiduch quickly and easily!!! C.Fogelwhere can I possibly start? Obviously your songs where awesome I knew that way before you wrote them #firstnight
but it's just not possible to thank a friend like you in a few sentences- I'm just gonna let last years alma matter do
it instead #truefriends :) AARON Greenberg- it was great getting to know you this summer thanx for taking your
bunk games and for just being awesome
Y.Rosenberg-JACK!!! JK25 baby!! Thanx for an awesome year in Israel
I'm so happy you came back to camp it wouldn't have been the same without you. Thanx for putting all the good
kids in your bunk on orange it helped a lot :) thanx for helping with the Torah Bowl I guess you can only win
against Lowenthal not with him :)
Z.Krasnow- the skits were awesome #heshtag and your acting in the play
was amazing your a real rising star in camp!! (I wrote that cause it's written every year for some reason :) seriously
it was awesome getting to really know you your a beast #youknewthatalready E.Slomovics- thanx for taking the 9th
grade bunk game and for going to walnut mountain and of course for supplying props for the play :) btw Neighborhood Day was awesome
D.Cywiak-thanx for taking care of the camper speech it was a huge huge help and
for taking all of your bunk games!
Y.Greenwald-thanx for taking your bunk and for all the off days your a
beast! (I still owe you a story :) D.Davidowitz- Goyral?!?!?!? Haha I own you and you know it :) seriously though it
was awesome having you on my team 2 of the skits were great #heinzketchupbust and the play was epic (your Yeshivish?). Your embarrassing moment at my house was insane,and me and Kramer missed you on the swan lake
chills your division just has a different schedual then we do :) E.Shlusser- thanx for taking your bunk and for your
help with the races it was a huge help S.Braunstein- thanx for being in charge of cleanup and for your acting-your
selfie is still on my phone :) A.Lowenthal- about the Torah Bowl.........(very long awkward silence) hahahaha your
awesome don't worry about it!!!!! The fact I didn't have think about it til it happened was unreal thanx amillion!!
#GrandBechinarematch have a great year in T.V.! C.Tuchman- thanx for being by your bunk games it was a real help
S.Levitin- thanx for taking your bunk games it made a big difference C.Mandel- thanx for taking your bunk games
the wins were huge! S.Gedailovitch- thanx for helping out with your bunk games and the play . . . .
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Y.Turkel-thanx for taking all your bunk games E.Frank-thanx for helping with your bunk and pumping everyone up
S.Isaak-thanx for taking your bunk and for helping with the basketball shootout Y.Lowenthal-being the next Lowenthal
in line isn't easy but you did a great job thanx for the Torah Bowl and for taking your bunk T.Baruch-thanx for all
your help I really appreciate it (and the Dougies) J.Stefansky-your a beast I'm happy you were on my team again
S.Waldman-thanx for everything you did S.Krzywanowski- thanx for taking your bunk and winning that hockey
game :) A.Berger- your "I Believe" in the play was epic thanx for all you did your a beast E.Miller- thanx for taking
that game when I really needed someone and remember "guys it's volleyball" M.Weinberger- thanx for your help it
made a big difference Y. Garfinkel- thanx for getting your bunk to the games I know it wasn't easy M.Rabinowitzwhere do I start? Your AWESOME!! From the banner to the play to the skits you were one of the hardest working
people during OAR. Always remember that your a great guy and person I'll miss you tons :) Y.Levin- thanx for all
the effort you put in and for our great story at fishkill E.Shapiro- thanx for your bunk games the wins were huge
Y.Safamanesh- thanx for helping out with your bunk T.Perlstein- thanx for taking your bunk games your a beast
D.Finkelstein- thanx for taking your bunk and for vollyball on Neighborhood Day M.Cahn- thanx for taking your bunk
it was a real help A.Besser-thanx for taking your bunk and helping out Y.Marder- thanx for taking my bunk I know
it wasn't easy I really appreciate what you did B.Fryer- your hilarious! Thanx for the skits and the play we missed
you 2nd half Y.Birnbaum-thanx for helping me out. To all the day camp counselors Ansbacher,Baranker,Brown,Cantor,Eisen,Fisher,Gottesman,Gurwitz,Haller,Tepper,Vogel,and Zakutinsky thanx for taking care
of your bunks your guys had a huge impact on Oar. Blatt,Farkas,Frischman,Leader,Schiffenbauer,Landau,Miles,Spitzer,and
Wallerstein your efforts were really appreciated. The skits led by Ditchee were hilarious (well 2 out of 3 anyway)
special thanx to Ditchee,Z.Kranow,M.Rabinowitz,B.Fryer,Y.Levin,and the team mascot D.Davidoff #bearcostume. Now for
our epic play lead by Ari Krasnow- it was unreal #darknight.Thanx to
A.Krasnow,Z.Krasnow,E.Gurwitz,Y.Greenwald,E.Shapiro,S.Braunstein,A.Besser,A.Berger,Ditchee,Moishe Krasnow(come on
guys),T.Baruch,E.Miller,Y.Levin,Glazer,B.Fryer,Y.Marder,and Birnbaum you guys were seriously amazing. Thanx to the prop
guys Y.Toledano,S.Gedailovitch,C.Tuchman, and R.Karman. Thanx to A.Y.Tietelbaum for the camper speech. Now for a
couple of special shoutouts- Y.Aaronoff- thanx for being there for me the whole summer getting to know you well
was amazing Mazol Tov! #letter Y.Kramer- thanx a million for everything I had a sick time this summer can't wait to
be with you in JK25 E. Gurwitz- thanx for being there for anything I needed during OAR your a beast good luck in
yfr next year! M.Haber- learning with you was awesome don't forget how awesome you are no matter what's going
on around you I'm gonna miss you KIT!! T.Eichorn- your awesome thanx for all the great times
(#contract,#rjfl,#counselor,.....) have a great year and keep in touch (Falcons only!! :) O.Gertner- thanx for being a
mature role model/chavrusa for Kramer and for letting me be your referee :) thanx to my bunk bunk Lamed Alef
A.Fine,S.Grossberger,M.Hartman,S.Isaak,Y.Kaufman,Y.Lax,E.Lieberman,Y.Nussbaum,Y.Okolica,A.Rosenberg,D.Salzberg,S.Schust
er,Y.Setareh,B.Steinberg,and D.Steinberg we won even though you guys lost all the bunk games :) seriously though
you guys were awesome thanx amillion for an awesome half. Finally team of Orange you guys rocked and were awesome have a great year in yeshiva - and always remember "I BELIEVE"!!!!!!!!!

Signing Off,
General Nati Gurwitz
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RED TEAM

BLUE TEAM

T.T.T.O GELT!

T.T.T.O ET REKOD
(SHWEKEY, KOLOT)

(LIPA!)

Breakout we, protested again,
No niagra for this we won’t stand,
Did you think we’d be fooled..oh no way!
Because we are, Reb Elya’s mighty 7th grade!

Breakout, what a bust!
JC’s don’t bother showing up,
7th Grade, goes on strike!
Counselor’s going down!
Rest of camp, is away,
Camp 7th grade just for one day!
Postponing the, niagra trip…
To make room for Olympics!!!

With MoDo at our lead!
Gelfand will not succeed!
Get up get loud! We’ll shut blue down!
Because we have Luzy!
With Red Team at their best!
The Minsy’s think they’re fest!
Let’s scream and shout! And let it out!
Cuz that’s what red’s about!!!
Reb Elya’s reign, so insane!
Line up for 7th what a pain!
Blue team, by the way….....
Red team is simply epic!!!!!!
BACK TO HIGH!!!...

Olympics smack, in midst of payday,
Morning revile, with Reb Elya- Oy Vey!
Water fights we need more H2O,
So get up and scream!! Niagra here we go…!
Come now it’s time we “blue” this place up!
Red will be left in the dust…!
With Gelfand in control, we’re blue ready to roll!
Just counselors, the JC’s we don’t need!
So MoDo let it go, no this is not your show,
Time to dance, Et Rekod, Here we go…!!
Now Shloimy’s casting up, Blue Pandemonium!
With staff kid, fix is in, we will win!
Yes Friedman is your name, but were playing different
games…
Blue team go insane!!!!
BLUE! BLUE! BLUE!, BLUE! BLUE! BLUE!, BLUE! BLUE! BLUE!
BLUE ! BLUE! BLUE! BLUE! BLUE!, BLUE! BLUE! BLUE!
……………………
7th Grade, were home all alone,
To activities, we do not show,
Cat and mouse, Friday night, go to bed!
But ONLY IN AGUDAH! Not in camp 7th Grade!!!...

BACK TO MID, HIGH, INTRO!!!!
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Blue Team Cheer Song

Green Team Cheer Song

TTTO: Rabi Nehoroi (Shweky)

TTTO: Oseh Shalom

Low 1

Marching band plays E,I,O (clap) oh E,I,O netz hachama
et rikod-with Chuni!
Helicopter where are you, shwarma a Chinese food,
A breakout sign reused
Low 2

B-Ball team up 7 to 4 (clap) oh E,I,O baseball field new
hardwood floor
10-9-8, 7-6, 5-4-3-2-1 GO
COUNTOWN TO 7 A ROW!!
High

SHANGHA, SHANGHA, SHANGHA-Chinese for We own
you!!
WIGGLES OUR LION KING-Ah Sabenyah!!
Old McAri keep your farm (clap)
BLUE TEAM’S GOT THE JUNGLE!!!
(clap) (clap) 1-2-3-4
Low 3

Farmer Ari unattached farm (clap), a ‘G’ on jersey
doesn’t mean you’re General
la la la la la la la la la la la la la la la (STOP!)
(BANG)

Low 1

Oica, Shwarma from China no speak English
We march to Old MacDonald with Chef Flamm’s
Twin
New dress code-white shirts only 12 and older
Payday now too official-lets go for a swim
Mid

Whisper now team green
Ari our king
LET’S GET UP AND SCREAM
NO ACOUSTICS NEEDED NOW!!
High

Green Teams got the floor- Wiggles dance no
more
Head staff on our side
Blue your streak has died
Tomo’s far away- Aryeh not your day
Captain hotshot’s team
Bringing home the dream
Low 2

New dirt and lines don’t matter, can’t hit off our
chef
The deadest camp in six flags, but we’re not
Brain-dead-What?
The skunks are running wild, Jack Stef video
We’re out of lines right now so let’s get on the
floor!
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Every in general in the past 50 years starts exactly the same. It is 4:30 in the morning, 3 hours after
the grand sing ended and I didn’t start my article yet. Well this year is going to be different. IT IS NOW 10
MINUTES AFTER THE GRAND SING AND MY IN GENERAL IS DONE! I’m sure you’re all wondering how that is
humanly possible so I’ll tell you my little secret. Every couple of hours during color war I would sit down and
type what happened so far, kind of like a general’s diary. So all I have left to write about is the grand sing.
Allow me to give you a little glimpse into the life of a general during the crazy days of color war.
After sitting through the general’s meeting (what went on during that meeting is strictly classified) it is
now time to meet with the green staff. So the first thank you goes to Nati Gurwitz for using his booming
voice to get quiet amongst the crowd. I’d like to thank everyone who volunteered to take a job, or was volunteered by others (hello Dovid Gold). I will thank each one personally in their proper time. So the first night is
supposed to be the early night. Well if that’s true its going to be a long couple of days. As I sit down with
the great Ahron Schilit and Izzy Krasnow to write the cheer song, I realize I am working with 2 brilliant minds
in the world of song writing. Each one brings his unique talent to the table and it’s going to be a real treat to
work on the rest of the songs with them. Well it’s now 2:30 in the morning and its time for some sleep, see
you in the morning!
As Shachris comes to a close it’s time for the first dvar halacha of color war. Thank you Mordy Weis
for the beautiful halacha and for making sure it was done in the 8th and 9th grade minyan as well. Didi
Rosenstock took the ever popular job of trying to get Senior Leaguers to do cleanup and he did it without one
word of complaint. Thank you for doing the dirty work (pun intended). After learning groups the activities went
off without a hitch thanks to my main man Nati again. Thank you for making sure all games were covered.
Now you may be wondering why I didn’t mention the opposing general Aryeh Weilgus yet. Well that’s because I
didn’t have a moment with Aryeh until this point because we were both so busy. Thankfully we have to go for
our tuxedo fitting so we get to spend some quality down time together. Going against Aryeh is such a pleasure
because he understands the perfect balance of making color war competitive yet pressure free, as was demonstrated by our trip to Fialkoff’s after renting our tuxedos(and top hats #greatidea). It’s a pleasure working with
you and a bigger pleasure being your friend, looking forward to seeing you in Far Rockaway next zman. We got
back to camp just in time for the homerun derby. Ozi Glieberman did a great job choosing the campers and
picking the right ones for the money ball( nice shot Liff and Sprei). We are going to jump a couple hours to
one of the proudest moments I have ever felt in camp. After my little baby brother Moishe Krasnow gave his
theme speech, I was looking for the proper words to thank him. Yet nothing would have justified just how well
he spoke so my hug to him would have to suffice. Next up on our list is the grand skit. Thank you to Yakov
Lax, Moe Berger, and Zalman Krasnow for their hard work and humor. A special shout out to Z-Man for taking
the apple sauce hit with class!
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Hello again it is the afternoon of day 2. The lack of sleep is starting to creep in and I can’t remember
what happened the past couple of hours, oh well. So we move on to the apache race. A huge shoutout to J
Z Fogel for a job well done organizing all the different stations. Thank you to Zevi Tepper for keeping us in
the race and to Dovid Schoor who showed an unbelievable display of strength to bring us home the victory.
Just one word needed to describe Mike Rabinowitz- awesome. The banner was beautiful and thanks for doing
the lights by the play as well. Once we have mentioned the play I would like to say thank you to everyone
who made the play amazing as well as comical. From Reuven Pearl to Carlos from Foot Locker to everyone in
between(Lax, Zalman, Meir Cohen, Stender, Katzenstein,Aharanoff, and all the human trees) thank you for
making it a most enjoyable production.
Good morning friends and how are you all doing? I just sat through my first Grand Bechina in about 8
years. I don’t understand all the rules but what I do understand is that we dominated thanks to the legend
Ahron Lowenthal and his superb team. Thank you as well to all the senior leaguers who proved they weren’t
braindead (whut?). Thank you again to the always enthuiastic Dovid Gold for getting all the guys prepared for
the races. Marching right along to the grand march(pun intended again). Ushi Friedman is a rock. Though there
was rain in the forecast and the baseball fence seemed like it wouldn’t come down, he did not let these obstacles prevent him from making a complicated march seem easy. There are 2 people to thank for the comedy
skit, Dutchy and Rabbi Perstowsky. Enough saidJ. As we head down to the gym to pick up our costumes it is
time to thank the hardest working people on this team, the balloon and costume people. Thank you (in no
particular order) to Marder, Hoffman, Chubra, Schron, Karman, Shlosser, Richman, Tepper, Selig, S. Lax, and all
of the many campers for getting a pressurized job done well before the deadline.
Which leads us to the climax of this color war, the grand sing. I do not have to go into detail to describe how beautiful the evening was, as it is ingrained in the minds of many for all time. Just another huge
thank you to Ahron Schilit for his amazing job leading the team through all the songs. At this point I would
like to thank the head staff for allowing me to be general and for everthing else they have provided me with
through out the years. It was an honor working with them this summer.
I am on stage with Aryeh and Rabbi Neiman as the winning team is about to be announced, and the
winner is………GREEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I am so excited that all the people who worked so hard for this team got
to see the fruit of the labor. However there is no greater excitement then to know that my in general is complete and I can still get a (semi) normal nights sleep.
Have a great night,
General Ari
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The almost winning team of Blue’s in-general
WE DID IT!!!!! WE ALMOST WON!!!!! But alas it’s only an almost-and it was awesome!!! So every camper an
staff member on the team of Blue give yourselves’ a pat on the back for one of the most amazing color wars ever.
I always hated when generals wrote that they were writing this at 3 in the morning. But it’s true, and therefore I
apologize if I leave out anybody- I’m just beyond non-functioning at this point.
First and foremost to the head staff for giving me this opportunity, and for the constant advice and guidance during
the summer. This summer was truly memorable for every person in this camp, and it is all thanks to you,
To my dear friend who happened to be my opposing general, Ari Krasnow- it was awesome going up against you, I
had the time of my life. And don’t forget you will always be a camp Wielgus boy.
Lt. Goldbaum- It was good to have you back. Thanks for everything during color war.
Cham Fogel- The songs were epic. Thanks for giving me the opportunity to lead the grand sing.
A.C. Perlman- You were the secret behind the blue team- you took care of everything. Thanx a million. TOMO baby!!!
Weeds- You were phenomenal by the skit/play/skit- Thanz for everything.
Epharim Slomowitz- Activities derby and football- WOW- that’s an impressive list. You took a giant load off my
back.
Yehuda Silbeberg- The quiet secret of our team. Activities races and march along with everything else I don’t know
about- kol hakavod!
Jack Rosenbrg- Thanks for the Grand Bechina- Although I’m sure it’s disappointing you did an epic job with it and
you should count it as a victory. Thanx for all the psych and help throughput color war.
Yehuda Veshevsky- Ditto above Thanks a ton
Shea Leshkowitz- The banner and mural was not normal!!!!!! You are absolutely amazing.
D.J. Michaeli- Thanx for the marches, the lights and all the arranging your hard work really showed.
Aryeh Camelhar and Shmuli Beinstock-The grand march was epic. Thanx a ton!
Chuni Spiegel- Thanks for the diveri halacha play and march. Camp got a huge pickup with you.
Dichie and Meir Glicher- Thanks for the skits and your help throughout.
Crackerkack, J.T., Gelis and Axelrod. You guys deserve a huge mention but no time- You were the hardest workers
over color war. Thanx!
Fox- Thanks for SPEECHES they were awesome.
To the balloon guys led by Eisig and Chait- You’re hard work late at night really showed. Thanx!
To all the actors the plays and skits were epic due to you thanx a million.
To my super pumped J.S.’s you guys seriously rocked this color war up!! Your presence was truly felt.
If I forgot anybody I beg mechila this is on no sleep with no functioning brain.
Last but not least to the amazing campers on team Blue. Even though we lost we rocked the house like it’s no one
business, thanks to you guys! It was a true privilege being your general.

Sincerely,

General Aryeh Wielgus
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A Message From Rabbi Shimon Finkelman:
Amazing Campers in an Amazing Camp
There is so much to write about this amazing summer, but I will focus on two items: the Chofetz
Chaim shiur for senior campers and staff; and the Aharon’s Way Middos Mission program.
I was so amazed by the wonderful group of 8th and 9th graders (and staff) who took of their own
time every day to learn and discuss Sefer Chofetz Chaim. We learned in the Grand Bechina booklet that
learning Torah should be done with the intention of putting what we learn to practice – and that it exactly
what these boys did. Day after day, during the shiur and after the shiur, they would ask questions about
different real life situations. “What should I do in such a case?” was what they wanted to know.
I am sure that they will make good use of the Sefer Chofetz Chaim which they took home with them,
and the English sefer which many of them took home. This will be a great zechus for them, their families
and for all of Klal Yisrael.
The Aharon’s Way Middos Mission cards were an amazing way to learn good midos as a zechus for a
very dear Ruach Country camper, Aharon Shalom Tepfer, a”h. Those who knew Aharon Shalom recall his
exceptional middos, his concern for others and willingness to give up something for a friend’s sake. He was
very athletic and was an excellent pitcher. Once when he was pitching and his team was ahead in a close
game, he invited another to boy to pitch because he knew that that boy wanted very much to do so.
A famous football coach used to tell his team, “Winning isn’t everything; it’s the only thing.” Aharon
Shalom taught by example that more important than winning the game is to make sure that no one’s feelings are hurt.
All summer long, we recalled Aharon Shalom’s shining example when we read those cards and
thought about: doing chesed, being mevater, being patient, showing respect for all human beings, and other important midos.
These are only two examples of what made this summer so special and unique. Have a wonderful
year of hatzlacha in yeshivah and may we meet again next year in Camp Agudah in Yerushalayim.

As I sit here writing this I look
back at the last 8 weeks and I’m
astounded at what has been accomplished. The Dirshu shiur took the
ninth grade to a whole new level. We
started off the summer learning הלכת
יום כיפורand continued all the way
through the beginning of .הלכת סוכה
The boys took the אחריותon
themselves and came to the שיעורevery
day and took the בחינהat the end of
each half. The boys got a geshmak in
learning .הלכהMy ברכהis that you
should all continue to שטייגand realize
that הלכהis the יסודof how to live your
life as a frum yid.
כתיבה וחתימה טובה
Rabbi Yehuda Schwebel

8th Grade Minyan?
By: Reuven & Yaakov Zev Pearl
“Goooood Mooorning Camp Agudah boker tov........10
min. remain till lineup this morning....” I'm about to jump out of
bed and then I realize YES!!! no lineup for 8th grade, back under
the covers for a well deserved 5 more minutes of sleep. Oh man
3 min. left to shachris now, I quickly get dressed and jump into
my “crocs”, and start off on my morning sprint to shachris.
Phew, 7:50 right on time. I stop and look around, the silence is
deafening, no one to be found. Where am I, did I by mistake
wake up an hour early? But no, there is Rabbi Wolf plugged
into his MP3 smiling his usual smile. 7:55, Rabbi Wolf just
gathered a minyan as R' Herby comes out of his hiding spot. I
overhear Rabbi Wolf asking Jack Rosenberg “Was it a late
night last night?” Slowly but surely the room starts filling up as
the 8th graders settle down for their shachris nap. All is quiet
until I look around and see R' Herby putting on his tefillin as if
he's waiting for everyone to get up to Shemoneh Esrei. Then I
chap, its that time of day again, coffee break for 5 min. before
Shemoneh Esrei. I take a sneak peek at Rabbi Wolf and see him
turning colors pointing his finger at R' Herbie. Baruch Hashem
40% of the minyan is ready for tefilla b'tzibur and we get the
green light from R' Herbie to start. The rest of davening passes
uneventful until Rabbi Wolf's devar halacha in which he starts
to bash us, from wearing crocs to not wearing socks to t-shirts
etc. Only in Camp Agudah the 8th graders enjoy such an inspirational shachris
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Hot Sauce, Ice & Cholent

i

The Best Excuses Heard Around Camp
For being late to lights
out:

For missing a meal:

“I was by the canteen”
“Everyone was by the
“Guys told me there is no
pond”
curfew tonight”
“We had Dougies instead”
“I was scared of the
“I was guarding the guest
skunks”
Godol”
“I was learning with a
“I wasn’t hungry”
lifeguard”
“There was a lunar eclipse” “I didn’t want to hear
Mosey
“What’s lights out?”
“I thought they were
“I was trying to find out
optional”
when color war is”
“You never gave us a
“I was working in the
barbeque”
canteen”
For not doing clean up:
“There was a long line by
the staff showers”
“I don’t know how to use a
“You never gave us a
broom”
barbeque”
“I thought it’s the

counselor’s job”
“The Pollack stole the
broom”
“We’ll bribe the inspector”
“My parents aren’t coming
into the bunk anyway”
“I don’t like our broom”
“I never make my bed at
home”
“I’m a junior Masmid”
“Cause staff does not make
theirs”
“You never gave us a
barbeque”

“My father told me I can
come late”
“Davening is too early”
“I went to sleep too late”
“I couldn’t find my sock”
“I’m still on city time”
“Who cares we lost the
point system anyways”
“You never gave us a
barbeque”

For coming late to
davening:

For trying to take
doubles by snacks:

For punching someone:
“He was looking at me”
“You never gave us a
barbeque”

“My counselor never woke “I am double the size of
me up”
everyone else”
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“I’m hungry”
“You never gave us a
barbeque”

For waking up at 3:00 in
the morning and going
to the canteen:
“I was hungry”
“I thought it was trip day”
“I was sleep walking”
“You never gave us a
barbeque”

A Relic of the Past
For those of us who do trudge out to the hockey court for our activity you might have
casually noticed some ancient looking mosquito net on poles with some funny looking plumbing
equipment enclosed within. Well guys, I'm gonna let you in on a little secret. Believe it or not,
Camp Agudah once had their very own batting cages. Yes everyone, that peculiar looking structure in a remote area of Ruach Country was once a source of tremendous thrill for all. Will the
ball come straight up at your nose or will you be one of the lucky campers who actually got a
pitch within swinging range? Who is responsible for collecting the balls, the previous batter or
the upcoming batter? How many balls will the batting cages have today, enough for full count or
just one per person? It was questions like these which were hocked about from immediately after the camper who snuck out during the dvar halacha to check the activity sheet came and told
us we had batting cages till after lunch when the last camper finally came up from flipping his go
-kart to take his turn at the fences (because your back was usually up against the fence; you really didn't have a chance to actually hit a HR). So campers young and old when you see the batting
cages just think of all those good times we had during the activity of "go karts and batting cages". Soak it all in and just think of all this when you are B'ezras HaShem playing on Camp
Agudah's brand new hockey court on the sight of the cage for the coming summer. But for us
old-timers it will always remain the battings cages.

Camp’s Mud
Anyone who ever made it to the gymzebo this summer must’ve
come across a familiar scene. The infamous mud of Camp Agudah. If you
went in crocs, your feet got dirty and if in sneakers then they were done for
the season. All everyone does while walking from senior hill to the
gymzebo, is concentrate on their route to step in the least mud possible. As
you balance precariously on a piece of plywood, a shout from behind
causes you to lose your balance, and SQUELCH there you go, right into
that thick luscious mud. In the old days there used to be an activity in
camp that helped us use the mud for a good purpose known as mudsliding. Now there is just nothing. As we on senior hill walk to the shower house
a large amount of mud stands in our way. Feeling clean after the shower?
Not to worry soon your feet will squish through the beautiful brown sludge
behind the bunks and you’ll soon need another shower. And then the cycle repeats. So as we go home to our beautiful bathrooms and tiled floors,
we salute you, dear mud, for being such a huge part of our lives these past
2 months. Also a big shoutout to the random pieces of wood doing their
best to bridge the gap between these beloved mudpiles.
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LIFEGUARD’S GET ASKED…

FAQ’s

-Do I have to sign in?
-Could I go in if my buddy is out of the water?
-If I am wearing a band, does my buddy also need
one?
-Could we race?
-Could you ref our race?
-Could I swim underwater?
-Could I swim on my back?
-Could we Quadruple up?
-Could I push him into the water?
-Could I do a belly flop?
-Do I need a lifejacket in the pool, like the lake?
-Do you know how to swim?
-How much longer is this activity?
-Could I have a pretzel?
-Do I have to where suntan lotion? Goggles?
-Could I swim backwards?
-Do I have to take the deepwater test?
-Could I take the deepwater test in the shallow?
-Could I take the test tommrow?
-Did you past the deepwater test?
-Can I dive into the shallow?
#5town’s
-Do I have to go swimming?
#funnysmile
-Is the water cold?
#cleanly
-Is there chlorine in the water?
#LEGOTIE
-Did they clean the filter today?
#SHABBOSINCAMP
-Are you going to save me if I drown?
#LAMEDALEFBESTBUN -Could you swim all the way to the bottom?
K
-How much water is in the pool? How long does it take for the pool to fill up?
#lenny3k
-How much does it cost?
#lookdown
-Are you certified?
#elmersfarm
#9thgradeshtenders -Do you get suntanned? Sunburned?
-Are you going to become a head lifeguard?
#KEEPSMILING
-Why do I need a buddy?
#hockeylegend
-Do you have a buddy for me?
#freezepop
-Why are there frogs in the pool?
#ownage
-Why do I have to sign out?
#clutchmoment
-Can I keep my band?
-Can I take snacks?
#ILN’S
#CHILLER
#gotomechina
#baltefilla
#teicher
#CHEEEESE
#guuuurge
#WHALESAVER
#elmer’scat
#robertm.???
#coke
#notsofunny
#amechad
#funtacknothashtaging #spicy
#shtarkedout
#CLASSICFUNTACK
#“234”
#letitburn
#spriemaintenance
#notcoolguy’s
#mintzky
#HAPPYBIRTHDAYREBBI
#2ndcousin
#9thgrade
#bored@meals
#STAYUPLATE

By: Muliiii and Big Bresh
1. Do I have to…?
2. Can we make rockets?
3. What’s for snacks?
4. Why do we scream “PARNASSAH” by benching?
5. What did you buy us?
6. When you go to ShopRite, can you get me something?
7. What’s Chuni’s job in camp?
8. Can you fill up my soup?
9. Can I borrow your phone?
10. WHY?
11. How much money do you make?
12. Where are the 8th graders?
13. Do I have to wash on this?
14. When are we having trades?
15. What does #OICA mean?
16. Is today REALLY R’ Septimus’s birthday?

#131
#PSP/29
#anklebroker
#EZZIEGRUEN
#LINEMANBOOM
#WHATEVER
BY: Moshe Sprei &
#yaakovbrother
Nisson Fetman
#campguy’s
#ShoobKarfoil
#YEEAAHH?
#HillelSwag
#Kyrie
#ElmerHumor
#ONLYINCAMPAGUDAH
#Tulibrull
#NYR
#lennythin
#Morris
#urigotrobbed
#SCHMIDTSGAMEFACE #BROOKLYN
#RANDOM
#streakers
#fearthebeard
#sprie’shuge
#B-DAYSEPTIMUS
#INTERCAMP
#HOPONTHETRAIN
#makeitlower
#chup
#12escapees
#dougie’s
#12immgrants
#slinky
#selfieday
#oldmcdonald
#CLASSIC
#football
#timeout
#brainded
#A.F.F.L.
#darchei
#thrillitup
#books
#LAAAX
#SHIMONSHIMONISAAK #MISSINGRABBITS???
#HASHTAG???
#masmidim
#9thgradelazyday-EVERYDAY

TH

9 GRADE
HASHTAGS
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Down
1 Head of Maintenance
2 Winning OAR general
3 Avram Moshe's Business
5 Guy who does reveille
7 First half main trip
11 Served at kiddush
13 Learning Director
17 What Crafty shoots on Friday
18 Given out on the first day
19 Every Friday lunch
21 Head Lifeguard
23 New chef
25 Coach of the basketball team
26 Binyan Wolf
27 5th grade division head
28 Camp

Across
1 Rabbi Neiman's brother in law
4 10th grade division head
6 Head of day camp
7 Yearbook Editor
8 Winning Neighborhood Day general
9 R' Neiman's stage name
10 Brithday Every Day
12 Activities director
13 Sits in the corner office
14 JA's Bunk
15 Number of courts in the Gymzebo
16 Neighborhood Day breakout
20 Chuni's last name
22 Ninth grade football league
24 Person in charge of trips
26 Old Man __________
29 Yitzy Bald's Choir
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Mosey’s Musings
A collection of thoughts and ramblings about Camp Agudah that I never had a chance to
say on the mike.
Wow, time sure flies when you’re enjoying yourself! While you thought I was talking
about this summer, I’m actually talking about this pastrami sandwich left over from the trip that
I’m eating now. Sorry for the confusion and the ketchup stains.
This camp is over the hill. Not only because of the very large hill, but because that
phrase means very old. Camp Agudah is 73 this year! And obviously when someone or something is over the hill, they pick up speed. And how true it is of Camp Agudah! We are rocketing
down this hill, no brakes, on two wheels, with one flat tire and our eyes closed! Sound exciting!
(Don’t worry, Meir Frishman, it’s just a mashal. And we’re wearing helmets!)
Camp this summer rocked! Marching bands with accordions, karate rabbis, ice cream
candy trucks, pastrami sandwiches! Almost everything about this summer went to A WHOLE
‘NOTHER LEVEL! (#LastYearReference, #OICA, #ImSoCoolForHashtagging). A special shout out to
the new cook Avromi Flam for making my summer so much more enjoyable. On that note, I
want to tell everyone about a pet peeve of mine, that I B”H didn’t have this year. I don’t like
rationing. You know how when you bring a can of soda to a meal, and you have to make these
twelve ounces somehow last a whole meal? I hate that! Judging how thirsty I am after every bite, to see if it’s worth taking as
sip. This summer, regarding the food situation, I was stress free! Thank you Chef Flam!
Thank you to ____________________________ (fill in your name here if you think it belongs) for making Ruach Country 2014 so geshmak! Also thanks Meir Frishman, Rabbis Neiman, Karfoil, Feuer, Nusbaum, Finkleman, Schwebels, Elya Kaufman,
Shmaya Friedman, Gershon Septimus, Heshy Wolf, Dabbah, Shimon Newmark, Yitzy Stern, Avi Schilit, Yitzy Bald, and that other
guy (just in case I forgot someone, or someone thinks I did). We had fun, didn’t we? Since Head Staff articles don’t get censored,
I can put in our private jokes. Remember the time we did that thing to those guys with that person on the place? That sure was
fun! And we almost didn’t do that thing when the thing happened to us!
Thanks to all the counselors who we claim make the summer so geshmak, to the campers who we blame for making
camp so geshmak, and to everyone else for making camp so geshmak also. Shout out to my favorite bunk, you know who you
are! Also thanks to my waiters, my kids’ counselors, and my wife, for letting me spend my summer vacation working. Last but
not least, thanks Hashem, for all that you do always!

Mosey,/‘Wilbur / the Golf Cart Repairman
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Chakira Moment
1) Bubbies vs. Zaidies
2) Milchig vs. Fleishigs
3) Shuls vs. Shtiebels
4) Kneidlach Sinkers vs. Floaters
5) Rimmed Yarmulkas vs. Unrimmed
6) Music Videos – Lipa vs. Feivish
7) Uncle Moishy vs. Country Yossi
8) Shmuel Kunda vs. Marvelous Midos Machine
9) Rabbi Juravel vs. R’ FIshel Schachter
10) Ashkenaz vs. Sefard
11) Wool Tzitzis vs. Cotton
12) Bowl and Spoon Cholent vs. Fork and Plate
13) Latkes – Applesauce vs. Sour Cream
14) Sandwich Cookies – Open them vs. Eat them

15) French Toast – Sugar vs. Syrup
16) Carlos and Gabby’s vs. Dougies
17) Landaus vs. Shomer Shabbos
18) In-town vs. Out of Town
19) Brush teeth before the shower vs. After
20) Laces vs. Loafers
21) Lake vs. Pool
22) Tuna vs. Egg salad
23) Cans or Bottles of soda
24) Fruity Pebbles vs. Cocoa Pebbles
25) On a hot dog - ketchup vs. mustard
26) Cinnamon vs. Chocolate pastries
27) Pizza Bagel vs. Bagel Pizza
28) Spray OFF on vs. Spray on OFF

7th grade Olympics
By: Benjy!!
It all started suppertime monday night when 7th grade (AKA Reb Elya's mighty loud and
proud 7th grade!!) was notified that the busses were overbooked and there were no busses for the
niagra trip that was supposed to take place the next morning. We were furious! We marched into the
dining room screaming "we protest!" "we want niagra!" "I!-I believe!-I belive that we will go!" we even
sat on the floor in front of the head table screaming "where is our division head!" after a few minutes
R' Karfiol finally announced amidst the chaos that we were making that the niagra trip was still on
indeed and it was scheduled for thursday! But more than that this whole prank was 7TH GRADE
OLYMPICS BREAKOUT!!! After maariv the generals were announced by Reb Elya with loads of cheering! For blue it was General Shmuel Gelfand and Lt. Gen. Shloimy friedman (staff kid!-fix!-cast!) and
for red was General Modo Ro! and Elozar "Baltimorian!" Friedman! We went to sleep looking foward
to the next day! With much excitement we took over camp as it turned into "Camp 7th grade) since
the rest of camp was on the trip to six flags. After switching the activity to the gymzebo due to rain
we rocked up the activities. After that was the "Relay Races" where every single kid was involved the
race! Then was teamtime as we prepared the cheer songs which we rocked up by lunch led by "Ruffus"
and "Zloty". They were major hits! Going from one thing to the next as we always do here in camp!!!
(only in Camp Agudah!!) we had an intense game of "Crossfire" right after lunch where every kid gave
it all he got! then was teamtime (how many people actually showed up!?!) then by lunch the songs
rocked the dining room led by "zloty" and ruffus! Then by supper we took a break as the campres
were tested if they knew their counselors and one thing for sure "DJ IS GONNA BE A PLUMBER!" and
benjys favorite shabbos food was herring and cholent! Gershy Liff and Yehuda Friedman had a competition who could scream louder! They were retarted! :) Finally the peak of the olympics was after
maariv when both teams had a banner presentation followed by gramen and last but not least the
skits!!! Red team was first with scenes of "1-2-3 AWWWKWARRRDD!!!" then blues skit was 4 shows
interrupted in middle of scentences...both skits were hilarious!!!! Then the moment arrived and the
scores were annonced....it was a 3 point difference! The winner was red!!!!! [congrats modo! Congrats
elozar and jc's..ok-and kamelhar!] Thats how competitive the olympics were! we'd like to thank reb
elya
for
making
it
all
happen
and
the
campers
for
pumping
it
up!!
As proud 7th graders as we look back at the summer without a doubt one of the best memories is the
olympics. We had an amazing time and we got to really realize each and every friends talent and help
each other and root for one another. Simply put, 7th grade olympics was EPIC!!! Dont forget to take it
to a HOLE NOTHA LEVEL back in Yeshiva in 8th grade. Take 7th grade Agudah with you on the big
ten month journey!
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The Case of the (Missing)

“OICA” Only in Camp Agudah

Payday Prizes

By: Yaakov Lax & Ari Krasnow

Well I'm sure many of us were
pondering exactly where all our payday money went. We did actually bid
on something and according to the auctioneer we supposedly won some sort
of cool stuff. Exactly what, I am left
wondering. From night swim to night
swim and then some more night swim
with some slush and funny bunny hats
in between, we just couldn't get
enough. So instead we tried our luck
at the truckload of watermelon Rabbi
Flam seemed desperate to get rid of. I
think there was one bunk that actually got chicken at their Thursday night
bbq, but that was the bunk that filtered out camp's beautiful lake. I
guess they deserve it. The rest of us
were left with rights to be first in
the tray line.

From behind the scenes in the canteen

We (Have) . . .
Tie Races
Cheesless pizza
Pizza wraps
Grand opening with one basket
Ice cream decoration
Division Head General
Marching Band
Cheff Flamm
Erev Shabbos Hachnasas Sefer Torah
Serving Stations
10 9 8
Gym Without Walls
Jack Rosenberg
Colorful Lake
AFFL
Draft Combine
Zeidy Herbtsman
12 and Older
Lamed Bais
No Golf Carts
Wind Tunnels In The Gym
Accoustic Mattresses
Old Man Mcdonald
Music For The Soul 3 Times
Eitan Neiman Kumzitz
Beach Volleyball
Scooters for Injured Feet
Dance at 4 In the Morning after a Trip
Blue Usually Wins Color War
Green Breaks The Streek

I write these few words full of Hakaras
Hatov to all the many “volunteers” who throughout
the summer each and every day have helped with
serving in the canteen. It’s not as easy as it looks as
hundreds of campers and staff are all tring to be
served at once. So many of you have given up of
your precious rest time to serve Klal Yisroel here in
Camp Agudah. So many of you have shlepped cases
of soda and water up huge hills so Yiden in Klal
Yisroel won’t be thirsty and will always have what
to drink. It’s beautiful to see the great Chesed that
goes on in this camp from all the campers. So many of you have stood by the soda machines
during your own meal time just to help out another Jew with some change or to cash a card
etc. Mi Ki’amcha Yisroel! The truth is with a campo this size it would not be Shaayich to do
my job without everyone’s help and for that um forever grateful to each and every one of you
for all that you’ve done in your own special way. I will miss you all, as I head back to the
Holy Land. May you all have loads and loads of Hatzlacha in Yeshiva
With much appreciation,
Avraham Moshe
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A Message from Rabbi Feifer
Night Seder – 8th grade
If there’s one thing I enjoy in camp even though it’s unsalted to pure sugar-sweet, it’s my nightly shiur with the choshiver
bachurim of the eighth grade. That shiur, together with our Shabbos afternoon after mincha, gave me the opportunity to get to know, at

least a bit, many of the campers.
I must say, that giving shiur to such a large group of boys after such a long day should be a very hard thing to do. Amazingly, however, the
cooperation of the eight grade was just great.
Each night we discussed a different case in hilchos choshen mishpat. The talmidim had the chance to act like dayanim and apply the gemarah they learned in yeshivah to actual down to earth, real life situations. From the dinim of adam hamazik to the responsibilities of the
daled shomrim, from gneivas akum to hatzalas nefashos many fascinating topics were covered.
What was quite impressive was that the Talmidim were able to answer some quite difficult cases. On any given night, Bocharim were
mechavin to the opinion of the Rishonim and Achronim, and were able to back their words from Gemarah and svara. What a Kiddush Hashem.
I believe that this night seder shiur accomplished two important things, 1- It proved to the Bochrim how relevant the Gemarah they are
learning in yeshiva really is, and how enjoyable it can be to apply it to our lives. 2- It opened up the eyes of the Talmidim to the very important part of Torah the Chelek of Shulchan Aruch & Choshen Mishpat.
To My Choshaver talmidim, I wish you great Hatzlocha in your coming year of Mesivta!! Remember to take a moment before you start the
first day – to prepare yourself to make a new start, to build a new great reputation as a real Ben Torah.

Bracha Vhatzlocha,
Chasiva vchasima Tova
Rabbi Menachem Feifer

The Streak:
By Yaakov Lax

Last Year i wrote an Article about How it felt To Finally Win A Color War For The First
Time , how it was such an Awesome moment and how nothing can top it . Well folks I think
I found one that did! You See.... GREEN WON!!!!!!!!!! WE BROKE THE STREAK!!!!!!!!!! Ever Since
Herby Stopped Another Blue Streak and Won it For Green back in 2007. Blue had Won for 6
Years Straight and of course i was on green for 5 of them . The 6th , last year, I was on Blue
and finally won! But I was put on Green again this year for the 9th time. Returning to
Where it all began and as always I held out hope that this would be the year. And it was! We
did it... Just like winning color war for the first time creates a whole new feeling. Breaking
the streak also does!! Here's to Many More from Green!!

Rabbi Septimus
Many of you in camp only know Rabbi Septimus as the guy with the birthday every morning. However, for us
9th graders he’s our amazing awesome totally chilled division head. Making sure everyone was on the train, was his main
priority. Again and again he proved his worth in that regard. Being a division head in camp is different than being a
menahel during the year. One must have that campy side also to succeed here, and the Rabbi showed us that with his
Bizarro episode and jumping in the water tank fully clothed. However it’s not all fun and games being 9 th grade division
head, as curfew and shacharis aren’t so easy to keep going. But mostly, Rabbi Septimus brought his ruach and geshmak
to senior hill and for that we thank him from the bottom of our hearts for helping make this the best 9 th grade year
ever!!!!!!
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Trip Day
Wow! What a day! As per our orders we really had a blast! Our feet were working
overtime today as there was no sitting down during this one. Running from place to palace,
ride to ride, pastrami sandwich to pastrami sandwich, there wasn't a moment to spare. Rabbi
Schillit really must not appreciate a quick breather. If us campers had our way it would probably have been more similar to 9th grade third activity. However, all jokes aside we truly do
owe a big one to those that put effort into making this trip day beyond doubt one for the
books. It all started by adjusting our clocks to trip time the night before. We woke up the
next morning ready to hustle knowing what today has in store for us (thanks for the clear
and easy-to-understand itinerary). There was obviously no time for jetlag to set in place. Immediately after learning groups and a quick last minute preparation we made our way down
to the buses. The pouring rain did not dampen the mood at all, as us faithful Camp
Agudah'ers know that no great trip day starts off without it(zoom flume anyone?). Just a few
hours later we arrived at Sonny's place to hit up the batting cages go-karts mini golf zip line
and a boatload of other fun activities (not to mention the boatload of hot dogs that came on
the side). After getting the job done there, Six Flags here we come! We got our feet wet with
a dip in the Hurricane Harbor wavepool and then took on the water slides. Drying up with
one hand and a scrumptious pastrami sandwich in the other (heinz ketchup included), we
readied our psyches for the Bizarro and the slew of other rides the park had to offer. Some of
us tried a hand at the arcade booths attempting to win big stuffed bananas and the like albeit with little success. We only realized it was time to go after the rides seemed to close up randomly not noticing it was already 12 am trip time. Danishes, Maariv and good bye Six Flags!!
The Kokosh Debate
By: Yaakov Lax

Throughout the Summer the Debate Raged on As To who's Kokosh is Better. Our Former Cook The legendary Mrs.Lankry or our New Cook Chef
Flamm . Well Im Here to Hopefully Settle it Once and For All .
You see Mrs. Lankry is Sfardi and after doing some research and speaking to a Division Head who Will Remain Nameless , I came to discover that
Sefardim dont eat kokosh! I know it sounds Ludicrous and absurd but they dont. Instead their choice of Shabbos Delicacy is something Called "Baklava".
Its a rich, sweet pastry made of layers of filo filled with chopped nuts and sweetened and held together with syrup or honey. So you see Mrs.Lankry In
my Opinion had a Culture Shock when She Started Making Kokosh. But Boy did she make good and for a BUNCH of Many years she graced Camp
Agudah with "Mrs.Lankry's Famous Kokosh" amongst other great Dishes. But then She Retired , taking her Secret Recipe for The Kokosh that Only so Few
Knew. All was Hopeless Until.....
Chef Flamm Rode his ATV and Cooked His Way into our Camp And into our Stomachs. Now Although he Nailed the first Week he stilld
Hadnt shown us his Version of Kokosh . Then it came boys and o boy did it come . I know us Counslers at the 9th Grade Kiddush shep nachas every
week seeing Chef Flamms kokosh Grow in Chocoalte every week!! Now thats my opinion of course . Chocolatey like no tommorow . It was Mrs. Lankreys
of the 1980s-90s when her kokosh was notorious for being super chocolatey .
Now Chef Flamm is what we Call "Heimish" and in turn he makes "Heimishe Essen". Heimish and Chasidishe Cheffs are Notorious for Making delicious Kokosh and its part of daily life . So you see Cheff Flamms Kokosh is what we call a real Heimishe Kokosh while Mrs. Lankry Was Simply
Mrs. Lankrys Kokosh. She created her own Version. So Their Shouldnt be an Argument as to whos Kokosh is better! They're Two DIFFERENT styles of
kokosh . Two different Eras For Camp.
So I hope you all understand why there shouldnt be a quarrel about this matter and To the Division Head who told me one Shabbos Morning
that Flamms "Kokosh is not Kokosh its a Chocolate roll" all I can tell you and everyone else is To Embrace The Change . The Era of Mrs. Lankreys
Kokosh Is Over and Weve moved kn to another.
Change is Good and We Need Change To Survive . Remember the Past but Live or in This Case Live The Future .
Hope you all Have A Wonderful Year and Remember "Theres No Kokosh Like Ruach Kokosh"
(For Coments or other Inquiries See R”Elya)

#COURAGE
Courage. It is the very essence of our being; it is what keeps us going. Like the guy who brings his blanket on the bus for the trip; that's courage. Or the camper who shows up to Bais Refoel the second to last day of camp and asks "Mincha is 5:37? Since when?". Now that is real courage.
These guys are the future of our generation. They really have life down to a science. Who else knows how to end up in a tree after doing a wheelie
while going downhill on a bike? C'mon that's serious courage right there. I mean like why would you not throw pickles doused with ketchup across the
table during Reb Elya's speech? Better yet, why not walk across the court with 6.5 seconds remaining to the staff basketball game. If you guys don't
relate to this you must be lacking some hard core courage. You presumably would not be that mechadeish who makes sure to point out at every BBQ
that "Hot dogs are never raw". After all, would you ever dream of rolling in to shul on Tisha B'av with 3 milk crates, 4 pillows, an artscroll kinnus and then
bounce after Kinnah Daled because your left toe was excruciatingly uncomfortable. It wouldn't cross your mind to buy five and a half vegetable cream
cheese bagels, three of them poppy one salt and one everything with 8 minutes left to the zman on Erev Pesach. Really now, THAT'S COURAGE!!!
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S.A.L.T.

Dear Campers,
This summer was certainly the SALTIEST one in Camp Agudah history. Every Shabbos, hundreds
of campers packed into the Masmidim Bais Medrash to learn Torah. In addition, close to 100 hundred
campers participated in Rabbi Friedman’s Torah Game Show. Then, over 100 older campers joined the
Q&A session with various Talmidei Chachamim who answered various halachic and hashkafic questions.
This year’s chiddush were firstly, a grand raffle at the end of each trip. Any camper who learned
at least 4 hours over at least 2 weeks was given a chance to win a beautiful “Salt-Scooter”- an electric
powered scooter with a seat. Another new idea was the S.A.L.T. free candy store which was open on
visiting day of the 2nd trip. Literally, over 1000 treats were given out to campers who learned that
Shabbos. It was beautiful to watch them sharing their nosh with their parents and siblings. As I remarked to a parent who
was telling her son to keep some for himself-“he’s a tzaddik besides being a talmid chacham”
Of course we had our regular “soft-ice cream” treat, and the Og Melech Haboshon sized popcorn and soda plus our
tzeidah laderech treats for the trip home at the end of each trip.
Another beautiful part of this Kiddush Hashem was the large number of staff members who- together with the campersfilled Masmidim Bais Medrash with a resounding Kol Torah.
As usual, all salty campers enjoyed myriad treats on Shabbos itself including ices, chips, onion rings, blast offs, laffy
taffys and more. The treats just added a drop of sweetness to the sweetness of Torah learning.
It’s hard to believe the summer is ending! Remember you can have Salty Shabboses every Shabbos of the year! Just
spend some quality time in a Bais Medrash near you! Give me a call at 718-414-5925 and B’li Neder I’ll get you some S.A.L.T.
-free treat! Wishing you a very sweet (but S.A.L.T.Y.) new year.
K’sivah Va’chasimah Tovah.
Rabbi Menachem Feifer

A DREAM COME TRUE
BY YISROEL MARDER

Wow wow and wow again I can’t believe how an amazing summer can go by fast, I feel like I’ve only been here for two
weeks. So this title here has a really big meaning for me cause during the year once in a while I had dreams that I was
back in camp and it was pretty strange but I guess that means I was looking forward to another summer and boruch
hashem it was a dream. I would now like to thank those who made my summer a dream starting with Rabbi Meir Frischman who once again made my summer a lot of fun, and for opportunities to make you proud. To the head staff for only
seeing good in me and the division heads for the great time I had. Next Rabbi Pearl who once again I owe tremendous
thank you for making my job fun and showing me how true lifeguard acts and to the assistants Tzvi Greenspan [pretzal
man] and Meir Green [probation man] for all the fun us three had, but next year please pick on someone else. My last
thank you's I want to say is to staff boss Ari Krasnow and Yitzy Stern for one for giving me great opportunities gabbai,
grilling, refing and two for always making me part of your group no matter what and to all the staff as well it was great
spending time with you and to all the campers that knew me. Now to the only one in the world who can make anything
possible I want to than hakadosh boruch hu for always guiding me to right ways and making my summer A DREAM
COME TRUE. PS- for a quick shout out I want to say to Meir Weiss you were the nicest guy I’ve ever met and Yoni
Mutcnik and Hillel Greisman for being the being the greatest guys I know.
#WelcomeBack
#RC14
#BumpItUp
#Transparent
#LateBuses
#LateLunch
#ChefFlamm
#PutYourHandsInTheAir
#10-9-8
#WelcomeRSeptimus
#WelcomeBackFix
#WelcomeBackYitzyStern
#SparklyFedoras
#ServingStations
#Dirshu
#RainOuts
#Bowling
#NameMe12Activities
#Gymzebo
#BeachSand
#WhyDidWeHaveAGrandOpeningIfItWasntReady
#NYBCvsYBC
#GenSlomowOOT
#GenKrasnowNYS
#GenKramerFlatbush
#Snobbish

#BlackAdultBabies
#Oranges
#CongratsFlatbush
#RebAbieKatz
#ZeidyHerbstman
#RefsDriveCadillacs
#AFFL
#DitchisInThe7thGrade
#HappyBDayRSeptimus
#WhoKnewRErpsKnowsKarate
#GenRedLax
#GenOrangeNati
#OrangeStreakContinues
#Heshtag
#ButtonDownShirts
#IvDu
#OldMcdonald
#KapitulYudBais
#SixFlags
#ShevuosMorningBreakfast
#DancingAt4AM
#WhatsAChunnie
#EatTheChicken
#Chavlash
#PizzaWraps

#WhereRTheHelicopters
#MadeInChina
#ItsReal
#GenBlueWielgus
#GenGreenKrasnow
#ShangahShangah
#AhZabenya
#Gerald
#4foot9
#CoolGuysPickUpPackages
#JewishRevenge5
#Stensils
#Footlocker
#WeTieRaces
#DitchiGotApplesauced
#MezamrimAtTheGrandsing
#GreenFinallyWins
#TheStreakIsOver
#MusicForTheSoul3
#NotAsManyHashtagsAsLastYear
#ItsBeenFun
#RCYerushalyim
#OICA
#RC15

#SkunksDecideToComeOutSecondHalf
#ShabbosMattresses
#WowICantBelieveItsNotButter
#ArcticAgudah
#ZuckerOx
#HopOnTheTrain
#6GoodFriends
#Laaaaaax
#MarchingBand
#WhoKnewChefFlammPlayedTheTuba

#Hashtags 2014
@cakosherhock
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Being an afffffflll ref
The average 3rd activity in the 9th grade is seeing a bunch of guys killing each other on a football field
behind the hockey court. This game is known in camp as affffffffl. However I’m not 6here to talk just about
the game but rather the interesting side show that takes place during the game as well. What I’m referring to
is being an official referee, and not just for the games but for the inevitable verbal and nonverbal brawls that
come out. For example, a kid makes a jumping touchdown grab in the back of the endzone and somehow the
guys on the line say they saw him out of bounds. Now as a ref, my job is to defuse the 2 largest guys on the
field and at the same time make the correct call. As you can imagine it doesn’t always end well. One team
will certainly not be happy, but when the same play happens for them a minute later they suddenly become
mute! Or when I’m expected to throw a kid out because he stuck his tongue out between plays and insulted
you. Chill boys its just an, albeit awesome, game. All in a days work however for us refs. As the screams for
holding and block in the back surround us followed quickly by calls of “he left on twosies” or “his tztitzis were
out” we have a lot to keep our eyes on. But the best part is always when they say we’re cheaters. Newsflash
kids, we couldn’t give a hoot who wins, we’re just the refs! Now I do admit we miss many calls but we’re doing our best. So thanks for a great season to all those involved and let’s do it again next year! Maybe with less
rocks on the field however

AFFFFFFFFFFFFL
And for the first pick of the inaugural Agudah Flag Football League!...... After a grueling combine
of the prospective draftees for camp's very own flag football league, draft day came and we waited with
baited breath to see who those few lucky first round picks would be (wouldn't you want free letters on
the back of your shirt?). Then the teams were prepared, the schedule set, and positions given out, we
hit the grid-iron for some serious hard core almost professional flag football. After beginning the season
with replacement referees due to a holdout by the Officiating Union for two junior combos every night
for the rest of the summer which was resolved after Rabbi Yehuda Schwebel worked tirelessly at the
negotiating table on behalf of the Players Union, the new refs finally joined in and really tried hard to
cheat for what always seemed to be the OTHER team. They really enjoyed listening to the campers constant bickering about holding, block in the back. And any other missed call you may or may not have
thought of. It was truly the excitement for the counselors' day when told they were on duty for the
day's game. But anyways, it was really enjoyable watching the games up close. The QB's leadership skills
were apparent in every game; after all, he usually was the run scrambling ahead in the pocket leading a
rancorous group of defenders chasing after him. The coordination really was phenomenal between the
teammates, meshing together the many different skill-sets and personalities without a head coach to
the dirty work. In reality though, the league was certainly one loaded with talent and perseverance and
each game was a nail biter until the very last whistle blew the play dead. With the playoffs and championship things really got exciting with the participating teams significantly stepping up their games to get
to the final goal: being the AFFL champions.
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AFFL
By: Moshe Sprei and Nisan Fetman

AFFL. Ah, where do we begin? Oh yes! By our official AFFL combine! With AFFL leader Chaim Fogel, it was
NOT a bust. Watching the players jump around cones, cathing a quick pass, long jump, running, was a sight to see.
Who could forget the offensive linemen doing their pushing and what not?
Draft Pick 2nd Half 2014
First round picks:
Shua Lax, Ozzie Moskowitz, Pinny Smith, , Avrohom Bodner, Avi Pruzansky, Moshe Sprei, and Cuty Shipper! You
guys are (SUPPOSEDLY) the best in 9th grade!!

On the field: Onesies, twosies threesies—RUN!!
Offsides, flag(red flag) was thrown, penalty. ARGUE!!!
Why argue? AFFL has the most AMAZING refs! Right? RIGHT?? Flag always get pulled on us but some how we
manage to do it over and over again pushing in the back,off sides ,not lining up many other calls but we always feel
great when u sack the quarterback or block a pass, save your quarter back from a sack. At the end we all feel good
about or jobs, and I think the team does too. Whether you are a wide receiver, quarter back, offensive lineman,
safety. There have been many very close games with pressure filled moments, such as game 1 of the season where
one team made an amazing catch to seal the win, with 7 seconds on the clock! But that wasn’t the end of that losing team. Later in the season, they came back stronger than ever, with an amazing game for the victory.
Overall, this years AFFL season, has been one of the best AFFL seasons in Camp Agudah history!
The AFFL administration wishes their heartfelt condolences to the yellow team for, well, for obvious reasons.
Thank you To Avi Schilit for the shirts, flags, (field) staying up late nights, and hard days. Thank you to the 9th grade
counselors, Chaim Fogel, being the AFFL dictator, Yaakov Lax, Nati Gurwitz, Reuven Goldbaum, Chaim
Herbstman, and The head staff for making this AFFL thing legit!

Lake Ophelia
BY:YAAKOV “JACKSELLS ”SELIG SENIOREST L.G.

Hi my name is Mr. Ophelia I am an old lake filled with seaweed and mud. I reside in Ferndale NY and for the
past 75 years, I have hosted Ruach countries water sports activities on my back. I live in peace ten months a year
with my fish and plants, but two months a year total mayhem occurs. The humans that come up from the cities all
around the world come to have a fun time by my shore. Which is fine by me although it wasn't always so. I have
trouble remembering exactly before my 30's but there was some kind of swimming pool placed on me. At one point
in my 60's the humans stopped using me as a pool and it was replaced with some kind of bumper boats. These
boats then leaked out and filled my veins with gasoline which is the reason for my green hue. Thankfully that
stopped around my 70th birthday and the good times began again. The fish returned and the plants grew back, but
the color was never the same. I still carry the scars of the bumper-boats the sick hue and dead plants that are still a
remembrance of the pain that I went through. In addition, I have a type of complaint of the annoyance of campers
asking the same questions every day without fail. They ask “can I splash the lifeguard?”, “can I take out a double
boat with only one person?”, “is my life jacket on right?” “Can I flip my boat?” “Are there fish in the lake?” “Will the
fish bite me?” these are just a few off the top of my head, some campers will even ask these questions if they already had the activity before. I would continue my long life story but I now hear the busses pulling out and it is time
for me to get ready for my 10 months of relaxation until Ruach Country 2015.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ophelia
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Remember?
The old main building. Skuttlebugs. Bumper boats and rowing. Surf bikes and rowing. Rowing. Go-karts. Survival course. Low ropes. Batting cages. Swim-swim-showers-get-ready-forShabbos. Lucite. Rollerblades. Hiking and grilling. Boat building. The house boat. Staff baseball
game on friday. Erev shabbos flower club. Baked potatoes Friday lunch. Mudsliding. Inward House
Sunday baseball game. The old main building. Social hall. Old paddleball court. Old smid BM. Canteen in the barn. Open gazebos. Old new hockey court. Counselor room in back of shul. Snacks in
the GDR. Senior league beds lined up. Bunk in the Shul. The slide. Unheated pool. The man with
the orange bucket hat. The old main building. The Rabbi's blue windbreaker. Rabbi Neiman as a
counselor. Yes ben. Rabbi howard Feivelson. Whees da baaags chaky. And DON'T say ooohhhh.
Heeenaaayyyyy. Unattached staff being unattached. Masmiding in bunkhouses. Howie's lineup
whistles. The Binghamton Mets The old main building.. Singing color war songs twice. Crossing the
border. Shabbos punch. Come up feh eeh. Zoom flume. Zoom flume. Zoom flume. Zoom flume. Pastrami sandwiches at zoom flume. Rabbis mic' in the back pocket. "Chaver Zev" Zucker. We want
quiche!. Friday night lobby during the seuda. Duvid Lax's Al Hamichye. Bike race. Meir Eisig. Ref
Rabbi Fisher. A mic' in the gym. Avraham Fried's three. Kizzy. One laundry bag per bunk. Snudge.
Rabbi K's Tisha B'av speech. RAG. Yitzy Bald's wedding. The old main building. Helicopter breakout (woops that's still going on). Swimming races. "The bank is now open". "Closing in 20.....17, 19,
14, 10, 5, 7, 4-3-1". "Greatest show on earth- RUACH COUNTRY!". Avi Taub. Mrs Parnes. Bleach in
the old fish pond. The Feivelson clan. Nisivos. Rebbeim parking lot. "no drinking before the trip".
School buses on trips. And once again the old main building. But as they say "nostalgia ain't what it
used to be!"
To all my dearest friends and role models of camp Agudah,
The reason I say friends and role models is because that is the
way each of you are to me. At times you guys provide the companionship
of a friend while other times you show how it’s possible to grow despite
external/ internal challenges. It’s been 14 years when I first stepped onto
the grounds of Camp Agudah Ruach Country. First and foremost I would
like to thank Hashm for granting me the zechus of being in a sleepaway
camp for the past 14 years. To the entire head staff team: thank you for
believing, and entrusting me with the jobs that you did. I truly believe
that I have gained immense insight on what proper chinuch and effective
communication skills are.
To the rest of you guys, each and every one of you deserve a personal thank you. You have always been there for me, helping and yes, at
times even guided and encouraged me when needed. Even though I’m
“moving” on and starting a new chapter in my life, it’s not the end; it’s
the start of a new beginning. No this is not the end of our friendships.
Each and every one of you will be, and constantly are, on my mind, especially in my tefillos. To each one of you, those going to learn in Eretz
Yisroel, and those in “local” yeshivos, may Hashm grant you Hatzlacha
in everything you do and keep you safe wherever you’ll be. I ask mechilla
from everyone in case I may have offended anyone in any way, camper
and staff member alike. Below is the invitation to my wedding which
will bezr”H take place on August,31, 2014.
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING AND GREETING YOU!
(p.s. shout-out to the…puff puff…hic..hic…friends from ….hic..puff puff…
from Breslov J
SEE YOU ALL NEXT YEAR IN YERUSHALAYIM!
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Year

Additions to Camp

1991

New Senior Hill on old Basketball
Court
R’ Finkelman arrives!
Mrs. Rand
Bumper Boats, Rope Course
Shraga Fievel Finkelberg
Aqua Show!
Cheese Cake!
Rabbi Schwebel Arrives
Batting Cages! Riff Raff!

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Dining Room Expansion
Noosin Water
New Hockey Court
Rabbi Fiefer arrives
Surf Bikes, Grilled Chicken
We Want Keesh!

Kuppie Elbogen

'זקתי אילך ה

Shlomo Simcha
Piamenta
Simcha Weber, Regesh
Yisroel Williger

'איך נשיר ה

ה' שפתי

Shloimy Dachs

אם אשכחך

Mordechai Ben David
Avrohom Fried

ביתNew Crafty Shack

אבינו אב הרחמן
ה' שמעה

Shloimy Dachs

Zev Zucker joins Headstaff
1st ,רפאל

שפחי כמים

Mendy Wald

Shloimy Dachs

ואף על פי
ה' תבנה

and Canteen Building
Bennies last year/Mechina!
Head Couns. office expanded
New Masmidim Bais Medrash
Avi Taub joins Headstaff
Ranch Built
Abe Nieman joins Headstaff
Greatest Show on Earth
Baseball lights
NEW MAIN BUILDING!
Shul expanded,
New Gym Floor
Avi Schilit joins Headstaff
Reb Elya joins Head staff
Mosey Kaplan Arrives

2012

Courts Redone
Rabbi S. Friedman arrives
Football Field

2014

Yitzy Bald Composed

Biking

2010
2011

2013

Guest Singer(s)

Daycamp!!!!!!!!

Gymzebo , Tray Lines and Baseball Field #2 redone
Rabbi Septimus, Chef Flaum!

עננו העונה
Yaakov Shwekey

משה עבדו

Aish

 חלומות נעימים,ה' חנני
מי כמוך

Dovid Gabay

 באמונתו,חסד יסובבנו

Shlomo Katz

 גלה,' וקוי ה,אהבת עולם

Boruch Levine

 השמח שמח,תן לנו כח
לבי לבי

Shia Rubenstein
Michoel Pruzansky
Yehuda Green

, מצוה גוררת מצוה,עולם חסד
 אהבת חברים,קול ברמה

Dovid Gabay
Michoel Pruzansky
Abie Rottenberg
Boruch Levine
Avrohom Fried
Benny Friedman
Boruch Levine
Simcha Leiner

 אז ישיר, אחינו, למענך,תחזנה
, נשמה, תנצל נפשי,טוב להודות
אשירה
 הפכת, אשא, יזקרים,בלבבי
 אז, מעין יבא,לי- והוא א,את חרב
זכות
 עבדו, מי האיש, לולי,תרחם

9th Grade Leagues

#1- Pearl: 8-3

#1- Fogel: 6-4
#2- Herby: 6-4
#3- Levitin: 8-2
#4- Lax: 4-6
#5-Goldbaum: 8-2
#6-Axelrod: 1-9
#7-Mo Berger: 6-4
#8-Nati: 1-9

#2- Wiederman: 4-7
#3- Greenberg: 6-5
#4- S.Krasnow: 8-3
#5- Wielgus: 3-8
#6- M. Kohn: 5#7- Mike: 7-4

#9- Jack Rosenberg: 3-8
#10- Kramer: 5-6

AFFL Final Standings

# 2-Kamelhar & Totty: 6-3-1

#4- Gellis & Shmez: 2-7-1
#5- Karfiol & Glieberman: 4
-6

#7- Slomowitz: 3-6-1
#8- Kuti & D.J: 1-8-1

Camp Agudah Basketball
Team
Game #1 At Rayim: L

Team #2: 4-3

Game #2 Vs. Rayim: W 66-48

Team #3: 4-3

Game #3 Vs. Mogen Av: L

Team #4: 5-2

Camp Agudah Baseball Team

Team #5: 2-5

Game #1 At Romimu: W 14-3
Game #2 Vs. Rayim: W 6-4
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#2- Vashovsky: 6-3
#3- Krasnow: 1-8

#3-Blinder & Koff: 7-3

Team #1: 0-7

Team #6: 6-1

#1- Greenwald 6-3

#1-Zlotnik: 8-2

#4-Rupp:1-8
#5-Brecher: 7-2
#6-Bienenstock: 4-5
#7-Glicher: 5-4

#6- Rufus & Gelfand: 7-3

#8- Shilit: 6-5

6th Grade Leagues

7the Grade Leauges

8th Grade Leauges

#8-Karman & Krieger: 4-5
#9-Ditchie: 6-3
#10-Silberberg: 5-4

4th and 5th Grade leagues
#1 - Frank & Frishman: 6-2
#2 -Mandel & Lowenthal: 2-6
# 3-Greisman & Nussbaum: 5-3
#4-Neuberger & Levenson: 4-4
#5 Issak & Weinstock: 1-7
#6 Shlosser & S Schron: 6-2

Census 2014

7. Who is triple action?
A) Kramer

BY: Aaron “Totty” Herzberg
and Shmaryahu “Denions” Storch

B) Reuven Goldbond
C) Leotus
D) Ask Shimon

1. Where was Chef Flam before Camp Agudah?
A) Pitcher for the New York Yankees™
B) In a motorcycle gang
C) A tuba player for Kokosh University
D) Ask Shimon

8. Why is maintenance so lazy?
A) Ask Shimon
B) Ask Shimon
C) Ask Shimon
D) Ask Shimon

2. Whos got my back?
A) Moe’s beard
B) Yisroel Meir
C) Yaakov Chaim Rosenberg
D) Ask Shimon

9. What is a Chuny?
A) A disease that infests a person with tremendous amount of
hair
B) A waving piece of fabric with a red color

3. What does vendi viddi vicci mean?
A) Dichies in the 6th grade
B) its a secret code for the brotherhood of security gaurds
C) happy birthday rabbi septimus
D) Ask Shimon

C) Another name for the gymzebo

4. Who are Totty’s kids?
A) Izzy Krasnow
B) Mosey Kaplan
C) Yehudah Aryeh Brecher
D) Ask Shimon

B) Absolutely nothing

D) Ask Shimon
10. What can we do to put a smile on your face?
A) Hit a grandslam way over the infield fence
C) Raise those hands
D) Ask Shimon
11. Who are the rainbow hats for?

5. What happened to Meir Glichers arm?
A) Lost an arm wrestle with Chef Flam
B) He needed attention
C) Whos Meir Glicher
D) Ask Shimon
6. What happened to the game room?
A) Beinhorn took it with him when he left
B) It was sold so Magic could have money for Six Flags arcades
C) What gameroom?
D) Ask Shimon

A) Camp 7th grade
B) Camp freedman
C) The nonexistent A.F.F.L. spectators
D) Ask Avi
12. What does A.F.F.L. stand for?
A) Agudahs for Flatbush Lovers
B) Anything for Flams Lunch
C) Achdus Friendship Family Life
D) Ask Chaim
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13. Where has Reuven Goldbaum been?
A) Manufacturing medical relief
B) Where hasn’t Reuven Goldbaum been
C) Wherever he was when they called him up as lieutenant
D) Ask Shimon
14. Who is Meir Cohen?
A) Eli Cohens cousin
B) You mean Chaim Cohen?
C) The white RG III
D) Ask Shimon
15. What does Eli Gurwitz do in camp?
A) Run the batting cages
B) Pretend he’s Nati
C) Refs 9th grade’s shuffleboard league
D) Don’t ask Shimon he wont know either
16. What does S.O.S stand for?
A) Stern overtakes shimshy
B) Septimus on Seniors
C) Stinky Odorous Skunks
D) Ask Rabbi Karfoil
17. Why are there so many S.O.S’s this half?

18. Why does Aryeh Weilgus have so many jobs in camp (coach,
rebbi, division head, payday manager)?
A) So he could get a J.C. (CO 1)
B) To pay for Tomos tuition
C) So he can take Rabbi Septimus’ parking spot
D) Ask Meir
19. Why are ther so many skunks in camp?
A) Because Reuven Goldbaums back
B) They are spies for breslov
C) They cant get enough of Rabbi Abie Katz singing
D) Ask Shimon that’s his job
20. Why was Ari Krasnow general?
A) Hes a Krasnow
B) He has the hardest bunk in camp
C) They had to pick a head staff member and R’ Shmaya
would‘ve been too obvious
D) Ask Chaim Herby
21. Whats Rabbi Wolfs job?
A) Rabosai come up for air
B) He doesn’t care they never asked him
C) Giving every bunk volleyball 1st activity
D) Ask Shimon
22. Why did Agudah build the gymzebo?
A) So the carnival can be funtional again
B) It was a mistake, maitenance was bored
C) There was a sale in the canteen on sand
D) Ask Shimon

C) They “wanted” to be daycamp counslers

23. Why did staff have to wear white shirts on visiting day?
A) So people wouldn’t think they are campers
B) Research shows it increases tips
C) It goes along with the tray lines and detention center
D) Ask Mike Rabinowitz

D) Ask Rabbi Neiman

24. Why is Shuey a doctor?

A) The big “U” needed a job
B) The Minskies needed jobs

A) He is the only Krasnow without a nickname
B) Because his bunk needs medical help at times
C) Hes the only Krasnow not on a team
D) Ask Totty
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25. Why is there a daycamp in Camp Agudah?

30. Where are the 9th graders

A) Because there are so many S.O.S's

A) Intercamp

B) Because camp had an extra golf cart

B) Practicing nun chucks for Yechiels Chasunah

C) So Fix can have a job without a bungalow

C) Sneaking out to Camp Munk
D) Ask Yaakov Lax

D) Ask Magic

31. What happened to Meir Eisig
26. Why did Rabbi Yitzy Bald compose a new tune for Old
Mcdonald?
A) So we wouldn’t have to sing Nachamu on Shabbos Nachamu
B) So Chef Flam’s band would have something to play

A) Left with the Lankry’s
B) Who is Meir?
C) Car broke down
D) Ask Shimon

C) If a Krasnow wants something, a Krasnow gets something
D) Ask Ari

27. Why are youth corp meetings so long?
A) Because they let campers in
B) Because Avi needs time too yell at everyone
C) Because O.I.C.A.
D) Ask Avi the Chicken

28. Why did camp create a detention center?
A) So 9th grade leagues wouldn’t be so competitive
B) It gives half of camp something to do instead of activities
C) Obviously EVERY camper goes too learning groups now
D) Ask Rabbi Feuer

29. Why are there mattresses on the right of the dining room?
A) Day camp needs them
B) Ask Yehuda Friedman
C) For the campers sleeping by meals
D) Speak to Shimon
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